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Officials Ask For More Study

CHE's Funding Plan Disputed
discuss the proposal.
By MATT SANDERS
The proposed tuition increase
News Editor
Following a meeting Wednes- "in these difficult times, is exday at Murray State Universi- cessive. When combined with
ty, MSU and Western Kentucky anticipated reductions in
University administrative of- federal financial aid, the inficials issued a joint statement crease will set Kentucky back
calling for the Council of 25 years, when deserving
Higher Education CHE to students in Western Kentucky
give "more study" about ade- will be unable to get a higher
quate funding for higher educa- education," the statement said.
"The council staff plan does
tion.
provide for fair and adenot
followconference
press
a
:At
ing the meeting, D. Constan- quate funding for all the'state's
tine W. Curris, president of ,universities. It takes funds
Murray State, read the state- from six universities and adds
ment'which said the school of- those funds to the two univerficials "call upon the council to sities which already have the
establish as its first priority lion's share of funds," the ofthe restoration of dollars to all ficials said in the statement.
According to the statement,
universities that matches the
level of funding by the 1980 the universities' officials also
felt the CHE's porposal "is unKentucky General Assembly."
The action stemmed from the fair to the senior state univercouncil's recent proposal to in- sities. It reduces funding for increase tuition for Kentucky struction at Kentucky's-senior
students by 30 percent during institutions; i.e., Murray and
Western. These two univerthe next two years. The council
account for a combined
sities
further
to
12
Nov
will meet

TVA's New Bonus Plan
Doesn't Violate Charter
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP, —
The Tennessee Valley Authority's new bonus plan for its top
managers does not violate the
utility's federal charter, a
foriner TVA general counsel
says.
The opinion, requested by
current TVA General Counsel
Herb Sanger Jr. and released
Wednesday, backs the TVA
board's decision to offer up to
$36,000 in annual bonuses to the
managers.
The opinion was by
Washington, D.C., lawyer
Charles J. McCarthy, wno

worked for the government
utility from 1934 until 1967.
Under a plan approved Oct.
7, the bonuses could be offered
to about 75 of the utility's top
managers each year for up to
three years. In return,. the
managers would pledge not to
leave TVA for other jobs Ving
that period.
Critics — among them congressmen from the seven-state
TVA area — have said the
bonuses are unfair to TVA's 2.8
million customers, whose electric bills have nearly doubled
since 1977.

enrollment of nearly 20 percent
of the total student enrollment
in Kentucky, but receive on 15.1
percent of the total state appropriated dollars."
Curris said Murray State's
present state appropriation is
$22 million. Western's is $28.6
million, Dr. Donald Zacharias,
Western Kentucky president,
said.
During the 1980-81 and 1981-82
school years, Murray State lost
$3.5 million and Western Kentucky $5 million in state appropriation dollars, based on
recommendations from the
council,they reported.
-We don't fault the state for
running out of money," Curris
said. "This is a very difficult
financial time."
The officials also asked the
council to adopt a "funding
plan based upon the principle
that undergraduate and
master's degree students at
universities deserve the saint
formula for funding of instruction. We support a higher level
of funding for doctoral and professional degree programs based upon a fair' and publicly
known formula."
Ctincerning the possible
merger of similar departments
at both universities, Curris said
each institution's "sense of services and needs" would be
reduced if programs were cut.
Zacharias said there is a
"need to expand opportunities"
at both schools. He added consolidation or programs was not
discussed at the meeting but "it
doesn't mean it might not be
explored."
Officials also discussed
cooperative efforts between tbe
schools and announced both
institutions' boards of regents
would meet Nov. 21 in Bowling
Green prior to the Murray-

State-Western Kentucky football game.
. The joint board of regents
meeting will be to "discuss
mutual concerns and promote
higher education."
In an attempt to find "ways
to best utilize resources,"
groups consisting of members
from each campus were formed to discuss administrative
and business services,
academic programs and services and student services and
activities.,
Zacharias, said Wednesday's
meeting "picked up" from a
previous meeting both schools
Continued On Page Two

Vocational School's LPN
Program Receives Funding
The Murray licensed Practical Nurse program, operated
by the Murray Vocational
School received good news this
week. The Kentucky Balanceof-State Private Industry Council, meeting in Frankfort, approved an application from the
school to continue operation of
a 20- slot LPN class through July of next year, at a funding
level of $158,580.
The LPN program had
recently been threatened with
the possibility of closing by the
Bureau of Vocational Education because of cutbacks in the
federal CETA program.
PLC council member James
W. Payne of Bardwell, attending the meeting, credited the
project's approval to the efforts
of John Wells, former-commissioner of the State's Bureau for
Manpower Services and recently appointed Commissioner of

Reagan Exulting After AWACs Okay
AP) -WASHINGTON
President Reagan,exulting in a
victory that even his opponents
called awesome, says the
"cause of peace is on the march
,again in the Middle East" with
Senate approval of his AWACS
arms sale to Saudi Arabia.
With his first major foreign
policy test behind him, Reagan
said only a radical takeover in
the Mideast now could thwart
deliver!, of the Airborne Warning and Control System

planes, the world's most
advanced, in 1985. The $8.5
billion sale is the largest arms
deal to a foreign nation in U.S.
history.
In the meantime, Reagan
reaffirmed the United States'
"unshakable commitment" to
Israel, which had argued that
the sale would threaten its
security, as his administration
worked on compensating arms
aid to the Jewish state.
The Senate approved the sale

JOINT MEETING - Adriumstrative officials at Murray
State University and Western Kentucky University met
Wednesday to discuss concerns of both schools Heading the
meeting were Dr. Constantine Curris )left), president of Murray State,and Dr. Donald Zacharias president of Western Kentucky.

of the overall Murray LPN prothe Department of labor
gram. was originally submitted
Payne .noted that the 1,PN pro- the - regional vocatiunal
--by
supgram had received- strong
education system for fiscal
port both locally and
year 1981 funding in March,
throughout the Purchase area.
1981 - to . the Purchase ADD
. '1 am quite hopeful that the
Employment PET(' and
Murray 1.1'N program will continue its fine record of training Training Council7
The group endorsed -the proand finding employment for.
at that time, but could
gram.
in
area's
the
nursing students
recommend funding only
health care facilities." comthrough September 30, 1981,
mented Payne.
%Filch was the end of the
After the vocational educafiscal year The aplidera!
tion representatives had decidplication for funding past
ed to initiate the program in
September :10, 1981, was receivAugust with sufficient funding
ed and endorsed by the PETC
cona
was
there
for two months
in April, 1981, ranking third
certed effort among the Bureau
14 projects considered,
among
for Manpower Services...Purhighest among four projects
chase Area Development
submitted from agencies in
District and Vocational EducaMurray, including Murray
tion Region I to obtain funding
Stata University.
for the remaining ten months of
Then in July. serious funding
the program. A tentative
reductions were announced at
agreement was reached in mid
the state level, and it appeared
August, and agency officials
as though the 1,PN program
were confident concerning conmight not receive funding past
tinued operation of the 1,l'N
the first two months beginning
program.
August 1.
"It's unfortunate," he furHowever, vocational educacomrecent
"that
stated,
ther
tion officials decided .to iw
ments surrounding the LPN
ahead with the two-months'
program have led to some confunding in hopes that funding
fusion and concern among the
would he found before-October
students. The Private Industry
1. And, with the action of the
Council has shown its commitPrivate Industry Council on
ment to this program with tothe class will conTuesday,
approval."
day's
'The current CETA project, tinue until graduation in July,
1982
which represents only a portion

52-48 Wednesday after Reagan phone line, in the office of chief
converted seven opponents and of staff James A. Baker III.
won over all seven undecided Keeping tally were Secretary
senators in the final two days of of State Alexander M. Haig Jr.,
an extraordinary lobbying national security adviser
blitz. It was a performance that Richard Allen and deputy chief
moved House Speaker Thomas
(Continued On Page Two)
P. O'Neill Jr. to say, "He is
showing awesome power."
The Israeli Cabinet said today that the approval of the
sale of AWACS planes to Saudi
Arabia posed "a new, serious
danger" that Israel would do
everything necessary to
overcome.
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"WAIT tr./4(77L -D"A'RX"
Stxplieurtx(CAM.1ullan
listens te advice from a man who she thinks is a friend (Larry
Denhain). onawarE that twos-other men(Mark' Jarman and
David Fisher) are in the room plotting against. her in a scene
from "Wait Until Derk." The Community Theatre production
will open at 8 p.m. tonight and continue Friday and Saturday
and Nov 5-7. A midnight Halloween performance also is
scheduled For reservations, call the Community Theatre
Ticketline at 759-1752 or stop by the box office from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Tuesday through Friday.
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WITCHES BREW CREW — Witches preparing an evil concoction made up of parts of their victims' bodies was oneof the scenes in the Jaycee Haunted Forest. The haunted forest will continue
through Friday night at the Jaycee fairgrounds:

Haunted Forest Continues
With crowds a little above
last year, the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees are, "looking
for a large crowd tonight" as
the fourth annual Jaycee

McCoy added decent weather
is predicted for the next two
nights which will make conditions better for those in attendance.
Some of the scenes in the
haunted forest will be changed
tonight" to add reality," McCoy said.
The forest is filled with
ghosts,
mummim-Dracula and
change research materials and
various types of equipment to a gorilla which grabs "vicestablish student competitions tims" as they walk through.
and to book the same lecturers Tunnels and mazes are located
throughout the forest.
could help both institutions.
The Jaycees expressed ap• Concerning administrative,
preciation
to the Alpha Tau
services, Harry LArgent,
Omega
pledge
class for
Western vice president for administrative services, said no assistance with the haunted
conclusions have been made foreat.
The karnival features
however officials were looking
several
activities for younger
closely at several matters.
To assist student services, and older groups.
Refreshments also are
Dr. Frank Julian, MSU vice
available.
Hours of the event
president for student development, said Murray and are from 6 p.m.to 9.
Western have seven or eight of
the same club sports which
may be scheduled on a home
and home basis.
Julian also said the schools
'FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
could work together in the
David Hager of Lexington has
bookings of students activities,
been named to the Industrial
including movies,lecturers and
Revenue Bond Oversight Committee by Gov. John Y. Brown
mini-concerts.
Dr. John Menton, Western
Jr.
vice president for student
Hager will represent the Kentucky AFL-CIO on the commitdevelopment, said student
leadership workshops also are
tee. He replaces Jack Parkey
being explored.
of Lexington, who resigned.
Haunted Forest and Karnival
continues through Friday.
Jerry McCoy, a member of the
Jaycee Haunted Forest committee said.

MSU-WKU
(Continued From Page One)
had in Bowling Green.
Zacharias added there was
much cooperation in determining ways to enhance education
and "identify cost-saving
areas."
Concerning academic programs, Dr. Richard Butwell,
Murray State vice president for
academic programs, said the
group's main objective was "to
enrich the educational experience" and attempt to attain
"a greater participation" by
students.
Butwell suggested several
facilities at each university
could be utilized by the other.
He cited Western's use of Mammoth Cave and Murray's Hancock Biological Station as
possibility for an exchange program.
Dr. James Davis, WKU vice
president for academic programs, said deans currently
are working on cooperative
programs.
Davis said a system to ex-

Hager Appointed
To Committee

Only At
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The Murray Civitan Club will
conduct a parking lot Yard Sale
Saturday, Nov. 7, in the parking lot at North 10th and Walnut
Streets.
Proceeds will be used to support the variety of assistance
the club gives to local programs affecting the mentally
handicapped. The sale will run
from 7 a.m. to midafternoon.
The Civitan committee
managing the sale is composed
of Relmon Wilson, Coffield
Vance and Prentice Dunn.
They will accept any contautions that citizens interested in
the welfare of the mentally
handicapped will provide for
the Nov.7th sale.
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as rosy political scenarios that "
intentionally avoid inevitable
economic realities. As time
passes, events force presidents
to face those realities and
adjust their forecasts.
For example, if economic
growth proves weaker than an

administration is willing to
predict — which is usually the
case — the government winds
up collecting less tax money
-and spending more on social "
welfare programs than its
original estimates. The result
is a larger budget deficit.

TVA Employees To Retake
Job Qualification Tests
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
unable to practice at a Se(AP) — Some public safety
quoyah firing range, because
employees at the Sequoyah
TVA has been testing officers
nuclear plant say the Tensteadily at the range for 10
nessee Valley Authority is
days.
making them retake job
A labor contract that TVA's
qualification tests in hopes of
white-collar employee unions
replacing them with lower-paid
signed with the agency Aug. 31
workers.
stipulates that public safety ofBut Carl Crawford, a
ficers working for TVA when
spokesman for the federal
the contract was signed are
agency, Said Wednesday the
paid at a higher wage scale
problem is inadequate recordthan those hired on or after
keeping. Crawford said TVA is
Aug.31.
having some of the security
Some security officers who
guards retake their yearly
are being told to retake
job qualification tests because
qualification tests maintain
the person who had kept the
that TVA wants to get rid of ofrecords failed to make clear
ficers earning $15,000 a year to
whether some employees had
hire new ones at $11,000
passed the annual exams.
annually.
The record-keeper has been
Jack Rozek, chief of TVA's
reassigned,Crawford said.
public safety branch, said,
The security guards must "Our principal concern is to be
pass a qualification test to be sure all members of the securihired, and must also retake and
ty force are qualified and profipass those tests annually to cient in all aspects of their
keep their jobs.
duties. To the extent that peo- A public safety employee, ple cannot show their efficienwho asked that his name not be
cy, they do need to be relieved
used for fear he would be fired, of their duties."
told The Chattanooga Times,
The retesting involves only
"What TVA is doing is trying to the guards at Sequoyah, since
eliminate us so they can hire the public safety employees at
new people in at lower each TVA plant function as
salaries."
separate units,Crawford said.
He told the newspaper that
Sequoyah is part of TVA's
within the past 10 days, 25 of seven-state electric power
about 145 public safety officers system, which serves 2.8
at Sequoyah have received pro- 'million consumers in Tenposed termination notices nessee and parts of Kentucky,
because they did not pass a Virginia, North Carolina,
firearms requalification test. Georgia, Alabama and
He said the officers have been Mississippi.
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WASHINGTON '(AI)) —
Despite perennial presidential
pledges to slash federal
deficits, the government continues to spew a torrent of red
ink that is blotting out President Reagan's Promise to
balance the budget by 1984.
The Treasary Department
reported Wednesday that the
budget for fiscal 1981, which
ended Sept. 30, ran $57.9 billion
in the red, marking the 12th
straight year that federal spending has outpaced receipts.
This was the same budget
that former President Carter
and Congress redrafted 18 months ago to bring it into balance.
Instead, the budget produced
the third largest deficit in
history, surpassed only by a
$59.6 billion deficit in 1980 and a
$66.4 billion deficit in 1976.
The new figures underscore
the widespread skepticism
about Reagan's latest pledge to
balance the budget by 1984 — a
goal that many economists and
politicians contend may fall
short by a staggering $100
billion or more.
Economists discount
presidential budget forecasts

Yard Sale Set

• 280
Colors
• One Coat Coverage,
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Reagan shared the credit in considering $2.2 billion in
the White House mess with the economic and military aid for
interagency group that Israel in the current fiscal
spearheaded the administra- year, talks are under way on
tion's campaign.
the 1983 package and now will
"It was in the fourth quarter take the Saudi arms into
with goal to go," be said."You consideration.
pushed it over."
OpponentssaidtheSaudisale
The Saudis will pay $6.5 -willincrease the Arab threat to
billion for the biggest single Israel, escalate the Mideast
U.S. armssale in history.
arms race and risk compromisThe package includes five ing the secret AWACS and
AWACS aircraft, the world's Sidewinder technology if the
most advanced radar planes, Saudi monarchy is overthrown.
plus 1,177 Sidewinder missiles,
"We are putting all our aid in
fuel pods and flying tankers for
one basket — the Saudi basket
62F-15 jets already on order.
— and it's the wrong one," said
The equipment is intended to
Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore., a
guard against attacks on Saudi
leading opponent.
oil fields.
"We are building a powder
In his letter to the Senate,
keg in this region with the same
Reagan pledged that U.S. perrecklessness that plunged us
sonnel will have the right to
deeper and deeper into the
periodically inspect security
Vietnam War," said Sen.
arrangements for the
Donald W. Riegle Jr.,D-Mich.
sophisticated weapons and that
But Sen. Barry Goldwater,RAmericans will be involved in
Ariz., said "I am absolutely
Saudi operation of the planes
convinced the turning down of
"well into the 1990s."
this sale could lead to war in
Four of the 24 AWACS planes
the Middle East."
within the U.S. inventory
In the end a majority of
already are operating with
senators — the 48 opponents
American crews in Saudi
plus the seven who switched —
Arabia to guard against . said they still did not like the
possible air attack by Iran or
deal.
other hostile powers. The ones
But most of the seven who
the Saudis will buy will lack adturned in Reagan's favor at the
vanced features such as jamend said a major foreign policy
resistant commupications
defeat for the president would
devices.
be worse.
Administration officials
An AP-NBC telephone poll of
assured Congress last spring
1,598 adults taken Sunday and
that Israel's qualitative edge
Monday and released just
over its potential Arab foes
before the Senate vote showed
would be maintained.
Americans were opposed to the
And even while Congress is
sale by a 54-46 margin.

Federal Budget In Red
For 12th Straight Year
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of staff Michael K.Deaver.
The president said the sale
will "protect our economic
lifeline to the Middle East, win
favor among moderate Arab
nations" and reassure the
world that America "is indeed
a reliablesecurity partner."
"Because of actions like today's by the Senate, the cause
of peace is on the march again
in the Middle East," Reagan
said. In a letter delivered to the
Senate earlier in the day, he
pledged that a condition of the
sale will be "substantial
assistance of Saudi Arabia" in
Mideast peace efforts.
"Our friends should realize
that steadfastness to purpose is
a hallmark of American
foreign policy while those who
would create instability in this
region should note that the
forces of moderation have our
unequivocal support in deterring aggression," he said.
The Senate vote, two weeks
after the House rejected the
sale by almost a 3-1 margin,
crowned an uphill tight that
less than 24 hours earlier had
seemed likely to end up in a 5050 tie. That, too, would have
been enough for Reagan, since
opponents needed a majority
for the first-ever congressional
veto of a U.S. arms sale.
Senate Republican leader
Howard H. Baker Jr. telephoned the president to report the
victory, saying, "There are
more brave souls in the Senate
today than I ever knew
existed."

(Continued From Page One)
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GENEVA, Switzerland (AP)
— The oil ministers of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries met today for
the third time in five months
and were expected to agree on
a base price for crude oil of $34
a barrel.
That increase would raise the
price charged by Saudi Arabia,
OPEC's biggest producer, $2 a
barrel. It could-raise the price
of gasoline and heating oil for
1
2
American consumers about 2/
cents a gallon,'U.S. petroleum
industry analysts said.
Potential Auri53,.- remained,
however,on such related issueras how long to maintain the
base price and a price ragge for
top-quality crudes; OPEC
sources said.
Prices among OPEC's 13
members vary from Saudi
Arabia's low of $32 for a 42gallon barrel to nearly $40

charged by Algeria. The oil
ministers discussed the $34
price proposed by Saudi Arabia
during meetings in May and
August, but Venezuela and
others refused to agree. So
Saudi Arabia kept its price at
$32.
Although OPEC set a base
price of $36 a barrel in
December 1980, prices charged
by individual members have
varied ever since according to
the market and other considerations. The average price
is now about $35.
.
Saudi Oil Minister Sheik
Ahrrred 7.8kt Yamai has been
seeking to unify OPEC prices
since February 1979, when
some members began raising
prices on their own.
•
"The way is paved to reach
the target," mid Iraqi Oil
Minister Tayeh Abdul Karim.
"We are very near to eaCh

other, so nothing can prevent
us from reaching a unified
price."
"We will make a big effort to
agree,"- said. Humberto
Calderon Berti of Venezuela,*
who refused to reduce his price
from $36 at the last meeting. ,
Indonesian Energy Minister
Subroto, the current OPEC
president, said: "We are convinced we are very close to an
agreement unifying prices."
Prospects for an agreement
were good because a glut on the
waNtInarket has forttid most
OPEC merairs to cut prices
• •.
or production.
• The Saudis added to the
abundance when they increased their daily output by. 1
million barrels to`9.5 million
barrels a day. As a good-will
gesture, they reduced production to 8.5 million barrels after
the last OPEC meeting.
•
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Number Of Babies Born **
Out Of Wedlock Up
By ANN BLACKMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — More
than half of all black babies in
the United States now are born
--out of wedlock,and thetrend is
• increasing sharply among
whites, especially teen-agers, a
new government report shows.
. Overall, according to federal
census and health statistics,
out-of-wedlock births increased
50 percent in the last decade to
at least one in every six
American babies.
In 1979, the most recent year
for which comprehensive national statistics were compiled,
an estimated 597,800 out-ofwedlock babies were born in
America,accounting for 17 percent of all births. In 1970, unwed mothers had 399,000 babies,
10.7 percent of all births.
The report shows that in 1979,
55 percent of all-black babies
were born to unwed mothers,
up from 38 percent in 1970. The
percentage of white babies
born to unwed mothers rose
even more .sharply — to 9.4 in
1979 from from 5.7 in 1970.
"Regardless of age, the increases were much greater for
White women than black
women,"the report says.
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Experts attributed the increases to women wanting to
wait until they are older to
marry, a diminishing
stigma for unwed
and economic disadvantages,
particularly for blacks.
Also, most studies show there
is more sexual activity among
-white teen-agers than there
was a decade ago.
"it's; clear that the propensity to keep out-of-wedlock
children is rising," said Kristin
A. Moore, a specialist in teenage pregnancy and out-ofwedlock births at the Urban Institute in Washington. "This
has always been true among
blacks, but now it's true among
whites. It's more acceptable."
The Urban Institute's
analysis of the figures shows
that 29 percent of births to
white teens and 83 percent of
births to black teens occurred
outside of marriage.
Despite those figures, the
report said, the percentage of
all women giving birth out of
wedlock increased among
whites and decreased among
blacks.
Although there are no figures
ava4ble for 1980 or 1981,
Stariie Ventura, a statistician who helped compile the
report for the National Center
Until last Sunday, I hadn't
for Health Statistics, said the
rate of birth to unwed mothers been in Busch Memorial
rose substantially between 1978 Stadium in St. Louis for 15
and 1979. "We have no reason years.
The last time I was in the
to believe that this will decline
place
was for the 1966 baseball
in the next few years," she
all-star game, and it was so
said.
The report was _ based on unbearably hot I retreated to
records in 39 states and the my air-conditioned office four
District of Columbia which re- blocks away after sitting
1
2innipgs.
quire marital -status on birth thningh only 2/
They said it was 120 degrees
certificates. Nationwide
figures are estimates based on on the field that day,and no one
contested the declaration. Peothe 39-state information.
Ms. Moore said One reason so ple were fainting and becoming
many black babies are born out overcome by the heat by the
of wedlock is that a large scores. You had to step over
nurpber of black males have them to get up the steps and out
trouble getting jobs and many of the place.
As I was sitting there in that
who do work have jobs which
broiling sun in a great seat just
don't offer health benefits.
back of third base and holding
Ito% laind
and Robert \mak

Garrott's Galley

A Trip To See The Cardinals
Really Is Trip To See The People

my arms up because the metal
first a dollar,then five and then within an adjoining office
arms of the seat were stove-hot
ten. He would pick out the red suddenly materialized across
to the touch, I simply said to
card one time and lose another. the rail from my seat as he
myself,"Man, you must be out
A fellow standing next to me slowly made his way toward an
of your. mind, sitting out here
and I kept stets on him and exit.
We had a brief, nice visit
broiling like a lobster." And I
foundoutthat they both were
got up, said my adieus and was
even before others in the crowd before he disappeared in the
soon back in the coolness of the
— thinking they were going to crowd after saying. "Well be
office,
get something for nothing and sige_ and conic back again.
Lt Sunday, however, it was
dead certain they could pick ''.1;°°11 -111r,tu brought us •
a---flifferent story. The day
out the red card would get in- lie
Maybe we had. I like to think
dawned bright and sunny, but
to the act.
by noon it was cloudy and chillThat was a beautiful example so. The Cardinals were supposing cold in the stadium.I took a
of the old adage — a fool and his ed to have been beaten by the
little kidding on the way up for , money is sooni parted — and - Vikings, but it was the other
being toasty warm in the car
there were a lot of fools way around. The score: St
with that insulated underwear gathered around that fellow. Louis 30, Minnesota 17.
on, but by mid-afternoon it felt Some bet as high as $20 and
great.
would leap forward to turn over
+++
the card they thought was the
Thanks to one of my long- red one. Of course, it would not
Today is Thursday, Oct. 29,
time St. Louis friends, I had be and the big black man would the 302nd day of 1981. There are
managed to come by some grab- up the bet and loudly ex- 63days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history.
tickets for the Cardinals' game claim,"Oh, no! You done pickwith
Minnesota
the
Oct. 29, 1929, the New
On
Vikings
I
so
ed
the
wrong
one!"
for July 1, 1982, delayed to Oct.
WASHINGTON
The
present procedure's. Stockman could fulfill one of my retireYork
stock
market -collapsed.
The
last
I
of
saw
him,
he
had
L But Hance insists this must
likelihood of David Stockman
wants some arrangement with ment promiss — that being to at least 100 people crowded and America's Great Depresbe linked to postponing cost-ofquietly endorsing a delay of the
Congress.
go with son Jeff to one of the around . as he shuffled those .sion of the 1930s began.
living allowances (COLA) for
tax cut to reduce the budget
The shape of the arrange- big, pro games.
On this date:
cards with one hand and had a
the same three months on a
deficit pushes Ronald Reagan
ment is suggested by Hance,
friends,
One
In
Gary
1618, sir Walter Raleigh
his
of
fistful]
of
bills
in
the
other.
I've
variety of federal programs,intoward a moment of truth that
the West Texas congressman Galloway, and Mike Finley, a wondered several times since was executed in London on
cluding Social Security.
could decide the fate of his
who suffered obloquy for co- neighbor, went with us, and we getting home how much he took charges of treason against
economic program and even
Although budget director
sponsoring Reagan's tax cut in had a ball.
King James I.
in.
Stockman recently testified in
his administration.
defiance of the Democratic
That's
no
at
trip
In 1923, the Republic of
all
more
any
+++
Congress against any tax cut
Reagan's decision has been
leadership. Hance's tax cut going up on 1-24, 57 and 70. You
Turkey
was proclaimed.
The
people
in
the
stands
are
delay, he is horrified by the
hastenrd by the unveiling Tuesdelay would save $8 billion, and cross the Mississippi on the equally as interesting. I was
In 1961, Syria seceded from
day (Oct. 134 of a new economic
prospect of future budget
his COLA delays would yield Poplar Street bridge they surprised at the large number United Arab Republic to form
deficits climbing to near $100
proposal by conservative
another $5 billion. Since $2.8 were building when we moved of Viking fans there. They had the Syrian Arab Republic.
billion in the midst of congresDemocratic representative
billion of the $5 billion COLA away from St. Louis in 1967 and come in busloads and were
And in 1972, Palestinian guersional insurrection against new
Kent Hance of Texas. He wants
savings include delayed Social you drop right down into the ci- dressed in the purple and white rillas hijacked a German
spending cuts. Accordingly,
the 10 percent across-the-board
Security hikes ruled out of ty right at the stadium. That is colors of their team.
. airliner and-gained the release
key members of Congress
personal tax rate cut scheduled
bounds by the White House, the no problem. Getting out after
of three persons seized in the
Two
in
particular
were
fun
to
describe Stockman as willing to
Hance package is not accep- the game,however is.
watch as they moved about massacre at the Munich
"slip" the tax cut - but only if
table to the administration in
We never did find out how to through the stands In huge pur- Olympics.
the payoff on budget cuts is
its present fornt-c
get back on 1-70 eastbound in all ple Afro wigs trading barbs
Ten years ago: By a vote of
deep
enough.
Ago
But statements of absolute that pretzel-like maze of with and fielding the taunts of 41-to-V, the Senate rejected
There will be no announced
surprise by Reagan officials bridges and overpasses, and the Cardinal fans. One guy President Nixon's foreign aid
The Murray City Council
shift
in administration -policy,
over Hance's initiative ring streaked out of there south on 1- wasd sickening, however. He authorization bill. It was the
passed an ordinance of intent to
merely acquiescence in
phony. He has discussed them 55 for Cape Girardeau like a had the limp foreleg of a deer first such rejection since 1948.
annex a large rectangle of land
whatever Hance and
with key administration bunch of scalded dogs. Of which he would shake in peowest of North 18th Street from
Five years ago: Federal
Republican leaders can get
figures, who encouraged him. course, then we had to contend ples faces as he lurched auth ities said they'd been
College Farm Road to Lincoln
through Congress. That would
The truth is that the ad- with two-lane traffic from Cape around the place.
Avenue at its regular meeting
look g into claims that the
leave
a President Reagan's
ministration will quietly accept on into Murray — and in rather
at the city hall.
civil-. rights of Korean +++
hands the decision whether to
an amended version of the heavy rain at that, but we were
Deaths reported include
The Cardinal fans were Arneric is and South Korean
accept budget relief at the risk
Hance plan — if enough budget at home by 8 p.m.
William H. Miller,98.
equally as rabid, and many of nationals the U.S. were being
of his landmark tax achievesavings are linked to it. That inDr. Mildred Hatcher, assis+++
them were dressed in colorful violated by orean intelligence
ment. The pressure to do so
cludes Ronald Reagan, though
tant professor of English at
I enjoyed just watching the and, I'm sure, original "Go Big agents.
would be immense, despite
his asking price (according to a people. You see all kinds, and I Red" outfits. There were a lot
Murray State University, atOne year ago: Former Tenfears of further evisceration of
senior aide) of another $I5 can attest that the fans who go of those "His and Hers"outfit?, nessee'Governor Ray Blanton
tended the annual convention of
the tax cuts.
million in non-defense ubudget to the pro games go to have a and most of them quite cleverly and two of his former aides
the Tennessee Folklore Society
This menace to the tax prosavings from'spending is unat- good time.
Oct. 22 and 23 at Murfreesboro,
were named in a federal indictput together.
gram derives from the long
tainable.
Tenn.
They have a large parking lot
As the day wore on, I studied ment accusing- them of
summer battle between
Reagan's men contend a just south of the stadium solely hundreds of faces thinking that conspiring to sell state liquor
Births reported included a
economists at Treasury and
three-month delay in the July 1 for buses and recreational in all those 48,037 people I licenses.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Stockman's Office of Managetax cut will not matter that vehicles. Being a bunch of would see someone I knew,
Vied, Oct. 26.
Today's birthdays: Carment and Budget (OMB) over
much. The all-important drop country boys, we got there ear- having lived up there almost 20 toonist Bill Mauldin is 60, Actor
Ago
prospective budget deficits.
from 70 percent to 50 percent in ly, naturally, and easily parked years, but it was with only 42 Richard Dreyfuss is 34.
Hundreds viewed the dedica- The more pessimistic OMB
top tax rates on dividends and
next to this particular area.
Thought for today: Nothing
seconds left on the clock before
tion of the Murray-Calloway guesses prevailed, leading to
interest would go into effect'as
I wish you could have seen I did.
succeeds
like success. Alexthe
"fall offensive" of budget
County Airport, Kyle Field, on
scheduled Jan. 1, with atten- the things going on. There were
One of the fellows with whom andre Dumas the elder. French
cutting
and
revenue
-raising tax
Oct. 28. Gov. Bert T. Combs
dant drops in capital gains • big, elaborate motor homes I hid worked — in fact, almost writer 41802-1870h
and Lt. Gov. Wilson W. Wyatt "loophole" closers. But predicrates. Besides, Reagan has the
pulled in there with groups
were present for the special tions shortly after Reagan's
power to veto any subsequent cooking steaks, ribs, huge
Sept. 24 speech that'his proceremonies.
reductions in his tax cuts.
sausages and all kinds of
Deaths reported included posals would get nowhere are
thouth-watering stuff like that
statistic
So
analysis
ignores
Warren G. Melton, 39, ha being realized.
the role of momentum on
They even had tables set with
(USPS308-700)
It is no exaggeration to say ,
Slaughter, 66, and Tara Gale
Capitol Hill. • Once Reagan
cloth, silverware, longthat
Congress
is in rebellion
Hutchens,4 days.
yields to a three month delay, stemmed wine glasses — the
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
. Jack Gardner was named as against Reagan's spending
supply-siders in his administraworks.
Editor
R. Gene McCutcheon
director of Campus Lights, cuts, with the Republican
tion see an avalanche beginnScenes like this were
musical production at Murray Senate only slightly more
ing that would ultimately
everywhere. Those fans come
helpful than the Democratic
State College for 1961-62.
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon
reduce his tax cut by one-half in
early, have a good time and
House. The danger of Reagan
except Sirdays,July 4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
an elusive chase after the
stay late. As we were leaving,
vetoes probably means no
Thanksgiving by Murray Newspapers, Inc. 106 N. 4th, Murdeficit.
some of them were cranking up
John Cunningham and G. W. more appropriations bills will
Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
ray,
president
The cost to the
of
again with a post-game happy
Edmonds who operated a 1500 be passed. Thus, the U.S.
42071.
maintaining his tax cuts is
hour before heading home.
acre partnership farm in the government would resume its
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by carriers,
seen by these deficit-chasers as
+++
Kirksey community were chaotic and unworkable mode
$3.25
per month, payible in advance. By mail in Calloway
Capitol Hill and in
chaos
on
Holding
sway
at the Stan
declared winner in the county of the 1970s.
County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmfnancial markets as deficits
Musial statue- outside the
The outlook for "loophole"
competition of Kentucky's
ington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $24.58
soar. Dissenters within the adstadium as we circled the place
closers is equally bleak. In
t.Treen pasture program.
per year. By mail to other destinations,$39.50 per year.
ministration claim the deepenwatching the people, was a
just
. Deaths reported included truth, the Treasury. is having
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association
big black man with a deck of
ing dilemma items from
trouble even drafting a
Nany B.Page,84.
and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association.
bloated OMB forecast? 'of
cards.
l'vt. Ray F'Swift,son of Nan- package with any slight pro, The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to republish
deficits and an exaggeration of
He Was. loudly proclaiming
Cy Swift, Rt. 1, Murray., was spect for palsage.
locaLnews originated_by„ThMurray Ledger & Times as •
that
imiortance
he would take any bets that
their
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Com in unity Events ,

PerNtlilals

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Billy Puckett of
Murray has been

dismissed from
Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

Starts
Tomorrow

HALLOVVEEN II
The
Nightmare
Isn't Over!
Nlitit ifiSi ia11111.

Speci41 Halloween
Show, produced jointly
by Land Between the
Lakes and Murray's
Playhouse in the Park
will be at 6 p.m. and 8
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitors Center, LBL.

Birth
ROBLSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Robison announce the
birth of a son, Matthew
Franklin, weighing
seven pounds seven
ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Sunday, Oct. 18, at
Daviess County
Hospital, Owensboro.
The mother is the
former Gay Crass. The
maternal grandmother is Mrs
Maurice Franklin (Jo)
Crass of Murray.

'lino Renee Morris
nod jimmy Preston

WeddingPlanned

Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Lads Tonite• 7:00, 9:00 Morris, Rt. 1, Murray,
announce the engageAN. Wer•wsif I liondsa(11)
ment and approaching
Tomorrow
Starts
13 , MURDER marriage of their only
1423 LAUGHS
daughter, Tina Renee,
Student
to Jimmy Preston, son
Bodies
of Mr. and Mrs.
Marlon Cochrum of
Unity 7:00,9:15 Murray.
PutenOty(P6)
The bride-elect is the
torts Tomorrow
granddaughter of Mr.
GIO0G1 NA1411.111111
and Mrs. William Majors, Rt. 1, Murray,
THE GAY ILADL
and of the late J. L.
Holmes of Hickory and
Mavis McCoil of Lynn
• Q17:05 9:15 Grove. Her two great
(E)
S
grandmothers are Yettie Wallace and Irene
Holmes of Mayfield.
Preston is the grandson of Mrs. Bernice

7:15, 9:20 +2:00 Sat.,Sun.

Plus "Halloween II Late Show"
Fri. IL Sat. 11:30 P.M.
Come In Costume & Save
$2.00 Off Regular Adult Adm.

IT'STERROR TIME
NOW
, I.
Open 7:00-Start 7:15
A

Thursday,Oct. 2s)
Rangers and
kangerettes with invited guests will be
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the
World Hall.

—
PADUCAH PATIENT
Robert Burkeen
Murray has been
dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

Toniie
Thru Sun.
1st Feature

Repated
Fri. & Sat. Mites

MEL BROOKS'
HISTORY OF
THE WORLD'
9
PART I

Ends Unite 7:05,9:00
Tim It
I.

Track (PG

Tomorrow

NALLOINEE
1). 1081 HOOP*"
re.olor ..1
II I AS (-MAIN SAY, MASSA( 11!

Cub Scout Dens
Meet At Church
Dens I, H, and III,
Pack 37 of Four Rivers
Council of Cub Scouts
met Oct. 27 for the first
pack meeting of the
season at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.

liftrem
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1

411,

Chestnut St•751-3314
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lout! 18118111140141
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Dumbar of Akron,
Ohio, and of Mr. and
Mrs. Nathen Cochrurn
of Murray.
Both the bride-elect
and groom-elect attended Calloway County High School.
Preston is employed at
Murray Wholesale
Tire. •
The wedding will be
solemnized Saturday,
Nov. 21, at 7 p.m. at
Murray Church of the
Nazarene, Doran
Road, Murray. A
reception will follow at
the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding
and the reception.

Den I members,
Bryan Lee, Sean Kelly, Tommy ,Morgan,
and Brad Bray, Tracy
Ross, Jason Farley,
Jason Robinson, and
Eddie Rehmus receiv-

ed Bobcat badges.
Receiving Bobcat
badges from Den III
were Benji Kelly, Paul
Woods, T.J. Luciano,
Kevin England, and
John Jackson.
Eric Ramsey from
Den II received his
Wolf badge.
All pack members
were present. Den II
opened the meeting
and Den III closed the
meeting.

Halloween Party for
preschool through
fourth grade will be
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at
Murray Country Club
with Molly Booth, Barbara Malinauskas, and
Vicky Miller in charge
of arrangements.
Bazaar Workshop
will be at 7 p.m. in
fellowship hall of First
Christian Church.
Senior Citizens
Centers will be open as
follows: Hazel and
Douglas from 10
a.m.to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Reception for
Elizabeth Howard
Thach, new manager
of Land Between the
Lakes, will be at 7:30
p.m. at Brass Lantern,
Aurora. This will be
sponsored by
Jonathan-Aurora Action Committee.

"Wait Until Dark"
will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in
the Park by Community Theatre. For information call 7591752.
Halloween Party,
-featuring Otis Elkins
and His Band,• will
start at 7 p.m. for
residents and families
at Fern Terrace
Lodge.
Archaeology
Weekend, sponsored
by Tennessee Department of Conservation
and TVA's Land Between the Lakes will be
at Paris Landing State
Park. For information
call TVA, 1-502-9245602, Extension 238.

Friday,Oct. 30
World Friendship
Club Costume Halloween porill--masi
potluck dinner will be
at 6:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Peter
Van Ameringen.
Bazaar by Women's
Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will
start at 10:30 a.m. at
Parrish Center. Lunch
will be from 11 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. For information call Marcella
Rung,753-0091.
Second night of
'Wait Until Dark" will
be at 8 p.m. by Community Theatre at
Playhouse in the Park.
For information call
759-1752.
Ghosties and
Ghoulies and Things
will be presented at 6
and 8 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitors Center,
Land Between the
Lakes.
Final night of Fourth
Annual Jaycee
Haunted Forrest and
Karnival will be from 7
to 10 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Mothers Morning
Out will be at 9 a.m. at
First Christian
Church.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by the
Senior Citizens with
lunch at 11:45 a.m. at
Hazel and at 12 noon at
Douglas.
Saturday,Oct.31 .
Alcoholics
Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at the west end of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Square and round
dancing will be at 7:30
p.m. at Woodmen of
the World Hall.

York Rite Festival
will start at 8 a.m. at
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons, Highway 121
and Johnny Robertson
Road. Lunch will be
served at 12 noon. For
information call 753E1790.
Costume Halloween
and Haunted House
Party, sponsored by
God Squad and
Odyssey Groups, will
start at 6 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
"Wait Until Dark"
will be presented by
Community Theatre at
8 p.m. and 12 midnight
at Playhouse in the
Park, Murray Calloway County
Park. For information
call 759-1752.
Ghosties and
Ghoulies and Things
That Go Bump in the
Night will be
presented at 4 p.m., 5
p.m., 8 p.m., 10 p.m.
and 12 midnight at
Golden Pond Visitors
Center, Land Between
the Lakes.
Feeding and Sheltering Winter Birds will
be a slide program at 1
p.m. and 3 p.m. at
Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes.
Homecoming Dance
is scheduled at Murray
Country Club with
David and Rosemary
Graham, Homer and
Debbie Branch, Burton and Kathy Young,
Bill and Mary Bogard,
and Bill and Kathy
Kopperud in charge of
the arrangements.
Sunday, Nov. 1
Mr. and Mrs.
Calvert Harris will be
honored at a reception
on their 50th wedding
anniversary from 2 to
4 p.m. at the Community Room, North
Branch of Peoples
Bank.

Behrs, Master Card, Visa

KAPPA MEETING — Ann Uddberg, right,
of the Panhandler, taught a lesson on the art
of Chinese cooking at a recent meeting of the
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Watching Uddberg are Janet Wallis,
left, and Janet Ward. Helen Hodges was
speaker at the October meeting. The department is scheduled to meet Tnesday, Nov. 10,
at 7 p.m.

headquarters to
your

Births
FARRELL GIRL
Mr. and Mrs.
Richard V. Farrell,
1804 College Farm
Road, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter,
Meg Daly, weighing
six pounds nine
ounces, measuring 19
inches, born Tuesday,
Oct. 6, at 3:45 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is a
teacher at Murray
Middle School.
Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. R. W.
Farrell, 1304 Poplar,
Murray, and Jean
Gilderbloom, Sun City

V
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Chic jeans
the
all price that's
We have
a
Choose
want at take.
you
to
not hard sizes in the
from 27blue denim or
linest
orduroy.
c

Center,Fla.
ELLIOTT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. James
Parrish Elliott, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn., announce the birth of a
son, John Redmon,
weighing eight pounds
12 ounces, born Saturday, Sept. 26, at Henry
County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
The mother is the
former Nancy Carol
Snider. Grandparent*
are Mr. and Mrs..T:Rf
Elliott and Mr. and
Mrs. Jean Snider, Springville, Tenn.

SUZANNE'S
Fine Arts
All Types
of Framing
NOW WITH FOUR
COMPLETELY TRAINED
STAFF
4 4i1.7.1.Z.

*-11H.4443.4...AAIL.Aft.

;,•• —

rtINsT Accepting
Christmas Orders
Mon-Fri 10-3
Sat 10-12

Central Shopping Center

, Hwy.641 N.

753-5819
Hrs. 10-9 Mon-Sat. 1-5 Sun.

100 S. 13th Murra
)41111M1e0

•
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Hospital Report
Casey, Rt. 1,
Adults 100
Dukedom, Tenn., Alan
Nursery 7
K. Parker,466 N. 5th,
-104441
Murray, Jean G.
NEWBORN
Wheeler, Bx.31411, New
ADMISSIONS
Ynema
Concord,
Girl
Baby
Sutter,
Wright,Rt. 1, Murray.
k Susan), A23 Fox
Cecil H. McDaniel
Meadows,Murray.
0. BK. 201, Fulton,
Clark, Baby Girl
(Nancy), Rt. 5, Paris, Daniel Eberhard
Rt. 5, Murray, Danny
Tenn.
Smith, Rt. 2,
DISMISSALS
Marion B. O'Rourke Buchanan.Tenn.,
Michael T. Busby, 401
and Baby
Gatesboro, Murray, Eddings, Fulton,
Parnell A. Dudley and Robert G. Baker, Hart
Baby Boy, 306 S. 16th, Hall, Murray, Gary D.
Murray, Glen A. Story, Rt. 2, Puryear,

Trim
Russell A. Barnes,
240 W. Fuller,
Mayfield, Colon 0.
Jones, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Clarice B. Parks, 717
Riley Ct.. Murray.
May Nell McLeod, Bx.
26, Hazel. Ricks Skinner,Jr., Rt.3,C.adis.
Rupert F. Parks,305
N. 10th, Murray, Hudson James Smith, Itt. 3
Bx.33, Murray,James
C. Saddler, Fern Terrace, Murray, Perry
W. Dial (expired). Rt.
1, Paris, Tenn.

THE ACES®
IRA G. CORN, JR.
"There would not be so
many open mouths if there
were not so many open
ears." — Joseph Hall.
Mouths were open and
ears were closed after the
play of today's doubled
contract. East made a
doubtful pass to a competitive double and declarer
made him pay the price.
West passed correctly
over one spade but doubled
for takeout over South's'two
clubs (modern duplicate
treatment). East passed
wistfully and it was time to
defend.
West led his singleton
trump king in hope that
East's trumps were stronger (they should have been)
and declarer won the ace.
Three heart winners were
cashed when the heart
finesse won and declarer
discarded a diamond. A diamond was ruffed and the
spade king put West on play.
West exited with his last •
heart, East discarded a
spade and declarer scored
his second ruff. A spade was
ruffed with dummy's jack
and another diamond was
led from dummy and East
was dead. If he ruffed low,
declarer would overruff and
if East ruffed high, declarer
would discard. Either way,
declarer was bound to score
the queen and seven of,
trumps — two clubs doubled
with an overtrick!
"We could have got our diamond trick early,"
lamented East.
"It would have done no
good," countered West. And
he was right.
If West cashes the diamond ace and leads the club
king (if he doesn't, declarer
will enjoy two spade ruffs),
declarer will still take eight
tricks. These come in the
form of three hearts, a
spade ruff in dummy, a diamond ruff, the trump ace
and two more trump tricks
with declarer's Q-7-4 of
trumps poised over East's
NORTH
WEST
EAST
•3
4AQ102 41765
WKJ63
WQ874
11095
4K4
4Q.19752 4A863
4109652
4K
4J 8

SOUTH
•KJ984
W A2
•10
4AQ743

Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer: South. The bidding:
South
14
24

West
Pass
Dbl.

North
NT
All
Pass

East
Pass

Opening lead:
Club king

Ht)itt,r 14()Iiit(ler
To
Girl Scouts in the world
throughout the Kentuckiaiui region will
celebrate the birthday
of Juliette Gordon
Lew, founder of Girl
Scouts, on Oct. 31, officially designated nationally as Girl Scout
Founder Day.
Low organised the
first American Girl
Scout Troup in Savannah. Founded with only 11 members in 1911,
Girl Scouts has grown
to over 3 million
members today and is
the largest voluntary
organi7ation for crirlv

GiriScouting is akin
to all girls ages 6 to 17.
It offers them many
opportiguties to make
new friends, and have
fun discovering the
out-of-doors, the arts
and sciences, and learning new skills. Consistent with founder
Juliette Low's original
intent for Girl
Scouting, girls develop
the self-confidence and
CIVIC, spirit necessary
to become vital
members of their communities.

SRI serf'S

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

lin Co RACERS!
BEAT EASTERN!!
FULL LENGTH

4

ANSWER: Two hearts.
Exchange the club king for
a small singleton and add a
king somewhere else and
the hand would be worth a
three heart raise.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O.Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply.

Boy Scout
Troops
13,4S & 77
Will Pick Up

Old Newspapers
Sat., Nov. 7
It would help the Scouts it the popert
were tied in 18" high bundles, however
_ loose-POPers will staj pe=gsge2ed7 _

Call 753-3824 •
and 753-2553
et Papers.

Imae,Address & Licatie.

Put On A Pair Of These
Rumble Seats Rocer Jeans
and You'll Be No. I Too!

$96"
$1 r°2°°
FALL

NYLON & DOWN

JEWELRY

VESTS

Regular 4.0.0 to 21.00 Values

Regular 28 00 Values

sl 599
SPECIAL

BRAS
Regular 8 00 Values

_Regular 48.00 Values

/3Tol /2

$2998,s399

OFF
COSTUME

CORDUROY -

JEANS

Vanity Fair®

RINGS

Regular 28.00 & 30.00 Values

ROBES

999

Regular 25 00 to 65 00 Values

Regular 25.00 to 30.00 Values

$

89914899

FALL

PLAYTEX®

FAMOUS NAME

HANDBAGS

PANTYHOSE

Regular 14.00 to 38.00 Values

Regular 3.00 to 5.95 Values
BUY ONE PAIR

LINGERIE

North

•

JEANS

Regular 120.00 to 190.00 Values

10-29-81-B
South
14

MSU RACER

CLOTH LOATS

/
•AQ102
WQ874
*A863

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

COME DOWN FRIDAY NIGHT FOR A GREAT NEW OUTFIT FOR THE CAME

Bid with Coro
South holds:

OCTOBER BIRTHDAYS — Senior Citizens having birthdays in October were honored at a party Oct. 21 at the Douglas Center. They are,
left to'right, front row, Luther Jones, Lela Boyd, Della Gleason, back
row. Jewell Jones, Archie Edmonds,Lela Culp and Eurah Phillips

$999

$0999
TO

GET 1 FREE

Regular 6 Cr() to 32.00 Values

/4 T, /2

SPECIAL SALE!
0

ns

SHOES
BOOTS

ENTIRE STOCK

200/0

OFF

Regular 31.00 to 78.00 Values

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT "Tn. 10:00 P.M.

OFF

•

•
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LANETIE THURMAN presented•talk en "Volunthrism in America
on the Local Level" to the volunteers ot the Public Library at their
regular monthly luncheon meeting. Approximately 38 persons attended
the first volunteers program.

P. N.HIRSCH a CO.
Olympic Plaza Murray

Toddlers

Ladies

Panty
Hose 4
- 5

Blanket Sleepers
$488

Irreligion
Our lbw 49'

Rel. $6.50

Men's Chronograph

Alarm Watch
Rog. $14.99$ II 088

Ladies' 2 in 1

Ski Jackets
First It's A Jedtet
lip: It's A Vest
awe polissier.111 ski loans rillo rye
pockets. Myles sbell MN zip-off 'gem.
NW Iles tri *se
ceslimatimin.11athis

Pampers
Xtra Absorbent

$299

24's
Limit 3

Ladies
Sizes
S-M-I.

$2288

All Prices Effective film November 1st

••••••."

Library Volunteers Hear Thurman
—At the potluck luncheon for library
volunteers in the local
library on Thursday.
Oct. 15. Dr. Lanette
Thurman, director of
the Center for Leadership Study at Murray
State University,
spoke on "The Value of
Voluntarism" and
quoted a survey that
shows one out of every
four Americans is
engaged in some sort
of volunteer activity.
Quoting from the
"Blue Grass Woman"
magazine,she reminded us that American
life began when 41
signers of the
Mayflower Pact came
ashore at Plymouth.
They pledged to work
for a just and equal
way of life that influences Us today. The
spirit of voluntarism
has flourished from
those early days to the
present.
She cited illustrations of voluntarism for mutual
good — clearing roads,
building houses,
establishing cities,
churches, colleges,
libraries, museums,
and hospitals -- projects one can
remember and in
which one probably
participated.
In the luncheon
group were-individuals
who reineMber those
velikateers who worked for More than 10
years to acquire our
ribrary. There were

nine or more attempts
to get a public library
here. Each effort ended in defeat until the
legislature passed the
petition route. In the
newspaper today is a
story of Madison County's attempts and
failuresaito have a
library. It is interesting, too, that
volunteers from this
county met on Sunday
afternoon in Mayfield
and drafted the library
petition bill that
became law. Now all
Kentucky's 120 counties, except Bracken,
Elliott, and McLean,
have libraries.
According to Gerry
Reed, reference
librarian and head of
the volunteers, 45 people have expressed an
interest in this work,
36 of whom are ready
for assignments, with
28 active now.
Those attending the
meeting and their
fields of service are:
Janis Boyd, shelving
on Sunday afternoon;
Yolly Harvey and
Deanie Chrisman,
reading non-fiction
shelves; Virginia
Crihfield, locating
crafts for exhibition;
Lochie Hart, publicity
and Kentucky vertical
files; Marjorie Kipp,
typing for vertical
files; Nancy Jones,
weeding and updating
yertical files; JoannaHerndon., reading
reference and organtz.n g m a g--

azines; Helen tional Spanish soon;
Hodges, Evelyn Hub- Mug Rigsby is typing;
bell and Mildred Robbie Stamps is pro-Ragsdale, telephon- cessing books, Kitty
ing; Helga Keller, Steele is caring for the
cataloging; Genella Kentucky Section;
Nesbitt, organizing a Ann Wood "reads" the
coupon cilipping ser- adult fiction section;
vice; Dorothy Norris Frances Brown works
and Elsie Parker work with the coupon clippwith Lynn Hewitt in ing service; Billie Hall
the Children's Story and Dolly Crawford,
Hour; Robbie Uddberg bookbinding; Andy.
weeds easy fiction and Sakelson, tape recorselects special interest ding books;, and Mary
books to display in the Patterson, 'reproducing a ntiqu e,juvenile fiction area.
Lucille Potts, photographs for a
president of the library collection.
"Friends of the
The name "PALS"
Library," worked with (Promoters of Active
Robbie Uddberg in the
Library Services) is
"coming of Age" the title the volunteers
group which consisted
will wear soon with a
of second grade probably uniform. The
children's learning the next meeting will be on
use of the library. In- the third Thursday,
cidentally, this project Nov. 19. Again, we will
is
'
funded by .the take our lunch and en"Friends of the joy the fellowship of
Library."
'each other.
Claire Resig is - As is the custom of
evaluating the en- each public meeting,
cyclopedias and other the luncheon program
reference books. She was opened with
and Soledad Rust are prayer of thanks given
offering conversa- by Helen Hodges. The

Your Individual
Horoscope

group was warmly
welcomed by
Librarian Margaret
Trevathan. Did you
know that Margaret
has been elected
president-elect of the
Kentucky Library
Association?
When the two
gardens, "the Mavis
and Max Hurt Reading Garden"and the"Ver.•
non Hale Reading
Garden" were
dedicated on Su nday
afternoon in an outdoor ceremony, the
beauty of the two units
of the library, the
covered connecting
walkway, the colorful
leaves, and the balmy,
sunny weather made a
special atmosphere for
the volunteers of other
days who were responsible for -the library's
existence...The
volunteers of now,
with the- "Friends of
the Library," are
assuming the upkeep
and the beautification
of the grounds, and
tending other needs
with tender loving
care.
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Frames Drake
FOR FRIDAY,OCTOBER 30. 1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
Stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
AMPS '
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You'll not take kindly to advice now, Still, let common
sense prevail over rashness.
Relationships are somewhat
problematic.
TAURUS
.(Apr.20 to May 20)
Avoid arguments about intimate matters. Impulsive
pleasurz pursuits could prove
costly. Avoid carelessness on
the job. Protect health.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
Relationships have some
tense moments, but do your
best to foster togetherness.
Towards nightfall, you tend to
let things slide.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) GO
Impatience works against
work progress. Slow down and
do the best job possible under
the circumstances. Keep up
with domestic duties.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. n)
Follow the lead of a family
member in planning good
times. On your own, you're
liable to go to extremes. Curb
careless speech.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Insisting on your own way
could cause a domestic row.
Share your ideas with close
ties. Afternoon brings extravagant trends.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23.tp Oct.22) —
Be careful of what you say.
Without intending to, you
could provoke another or promise more than you're able to
deliver.

cri4

afg

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov..21) 14/04F
.
Avoid arguments with
friends about money. In the
afternoon you tend to be
Wasteful of resources. Steer
clear of dubious money deals.
--SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
A higher-up could test your
patience. You're inclined to
talk too much now. It's best to
keep silent. Friends tempt you
to excesses.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Expect some backbiting. What you hear now in private
may not be true. One true
friend serves you in the role of
trusted confidante.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Don't be goaded into a
premature financial move.
Separate fact from fiction in
talks with friends. Avoid piein-the-sky thinking.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XC.
Under the prodding of a
close tie, which you won't like,
you may seek the advice of an
expert about a career concern. Be agreeable.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
flair for communication, but
can be stubborn as a result of
your strong convictions. Intense and dramatic, you'll
succeed as an actor or writer.
You have management ability
and can succeed in business,
though you're more inclined to
the professions. Teaching,law
and medicine are your natural
milieu. Your leadership
qualities will bring you success in government service,
politics and public life. Birthdate of: John Adams, U.S..
President; Ruth Gordon, actress; and Ezra Pound,poet.

On Large Groups
*Hand Bags *Dresses
*Pants *Tops *Skirts *Sweathers
*Blazers *OuterwearieJackets *Coats
*Jeans Nouses
(Sorry Ibis Sole Excludes Accessories or Cosmetics)
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Carter Library
Receives Book
From Project
Carter Elementary
School received a book
tor its library to honor
the accomplishment at
its student. Jonathan
Gresham, in the national PTA-sponsored
"Recctions Pro)ect."
The son of Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Gresaam,
Gresham received an
honorable mention for
his original composi-

1•
PRIZE IN CONTEST — Carter School librarian Ann Watson and student Jonathan Gresham look at a book presented to the school recognizing Gresham's honorable mention finish in the music division of the national PTA "Reflections Project." The book was presented to the school
by Readers Digest.

Factory Discount Shoes
Wes Mame

tion. "M) Family." in
the music division of
the contest. Other divisions were art works
and compositions.
The book. Stories
Behind Everday
Things, was presented
to the school by
Readers Digest.
Gresham is a piano
student of Margaret
Wilkins

Sim

LADIES WESTERN BOOTS BY
ACME & DURANGO, DESIGNER )2
LABELS STARTING AT $27.95

By Armes, Wranglers, Freeman
and Mar!, Many Ken

Excluding
Work Boots,
Rubber Footwear,
& Work Clothes
Which Will Be 10% Off
Open Til 10:00 Fri. Hite

Settle-Workman
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Cheerleaders
Will Be Downtown From 6:30 Ill 7:00
For Murray's Brigest

, Pep Rally Ever
—

Z' Many School Organizations
Will Be Downtown
(1)
,§•.- Selling Food & Beverages
4kre,
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SAVINGS
Mercriug...41111 Be Open From 5 p.m. til 10 p.m.
Offering Fantastic Savings
and Homecoming Specials

Support The Racers & Join
The Fun, Celebration & Bargains
Friday Night 5 p.m.. 10 p.m.

Go
Racers
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__Fri-$nt• & $oeGo Racers
Beat Eastern

6142-Set. 1-6 Sm. 1.6
166 IL 111a• 7134411 norm
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Downtown
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6
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With Fillup 1

Moos Osage Joggers $18.00
Loather Tornio Shoes $24.00
Acme Work Boots.$33.00
Am* & Dillfie Wostoro Boots $33.95
Acioe Diego Boots $36.95
toco Up II" Work loots(wow)$25.00
Loco Up losolotod $29.95

Kick Off •
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Other events of the
The control of
medical information is conference include a
one of several topics presentation by
discussed at the sixth Pisacano on "Ethical
annual bioethics con- Issues in the Life
ference Nov. 1 and 2 at Sciences and Health
Murray State Univer- Professions" at 8:30
a.m., Mason Hall
sity.
•
The main speaker Auditorium.
for the two-day event
At 9:30 a.m.in Room
that focuses on ethical 421 in Wells Hall,
issues in life sciences Pisacano will lead a
and medicine will be discussion on patients
Nicholas J. Pisacano, rights with students in
M.D., executive direc- several helping profestor of the American sions classes.
He will conclude his
Board of Family Practice and professor at visit on campus with a
the University of Ken- presentation at the
tucky College of Kentucky Association
of Nursing students
Medicine.
The public forum on (KANS) luncheon on
control of medical in- "The Nurse-Physician
formation will be Sun- Relationship."
This year's bioethics
day at 7 p.m. in the
Mason Hall conference is spon, Auditorium, .14th and sored jointly by the
MSU Pre-Med Club,
Payne Streets.
Panelists for the KANS and the United
forum representing a Campus Ministry.
Prior conferences
variety of disciplines,
have dealt with death
will be Robert Dunn,a
Murray pharmacist; and dying, abortion,
Dr. Franklin Robin- brain death and
genetic engineering.
son, MSU philosophy
professor; Cheryl Funding for these proKuiken, medical social grams has been provided by the College of
worker at Lourdes
Human Development
Hospital; Nancy
Meloan, medical and Learning and the
-technologist; Dr. College of EnDaniel M. Miller, Mur- vironmental Sciences
at Murray State,
ray physician; Sylvia
Carson-, R.N. at Sigma Theta Tau, the
MSU Tr -Beta Club,
Western Baptist
and Hal Houton, M.D.
Hospital; and David
For more informaRobinson, EpiscoPal
chaplain at MSU. tion, contact Morton,
Box 2711 University
Moderating the proStation, or call 753gram will be campus
9859.
minister Fred Morton.

Free Wash

$12-$14-$16

Storewide

Downtown Merchants

Bioethics Meeting
Starts Here Sunday

Homecoming
Special

sir

Men's Dress & Casual Shoes

dicapped students who II and III, other
are mainstreamed in teachers and inthe vocational terested persons are
classroom.
invited to participate.
Consultants will & Continuing education
Dr. James Carlin, pro- units (CEUs) can be
fessor of education in earned by attending
the department at the workshop.
Murray State, and
Anyone interested in
Bonnie Higginson, further information
coordinator of the may call Payne at 762reading and study 3384.
skills program for the
MSU Learning Center.
These speakers will
focus on useful
varieties of classroom
questions and directed
reading lessons as
related to modules in
home economics.
While the workshop
is designed primarily
for home economics
teachers i Regions I,

Welcome Back MSU Alumni

956
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Workshop Planned
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"Reading
Strategies: Implications for Vocational
Teachers" will be the
subject of a workshop_.
for high school home.
economics teachers
Nov.4 at Murray State
University.
Sponsored by the
department of home
economics, the
workshop will be from
4 p.m. to 8 in itoom N304 of the Applied
Science Building. It is
being coordinated by
Judy Payne, Murray
State home economics
teacher-educator.
The purpose of the
workshop is to provide
strategies for improving reading skills of
disadvantaged or han-

bled k sizes

(AM Now Shoes)

Beat
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Diehard Dodgers Derail Yankees
"This is heaven,"
said Pedro Guerrero,
one of three Dodger
heroes who shared the
most valuable player
honors in the 1981
World Series.
It's a cinch he's the
first guy to say that
about the South Bronx.
But Yankee Stadium
looked like Cloud Nine
to all the Dodgers
Wednesday night as
they mugged the
Yankees 9-2. The game
wasn't as close as the
final score indicated.
Guerrero drove in
five runs with a single,
triple and home run.
He shared the MVP
Well, now 25 other award with
major league clubs courageous Ron Cey,
will do the waiting. who drilled two hits,
Things have gotten one of them driving in
better in a hurry for the go-ahead run, and
these Dodgers from Steve Yeager, who had
Los Angeles who found another vital
happiness in a house of. RBI-single.
horrors called Yankee
The Dodgers won
Stadium on a chilly this WOrld Series the
evening in October.
same way they won
They are the final everything else in this
survivors of baseball's postseason — by bounlongest, most cing off the deck, and
frustrating season, a coming from behind.
year fragmented by a They lost the first two
bitter seven-week games of the divisional
player strike that playoffs to Houston
created a new tier of and recovered with
playoffs and kept the three straight vicgames going almost tories at home. Then
they _trailed Montreal
until Halloween.
2-1 in the League
They are world Championship Series
champions, and next but won the last two
year is here at last.
games in Canada to
clinch the pennant.
If they were emotionally drained when
they got to the World
Series against the
rested Yankees, they
had an excuse. New
York won the first two
games and someone
suggested to Tommy
Lasorda, the good
humor man who
manages the Dodgers,
that now he had the
Yankees just where he
wanted them.
for the holelayt
The words turned
look good'
out to be prophetic.
feel good,
We W,li Shaw You How'
"That was the turnMurray Health Spa
ing point of the
We Case Moot. Yaw" .
Series," said Yeager.
Your Are
"Losing those first two
In.ited To Our
Holioween Party
games...that's the only
Thurs Oct 29th
way we can play. I
10am 4 p m
can't explain it, but
Chef Foods
rer V s•ts
that's it."
ifveCon.suir,o•ons
Lasorda told his
Call 753-8143
for
Inflottan 1•90.,Ing ro•p,
team that they could
turn the Series around

NEW Y01,i.K (AP) —
So much for waiting
until next year.
Once, when they lived in Brooklyn, that
was a way of life for a
team called the
Dodgers. Wait till next
year. Things will be
better then.
It took them seven
visits to the World
Series before they won
one. And they had lost
their last three bids for
baseball's world
championship.
Frustration was being
a Dodger fan and
always. waiting for.
next year.

OW

Me..

supERemnsAvER

SPECI

MORE VAC PER DOLLAR!

SAVE
SAVE $20.00
$9995
EUREKA ADVANTAGES
OF THIS UPRIGHT!

and that's exactly
what they did.
"I told them they
hadn't been blown
out," he said. "All we
needed was a couple of
breaks and we would
have won those first
two games."
That would have
been uncharacteristic
for this comeback
crew though. Being
behind was more comfortable for them.
Rookie Fernando
Valenzuela struggled
to a 5-4 victory in
Game Three and then
the Dodgers won an
almost comical 8-7 endurance test in Game
Four. When Guerrero
and Yeager tagged
consecutive seventhinning home.runs, Los
Angeles took the
pivotal fifth game 2-1.
It was then that Steve
Garvey, who finished
the Series with 10 hits,
decided something
special was going on.
"The home runs on
Sunday started to tell
us that this was our
year," he said.
But the Yankees
were still smug about
thb situation. They had
lost three games in.
California, each of
them by a single run
and each of which they
could very easily have
won. Now the Series
was switching to New
York, where the
Dodgers seemed to be
suffering from a terminal Yankee Stadium
syndrome. Pinstripe
panic had beaten Los
Angeles six straight
times in the Stadium.
What's more, owner
George Stein brenner
had defended his
team's honor in an
elevator fight and
emerged with his hand
in a cast. Surely that
would fire up the
troops for the final
Series push.
"That's nonsense,"
snorted Cey. "The
field is where it's done,
not some elevator."
"We had beaten
them three times in
California," said
Yeager."We knew we
could beat those guys.
We had to beat them,
not the stadium, not
the fans."
So,the Dodgers went
about doing exactly
that.
Willie Randolph got
the Yankees in front
with a third-inning
home run against winning pitcher Burt
Rooton. But Los
Angeles tied the score
in the fourth on singles
by Dusty Baker, Rick
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my John. Lemon went
for pinch hitter Bobby
'Murcer. It was a bold
move but it backfired.
Murcer flied out, and
in the next two innings
the Yankee bullpen
disposed of the game.
John wasn't thrilled
with the decision.
"I just wanted to get
some runs," said
Lemon. "I didn't
figure it was a gamble.
Monday and Yeager.
Then, in the bottom He's my best pinch hitof the fourth, the game ter. I wanted a base hit
turned. With two out ipd I didn't get it so I
and a runner on se- wasn't very smart."
George Frazier
cond, Lasorda forced
Yankee Manager Bob relieved and the
Lemon's hand by Dodgers jumped on
walking Larry him in a hurry. Davey
Milbourne to bring up Lopes singled and
starting pitcher Tom- moved up on a

tie!!

EDGE

By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Reporter
Tommy Workman
scratching and banging his way into the
end zone — Tim Brown
on'the triple option pitching to Jeff Garrison
who runs past the
defense for six —
Craig Darnell coming
-up to make a crushing
hit on a receiver at the
goal line to stop a
drive.
Calloway County
football fanatics will
savor the 1981 season
for years to come. In
the program's third
year, and only his second, Laker Head
Coach Sam Harp has
led his lion-hearted
athletes past all preseason hopes to the
district crown.
The title has the student body, faculty and
administrators
"elated and excited,'
Harp said Wednesday,
"but what is most important, it has brought
the entire school
together with a great
sense of school spirit."
With the realization
that Calloway is now a
force to be reckoned
with, Harp said he
hopes this season will
serve as a corner stone
to build a winning
tradtiition at the
school.
The Lakers went a
dismal 1-20 their first
two years, but Harp
said "I really have to
hand it to them...even
though they lost, they
could be the backbone
for the future" of
Calloway football.
Calloway evidently
got tired of taking it,
and started dishing it
out this season, going
7-2 overall and 4-0 in
the district so far.
Harp attributes the
shift to the win column
to his players.
And he is hopeful the
Lakers will carry their
winning edge
throughout the re-

mainder of the season.
Calloway goes for the
undisputed district title at Webster County
Friday night, and then
returns home for its
regular season finale
against Fulton City.
The' Lakers also
have the home field
advantage Nov. 13 at
7:30 in the first round
of the state playoffs.
Their likely opponent
is Franklin-Simpson,
who has only to defeat
1-9 Barron County to
earn a trip to Laker
Stadium.
The comaraderie
which develops between military men in
time of conflict is
parallel to the relationship Harp has with his
players. "I'd jump
down in the foxhole
with any of them," he
said. "They fought all
the way and there isn't
anything I wouldn't do
for these kids."
The main attribute
of the team is not
necessarily ability,
Harp said, but
character. And he said
Calloway's character
is directly related to
the player's parents
and the community.
"You can't coach
ability," he %id. "But
you can coach a kid
with heart at4
bharacter."
Harp's reliance on
character could stem
from his own athletic
accomplishments. He
turned down a
baseball scholarship
at Morehead State
when the school would
not let him play football. He was then
awarded a football

umuniseminitiumsTh
Purdom,
202 S.Sth 753-4872
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scholarship at Kentucky State, where one
year he was
seventh in the nation's
small colleges in punt
returns and made AP
All-American.
He coached Franklin
County's Middle
School to a Mid-State
Conference title his
first year and then
graduated to assistant
varsity coach where
his team went to the
playoffs three times.
He is married to the
former Karen Show, a
Calloway High grad,
and they have three
children, Chris, 9,
Kila, 6, and Chase, 22
months.
Now that the winning spark has ignited
Clalloway's football
program, Harp said he
hopes to reap the
benefits and build the
Lakers into a perennial power. One problem he has faced
since he arrived at
Calloway has been
establishing the football program from the
ground up.
"I hope it (district titie) will enable us to
get more kids to come
out for the team," he
said. One reason Harp
gave for the shortage
of manpower has been
the lack of exposure to
contact football at the
lower age groups.
He said he and assistant coach John Orr
have been soliciting
support for a Little
League football program since last year,
and that it will take
about $10,000 to fully
equillf="4-77
474 MOW_
An attempt was
made last year to join
a county program with
the established city
league, but the city
was satisfied with
maintaining only their
own program, he said.
Harp said a merge of
the leagues would be
beneficial because a
larger league could

NEW YORK (AP) —
Owner George Steinbrenner of the
Yankees issued a news
release Wednesday
night, immediately
following New York's

Iqt;mitiskt do tosikkam eat
awn Fir gesar am as* the
tow eastia.

these piedgeS.

generate more support
from both the city and
county.
The Murray Calloway County
Jaycees have shbvrn
an interest and initiative in establishing
a county-city pro—

gram, Harp said.
However, if the
merger does not work
out again this year, the
coach said he has the
school board's backing
to start a separate program for Calloway
students in 1982.

CHAMP AT LAST — Sam Harp took his 1-20
team and turned it into a district champion
this year although one district game remains
on tap Friday at Webster County.
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For Sheriff

loss to the Los Angeles
Dodgers in the sixth
game of the World
Series.
"1 want to sincerely
apologize to the people
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bottom of the sixth
with reliever Steve
Howe pitching out of
the jam. Then Guerrero smashed his second Series homer in
the eighth.
A little while later, it
was over. The Dodgers
had captured their
first world championship since 1965 and had
done it with an exact
reversal of the fate
they suffered against
the Yankees in 1978,
when they won the
first two games at
home only to lose the
next four to New York.
The ,year before
that, the Yankees also
had beaten LA in six
games.

SteinbrennerApologizes

To The People
of
Cdoway Co.

POSITIONDIAL-AAAI•
•

. DUST SAG

then walked intentionally, loading the
bases.
Derrel Thomas batted for Cey, who was
beginning to feel some
lightheadedness, an
aftermath of the
frightening beaning he
suffered Sunday
against Goose
Gossage. Thomas forced Russell on a
fielder's choice but an
error by Graig Nettles
reloaded the bases.
Guerrero singled to
center for two more
runs and an 8-1 LA
lead.
After that, it was
just a matter of time.
The Yankees nicked
Hooton for a run in the

'81 MayMark Beginning
Of More Laker Winning

Ackuste to deiPp-CWOO 101. MOP
or thieb *hogs

• NSCu. N.OISPOILABLE
TOP-LOADING

sacrifice. With two
out, Cey hit a seeingeye single up the middle, scoring Lopes with
the go-ahead run.
After Dusty Baker also
singled, Guerrero
tripled to make it 4-1
and eventually make
Frazier the only threetime loser ever in a
six-game series.
An inning later, Los
Angeles was back for
more, this time
against Ron Davis and
Rick Reuschel. Davis
walked Hooton and
Lopes with one out.
Bill Russell singled for
one run and after
Reuschel relieved, the
Dodgers pulled a double steal. Garvey was

Dävid
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of New York and to
fans of the New York
Yankees everywhere
for the performance of
the Yankee team in the
World Series,' said
the statement.
"I also want to
assure you we will be
at work immediately ,
to prepare for 1982.
"I also want to extend my congratulaO'Malley'and the
Dodger organization
— a fine team that
didn't give up — and to
my friend Tom Lasorda, who' managed a
superb season,
playoffs and a brilliant
World Series:
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Winner Of District Clash Will
Have Last And-Longest Laugh
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Coach Ken RafTet1.3
a real leg pullin'
jokester who enjoys a
good laugh. You can't
hardly talk to the man
without becoming entangled in a good kneeslapping story or bear
a tongue-in-cheek
wisecrack or two.
Barrett enfoys a
good gag and his
laughter is infectious
But Murray High's
John 1111111 plans to
wipe the grin right off
Barrett's face.
See, there's serious
business brewing between Barrett, who
coaches Russellville
High, and Rirui, whose
Tigers (5-4, 4-0 in the
district) are challenging the Panthers for
the Class A district title Friday night.

GOING MY WAY?- Murray High fullback Ken Murphy hands the ball to a referee while teammate
Steve McDougal watches in the middle. Muprhy's up-raised finger is indicative of where the Tigers
will stand in the district if they defeat Russellville Friday night.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Russellville, 6-3
overall and 3-0 in
district play, hosts the
Tigers at 7:30 p.m. in
what will determine
whether the Panthers
get a shot at repeating
as Class A state
champs or whether
their season ends with

Celtics' Fitch cilfs Averages Law
Will Help Boston Defend Its Title
Sports Analysis
By Gary Myers
AP Sports Writer
Boston Celtics Coach
Bill Fitch already has
the National Basketball Association
season figured out
before it starts.
"We've got a much
better chance to defend our title," Fitch
said, "because we've
got the law of averages
on our side."
Not since the 1968-69
Celtics were winning
their Ilth champion-

ship in 13 years has an
NBA team repeated as
league champion.
That's not to say there
haven't been some
good teams since then:
The New York Knicks,
with Willis Reed, Dave
DeBusschere, Walt
Frazier and Bill
Bradley; the
Milwaukee Bucks,
with Kareem AbdulJabbar and Oscar
Robertson; the Los
Angeles L,akers, with
Wilt Chamberlain and
Jerry West, and,later

with Abdul-Jabbar and.
Magic Johnson; the
Celtics with Dave
Cowens, John
Havlicek and Jo Jo
White, and the
Portland Trail
Blazers, with Bill
Walton and Maurice
Lucas.
Undaunted by
history, the Celtics
start defense of their
title Friday night at
Boston against the
Washington Bullets. If
form-holds, the Celtics
will facbe.
,theil.981-82

champions. Maybe it
liii finally be the
Philadelphia 76ers or
maybe the Lakers will
come back after a year
of dissension, or
maybe it will be the
Seattle SuperSonics,
Bucks, or Phoenix
Suns.
First, however, they
will have to get by the
Celtics, who have, as
Fitch said, the odds on
their side not to mention a terrific
frontline.
It's really a mystery

Eastern Kentucky-Tennessee
State Showdown Looms If..
RICHMOND, Ky.
(AP)- Despite some
roadblocks, an
Eastern
Kentucky-Tennessee
State football game at
Vanderbilt University's 34,000-seat
stadium is emerging
as a distinct
possibility.
But before the
Nashville game could
become a reality,
Eastern must win a
championship in the
Ohio Valley Conference, one of five
leagues assured of
bids to the eight-team
playoffs.
And Tennessee
State, whose credentials include wins over
Louisville and
Grambling, would
have to receive one of

doe
three at-large playoff
berths.
Eastern took over
sole possession of first
place in the Division
I-AA poll released
Wednesday, while
Tennessee State made
its first appearance in
the rankings by tying
Jackson State for
seventh.
Because officials
failed to submit a list
of the school's
intercollegiate sports
to the NCAA by Sept.

Basketball Preview
Offered By Racers
A sneak preview of
the Murray State
Racer basketball
squad will be
presented free in
Racer Arena Friday
night beginning at 7
p.m.
The Racers, under
the direction of head
coach Ron Greene,
will divide into Blue
and Gmd scrimmage
units for the exhibition.
All of last year's
returning stars ineluding Lamont Sleets,
Glen Green, Kenny
- -Hammonds and Walt
-Davis, -plus the new
crop of MSU cagers
like 6-7 junrdt• forward
Ricky Hood and 8-7
freshman forward
Vada Martin will
debute as part
the
Homecom ng
celebration.

receive a free Racer
shaker as part of the
basketball preview.

- 15, Tennessee State at-large teams for the
was Made ineligible playoff, but will deter.
'fcir-akorevious weeks' mine the game sites.
For three "years,. the
4: ‘"rheir ineligibility • playoffs have had a
kwas not bad on any four-team field.
players," said Eastern
One thing that could
Kentucky athletic prevent a Central
director Donald Region clash would be
Combs, who is a the acceptance of two
member of the I-AA Big Sky Conference
committee that ranks teams into the
the teams.
playoffs.
"There were seven
Combs said that
or eight schools in the teams from the same
situation in our first league probably
poll," he said.
wouldn't be paired,
Eastern is thus requiring a couple
undefeated in five OVC of cross-country
games, while all other matchups.
league teams have at
Tennessee State's
least two losses. But only loss was 31-23 to
the Colonels face a ma- Jackson State, which
jor challenge Saturday shared the No. 1 spot
at Murray State, before losing to
where they haven't Grambling Saturday.
won since 1968.
Tennessee State has
The 50 Division I-AA whipped Southern Ilteams are divided into linois 17-14, Texas
four regions, with the Southern 48-25,
Central Region having Alabama State 21-20,
the OVC members plus Grambling 14-10,
Tennessee State and Louisville 42-30 and
four other Nicholls State 49-11.
independents.
The I-AA committee
will not only select the

why an NBA team has
been unable to repeat
as champion in the
past 13 years. During
that time, the Oakland
A's won baseball's
World Series three
straight years and the
New York Yankees
and Cincinnati Reds
each won twice in a
row; the Montreal
Canadiens won
hockey's Stanley Cup
four straight times,
the Philadelphia
Flyers and New York
Islanders each won
two in a row. In football, the Miami
Dolphins and Pittsburgh Steelers each
won two straight Spat
Bowl championships.
"Injuries, contracts,
players getting old,
complacency, some
teams getting betterrr-,
_ tbeje are a -160
,'$.tItcli said.
"reasons
V- would effect
sports, too,
seems un
at no
NBA team has been
able to dominate.
"There are probably
six or seven teams as
good as us this year,"
Fitch said, "but
sometimes it just
comes down to how the
ball bounces. But I'll
say this: we have no
unhappy or complacent people on this
team. If we get beat, it
won't be because
we're fat-headed or
can't pay the price. No
two seasons are alike
and there are a lot of
good basketball
teams.
"We won the championship last season
and I'm very thankful.
We're going to do our
best to defend it and do
it with style, win, lose
or draw."

a second place
bridttsmaid's position
"I love it," roared
Barrett. "This is what
football's all about.
This LS for all the
marbles and I really
like the challenge. I
mean, if we were 1-10
and Murray was coming in here there
wouldn't be much to
this game, but this
is for the district and
there's no question
about it -- this is what
it's all about.•'
Barrett's squad
went 12-2 last year to
wia the state title, but
this year is overcoming the loss of 14
regulars and must
face the Tigers, who
were in Class AA last
year, in order to earn
the playoff berth
again.
"This series has a lot
of tradition.Why, the
two schools have
played each other for
400 years," Barrett
said in his exaggerated style. The
last two meetings,
-however, have been
• near-draws with MHS
slipping by 14-2 at
Russellville lir- pelts
ago and the Panthers
returning the favor
last year at Murray,
taking a 20-13 decision
in that contest.
"We're anticipating
a very tough ballgame
and rightfully so," ad-
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NOTICE
•

A York Rite Festival is being
held on Saturday, Oct. 31 at the
Murray Masonic Lodge located on
Hwy. 121 N. and Johnny Robertson Rd. All York ,Rite Masons are
urged to attend.
All the degrees of the York Rite
,'ill be conferred. Work will begin
(
46e and donuts til1 ot 8:00 p.m. r':
8:30, lunch at 12:00 noon.
Any Master Mason desiring to.
receive the degrqes may pick up a \
petition at thq door by -calling
the scretary at 7530790.

Orem

We're filaviag Up...
As we work together for yeti!

Murray-Calloway
Co. Hospital
803 Poplar St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
For more information call Genevieve
Adams, R.N:, Nurse Recruiter? 7535131 Ext. 144 (office) or 753-2495
(home)
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All spectators will

everybodv s tough
The learn with the
most heart and the
most head will win this
baUgame It'll collie
down to the breaks,
411 be that close,'
Barrett says A low
scoring game is es
pected by both head
caches althoughBarrett says if it comes
down to coaching MHS
has a definite advantage
..Why we've only
been at the business
two or three years
while ol' 'Johnny
I Hina ) has been
coaching for 500 years
or more We can't
coach a lick up here
We've just got a bunch
of kids who can read
books about football," Barrett kidded.
Hina says not to pay
attention to Barrett
because he's jtI.SI Sii), mg things to pump up
the hometown paper
Instead, Hina says,
look for a "hard-fought
football game' with
the Tigers ram'to go

MILS HMS who says his
Tigers are 2/1110tIS for
game time to arrive so
they can "put the
headgear to 'em."
On paper, says Filf1a,
the Panthers are
fa vones and should be
favored to repeat as
champions But, he
adds quickly.
Russellville is also
very confident and
that MA) play to the
Tigers favor
."They ) Russellville)
feel they already have
the championship
sewn up. but they
haven't convinced us
of that." Hui& said
Barrett says MHS
isn't as good as Ft.
Campbell. who beat
the Panthers 41-0. or
Franklin-Simpson,
who handed
Russellville its first
loss-of the year, but he
says of the other nine
teams on the Panthers' schedule the
Tigers are among the
best of the lot.
'When you're
pLayin• for the district
championship, though,
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SUPPORT THE TIGERS
attend Friday night's game
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Murray High
Travels To
Russellville
7:30 p.m. Kickoff District Championship On The Line
753 6656

804 Chestnut

Good Luck Tigers

Go Get Em
Tigers!
Good Luck

Murray
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"All The Way Tigers"
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Heating, Air Conditioning
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Murray, Ky.
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Kentuckians Pay 44 Cents For Trips
cent tickets were valid
for travel to any of the
and Mrs. Dwain 44 etties, including
Flaschetti are going to Honolulu, that
Hawaii - for 44 cents Continental serves.
Sales manager Denapiece.
Ms. Lindner, a 19- ny Bertelli estimated
year-old cashier at that 70 percent chose
Wholesale Supply Co., the South Pacific
and Mrs. Flaschetti islands, with San
were among winners Francisco a second
of 44-cent round-trip choice. Winners had to
tickets offered in Con- be ready to leave Tuestinental Airlines' day, wherever their
drawing at Standiford destination
Continental officiaLs
Field.
Fares to Hawaii said that because winwere worth at least ners often windnup
$665, Continental's ex- with full-price paying
cursion rate. Regular companions, the procoach fare was put at motion costs the
airline very little and
$1,200.
More than 700 jam- has been a good way of
med the central part of gaining identity for
Lee Terminal on Mon- Continental.
Two winners sold
day to obtain the free
tickets for the drawing their fares for about
and try to win one of POO.
Ray ChebnowskJ,29,
the flights.
The airline offered a garage mechanic,atthe 80 round-trip tended on his lunch
tickets as a way of hour and won.
"I'm not sure I can
introducing its service
to Louisville. The 44- get the time off, but I
1.0U1SV11.1.k.. Ky.
AP — Abby Luidner

COMPUTER — Teacher Scott Durham and student Christy Watson
examine a Texas Instruments T1-99-4A computer purchased for Carter
Elementary School by the school's PTA. The computer will be used for
enrichment and remedial programs. The school is in the process of purchasing soft ware to implement programsfor third and fourth graders.

probably can," be
laid. "I've never been
to Hawaii.- he said.
adding that he planned
to stas, a wr.P.
I Ill:
Coy. a
retired Louisvtlhan,
also chose Hawaii so
he could "see my SOL
Several chose Sam
Francisco and one or
two picked New
Zealand, the
furthermost point on
Continental's route
system. One who
wanted to go to New
Zealand didn't have
the necessary
passport.
Russell Fluhr, Id,
said he was going
either to Hawaii or
Guam on Continental
and then take a flight
on his own to Panmunjom, Korea.
"I'm going back to
visit friends I used to
work with there," he
explained.
Karen Blackburn,
21, who works in a
Winn -Dixie

Mrs Flaschett,
delicatessen, coliklaCt
decide where she wondered what her
wanted to go after her biestiend would think
ticket was drawn but shoot bar Irv. leaving
later said it would be hes and their two
either Nowak or Soo children, but she said
she believed he would
Francisco
Like many Maws, agree to it
The airline also has
111s. Blackburs didn't
like the ides id ohs used the dramatis to
Mose and was I= - introduce service in
--111sehlaitea, D.0 .
Last bee father
bay a Woe mid a& Pkiladekakia. Boston
001.01LaY her
and ether cities.
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Hyde Pork Homogenized

LETTUCE

TOP SIRLOIN

TURKEYS

Grade 'A' Large

PRODUCE

HAM

A Wyk Park

EGGS

$259$126.9
twee's Fames Pit

34

BACON

Grade"A"lime Large

EGGS

MEATS
Owee's Best Shad Slid

Ground
3.14321g.

Sirloin
Steak

We Have
Trick or Treats
Fri. & Sat.
See Our Table
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SUPPORT THE !AKERS
Meng' Friday night's game

District Champion
Calloway County High
Travels To Webster County
Kickoff at 7:30 p.m:

1104 Chestnut

7:3-6656

Carroll Tire &
Wheel Alignment
Info-Red Wheel Alignment
And Computerized Wheel Balancing

"18 ,

Your Michelin - Uniroyal-Multi-Mile
Tire Dealer
•
1105 Pogue Ave.
Murray, Ky
753-1489

Good Luck Lakers
from

We're With You
All The Way

University

Lakers!
Northside
6-10 Mon -Then
6-12 Fri 6-10 Set Mies'Sun

Keptuck* Farm Bureau

Horrie.8 Farm Owners-Life-Auto
Commercial-Blue Cross
4111By 1.
310-S. 4th
Murray, Ky. 42971

Murray
Electric
System

Jackson Purchase

TorrY Bros
Phone
(502) 753-4703

641 N.

753-5602

PA4.l

13
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NUTRITION WORKSHOP — Approximately 48 schogl officials attended a nutrition workshop Monday at Murray High. Among those hi attendance were(from left, top photo)Sally Crass,home economics,Murray High; Sandy Cantrell, first grade, Robertson; Faye Lowe, state
nutritionist, Frankfort; Haron West, business, Murray High; Lynda
Purcell, Robertson; (bottom photo) Scott Durham, fourth grade,
Carter; Alene Hargis, Murray High cafeteria; Willie Belle Farkas,
librarian, Robertson; Bonnie Davenport Harris, Dairy Council,
Paducah; and Shirley Lane,Head Start.

•

Increased Funding Would Help Agency
FRANKFORT, Ky.
CAP) — State PUNIC
Advocate her Farley
says Increased funding
during the next biennium for his agency
would improve its performance and
te the need for
requests for
more money.
Farley told a
legislative subcommittee Wednesday he
will ask for $7.5 million
for eaeh year-et the upcoming biennium. He
currently is receiving
$4,3 million a year.
He said that level of
funding envisions setting up 20 to 25
regional offices to
direct public defender
services around the
state. He said the current system has a lack
of direction and control, depends heavily
on volunteers with a
resultant high cost and
overruns.
Farley Said the in-

creased funding would use public defenders 15
suggestions on
provide more effective worth the effort.
Artaibleil
eat the epi'
management becauSe
Farley said it coat
he would have better Wall) as much 4t col- lection of unpaid fees
Sen Jon Arkerson.
control, allow better lect the money as
the R-I.outsville, sugallocatoon of 'amount collected
gested that a hen be
resources. provide bet• 'The recoup placed on a person's
ter accountability and statutes, in one form
house,car or salary
•oorecontinuity.
or the other, are
Farley said he
-We are getting by generally not very efthought
such a move
now for a trifle for fective," Farley said.
be unconstituwhat the system needs "The experience na- would
He said a better
for effective constitu- tionwide is that the col- tional.
move would be to have
tional counsel," lection effort is not pre-trial rlease
ofFarley told the Justice worth it.
ficers
gather
mut - Judiciary SubHowever; members
committee of the In- of the subcommittee acktitionaq firuinciat Mterim Joint Committee said they want some fonnatiob on a defendant- at the same time
on Appropriations and
Revenue.
"If we can ever bite
the bullet and get up
there (in funding)
where we should, you
won't have us coming
back each time asking
STORES
fOr a 100 percent
increase."
Farley also told the
legislators he doesn't
think attempts to
collect unpaid fees
Irom defendants who

ickrioff
Celebration

Homecoming Specials
From 5-10 P.M.

a7 141 HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY Is3
71/2
vacomis•
FREE
I IM
v4
20 MI.
DELIVERY

One Group of Men's Plaid
Sport Shirts Reg.$14.99

STNAR
granimases patios, at loses. wool racks, IMISINGS
bra Mullins aid Whist soles
FREE wpm SPREE $25 Ned Wok? IV o h17
$75 N till. SlIll us 10110

Hoggcir Slacks
Reg.$24.00 to $26.00

CUSTOM -BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
hale 5

SWI RI Rest-kr The

Less

43-11,41

Approximately 40 cil, Paducah.
teachers, adF'unds were providministrators, and food ed by the Child Nutriservice personnel at- tion Act providing for
tended a nutrition Nutrition Education
workshop at Murray and Training. The
High School Monday.
workshop was one of
The workshop was 100 across the state
taught by Faye Lowe, during the 1981-82
nutritionist, Depart- school year.
ment of Education,
During the threeFrankfort, and Bonnie hour workshop, parDavenport-Harris, ticipants were given
program director, an overview of child
Dai and Food Coun- nutri .n at both

elementary and secondary levels. Materials
valued at approximately $800 were
donated to the system
and these were on
display for inspection
at the conclusion of the
meeting.
These materials will
be placed in various
departments
throughout the system
for total utilization by
eachers and students

We're Doing It Again

"THE TAILOR SHOP"
Open Mon.-Nov.2
Any Kind of Alterations
•Hems-Up Or Down
*Seams - In Or Out

9999

B. Ap; `

CUSTOM
QUILTING

,v. 74'64

Come By & Meet

Mon-Fri
7 o.m.-6 p.m.
Sat.8-5 nv
101 H. 12th /37-

I /

Nike All Court
Ladies All Court
Reg. $22.99$1999

9499 & 96

Reg. $18.99 $1 499
Basic Levis Reg. $17.99

9288

$2488
25% Off

/vas
.

$3999

Dee Cee Fashion Overalls

Men's & Boys
Jackets & Vests

Sue Miller
Tish Gardner

Zip Off Sleeve
lockets Reg. $50.00

Reg. $17.00 & $19.00

Corduroy Slacks By Campus
Le Tigre) Reg.$28.00

DRESS MAKING

One Group of Ladies

088
Arrow Shirts

Teachers, Food Service Staff
Attend Nutrition Workshop

they are being cob
saisradtoe bag._
Farley also said that
his office should be
determining the
eligibility of defendants for public
defense instead of
Judges
Deputy J.ustice
Secretary James
Baker said his department • is puttieg
together a task force of
citizens and profes
sionals to niake
recommendations to
the legislature

Dee Cee Fashion
Painters Jeans
Reg. $13.99

$

n9

mur_r_c_iy

Thursday, Oct. 29th

12 Noon to 12 Midnight

We're Sorry If You Didn't Get Waited On Last Month!
This Time We Promise To Have Enough Sales People To Help Everyone'

Every Item Will Be Reduced Even More
The Store Is Full of TremendousValues
EXAMPLE
EXAMPLE
*Broyhill •Serta trir
•Flexsteel
•Stratolounger
*Cochrane
Southern Manor
*Stratford

$19500
Cl
os
ed
.
Wednesday Thru.Thursd Mornin

- 5000 For All
Quantities Limited

3

Broyhill Sofas

Tab!es

ay
g
In Order TO Prepare For This Storewide Sale

CrassFurniture
•

Quantities Limited

•••
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art Sells fur lest.

es% • Wal Mart Sella for Lass • Wei Marl Sells for Life• Wel 114•rt Sells

IATAIIMART

Ore ,

.1,, Se ,b

Ma.. Se •

•

••• • we mart Srois for L•Se•

Super holt
nommeosol
eternal.
camsleer Weeelle

am&
Hair Spray
•8 Ounce
•Non-aeroscil
•Regular or unscented
•Limit 2

Wal-Mart
Peanut Butter
•28 Ounce jar
'Plain or Kruncny
•Limit 2

,
97

_

Sale Continues Thru
Sunday In

KY
Murray,
•

Hwy.641 North
Street
./ •Belaire Shopping Center,South 12th
Open 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun. 12-16

Super Value
Jeans For Men
By Big Yank

Save 32%
Infants and Toddlers
Corduroy Boxer Pants

THE
MISSING LINK

Your
Choice
Save 26°.
Silicone Sealers
•Auto seal clear
No GEC421
•Aulo seal black
No GEC463
•Aoto glass seat
No 54W03
.High temperature gaskit
No 56002
•Reg 263 each

Save 20%
Wiper Blades or
Wiper Refills
•One blade or two refills
'Easy to install
*Sizes to tit most cars and
trucks *Styles may vary
by store'Peg 1 96

•From the makers of Rubik's Cube
'Self-contained 3 dimensional puzzle
•4 Sides and 15 sliding panels
•No. 2159-2

4.6

4Ebeh

Saiie 21 c's
Assorted Construction Paper

Super Value
Tonka Clutch Poppers®

•9 x12 Size
'Assorted colors
•40 Sheets
•For school & home projects
'No 53-0328 •Reg 97s

•84% Cotton & 16* poly
corduroy .
•100% Cotton denim
•32-42 Worst
•4 Pocket •6 Loops
•Vanous pocket designs
•Brown. navy & denim

Super Value
Missing Link Puzzle

'Features unique powerful flywheel motor with
Pushbutton start *Super charged turbo sound
*Seven styles in assortment.No 6162
'No,6162

- Save 1.60
Hunting Vest
•DuraOle hooting ..'est made ci
heavy-duty cotton d,jcr,
, •2 Side pockets
'Large game bag
'No WA-300
'Peg 6 44

In Our
Spoiling
Goods
Department

Ti

Super Value
Air Pot
.1.9 Liter

Save 19%
Boot Socks
SF its size 10-13

•Assorted styles
'Metal body with
unbreakable plastic liner
'Plastic spout plug
'Chrome on neck band
and handle
*No SM153

•insulator design
•85% Acrylic. 3%
cotton & 12% nylon
.15_16' length
•▪ Reg 1 66

Save 24%
HuntinrCap Assortment
'Assorted sizes and colors
•Marlin Winchester or Remington emblems to choose
from 'No BCRB •Reg 1 96

WAL-MART
.

a

Shop and compare!Wal-Mart
really does sell for less every day.
"•, ,
-• ss

MasterCard

ADvenneED leEPICKANOSSe POLICY—ft a clur millorrOe in
Neve every scleerteed *ern at stoCk, however, due to any unforeseen
'sown, WI severhsed Sem snot froseads for.pyrcftse Webby,**metre a
Run Check on request, fOr tPi rfallatbladare to be purchased at the sale
prim whenever sweets* or we sr/you a skim etere al a comparable radix,
fen el OnCe ebe reserve the nshf to best querehes •
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•
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P 414. IS THE MI KRA% ky..LEMAN & TIOUP24.111wracisy. letelser 21, NMI
How enn we handle this without appenn not roc,'ri ,t
AKF.A
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DEAR Earl: Ask your ptionck.aa neighbor,to please
instruct their friends and relatives to call only in c-aae
of an emergency. And if you get ton many "emergencies," your only option is to cluing, your telephone number — and k..ji it to yourself. This is
neither "mean" nor "selfish." It's protection against
a.
being taken advantage of.

Dux)

•••

By Abigail Van Buren

Customer Takes Itin,
But Won't Dish It Out
DEAR ABBY: Regarding "M's" letter asking how to tell
her wealthy date to tip more than $1: If that's all he feels is
appropriate, it's his money! Granted, he should be aware
that 15 percent is considered "fair," but restaurant prices
are inflated enough as it is without handing out 15 percent
tips just because it's expected.
My father always tipped like he was supporting the
waitress, her five kids and her dog! It's time we start getting
what we pay for.
NOT CHEAP BUT FAIR

DEAR ABBY My sister-in-law and her husband (-vie
brated their 49th wedding anniversary last August. Because
of my sister-in-law's poor health, her daughter is planning a
party to celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary next
month, which is premature by nearly a whole year!
I am reluctant to accept the invitation because I don't
think it's proper to celebrate an occasion that has not yet
occurred.
I grew up under the old moral code and still believe in it
Right or wrong?
PUZZLED IN ELMHURST Ili.
DEAR PUZZLED: Wrong! I think it's more "moral"
to be kind and prematurely generous than to go by
the book and risk being too late.
•••

DEAR NOT:"M" said her escort never tipped more
than a dollar. Surely the service couldn't have been
substividard everywhere, all the time.
Funny you should mention your father in connection with tipping. I had the same kind of father. I
recall his buying coffee for my twin and me at a coffee
shop near his theater. In those days, coffee was a
nickel.-a cup and the bill came to 15 cents.
Father gave the waitress a dollar bill and said
"Keep the change." In unison we asked,"Daddy,
isn't that an awfully big tip?"
"Not for a woman who's working hard to make an
honest living," he replied.

DEAR ABBY: I hate to be a pest, but I've written to you at
least once a week for the last three months, and every time
you answer me you give me the same advice.
In case you don't remember z.rie, I'm Lynda, the 19-yearold girl who's in love with the 33-year-old polireman. I kno*
he's married and has four kids, but I love him and I know
he loves me.
I can't help it, Abby. I love him just as much today as I did
a year ago. In every letter you say, -He's taken. Forget
him."
Can't you give me some really good-advice this time?
LYNDA I.)

•• •

DEAR ABBY: We have new neighbors who do not have a
telephone, and I doubt very much if they intend to get one.
They have given our telephone number to their friends and
relatives, who call frequently at all hours of the day and
night, and we have to go next door and call them to the
phone.
Abby, we would not mind doing this in cases of emergency, but these neighbors get calls that We know are
strictly social and they tie up OUT line for long periods.

DEAR LYNDA: Sorry. The advice I gave you is, in
my judgment, the best. He's taken. Forget him.
• ••

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (36 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12080 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne. Calif. 90250.

MSU-TV To Air 'Election-Eye Specials

Sniper Fires At Building
MO RG A N TOW N .
Ky. (AP) — A sniper
fired two shotgun

and there s a big bola
in a front window
K moo said

blasts into the offices
of the Green River
Republican newspaper
Wednesdey night.
shattering the glass
front door of the
building and damaging a plate glass window,said authonties,
No one was inside
the building.
City policeman
William Kmgery said
the blasts were fired
from scar that pulled
up to the front of the
building about 8:15
p.m. The velucle sped
away after the shots
were fired, he said
Investigating officers found 12-gauge
shot embedded in a
desk used by the weekly newspaper's editor,
Larry Craig.
"The front door was
shattered to crystal

ere
He said pulk
questioning people
who ma have seen the
incident
The one-atory, brick

electioa. said Craig.
-ft was stuff about
Democrat sad
'Republican square.
offs, nothing very
Imenitel." he said.
Craig speculated
that the shooting may
hav•been a Halicnreen
prank

building that houses
the newapeper's offices is located near
iiiisiii1(1/
the center of town,
said Craig, who has
ep)rt
been editor of the
Republican for two
years.
Adults 116 Nurser
"I really don't know
NO NEWBORN
if there's anything
ADMISSION
behind it," he said.
"We're kind of a conDISMISSALS
troversial paper "
Wade I.. Schroeder,
He said he didn't RI 1, Dexter, Joanne
know of any single R. Waggoner, 1602
issue that could have Murray, . Mayfield,
prompted the Dillard W Mathis, Rt.
shooting. Wednesday's 3, Benton, Amy I.
edition of the Wilson, 305 S 13th,
Republican carried an Murray, Toy Smith,
editorial analysis of Rt. 3, Murray, Lee
contested races in the Crawford Barnett (exupcoming general pired), Re 1, Almo
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With a Kero-Sun Portable Heater, you can
turn down your thermostat and
still stay warm. •

campaign Nov. 4-8.
ing with constitutional
cast their ballots.
Smith will talk about amendments.
Kentucky first
A Kero-Sun Portable Heater will
Tuesday, 6 p.m.
keep you warm for pennies an
district senatorial can- the importance of funhour Hundreds of uses because
didates Greg Higdon, ding from the private "Spotlight on Murthey're all portable 99.9% fuel
(D),Fancy Farm,and sector for public ray," trip to animal
efficiency means odorless,
Ray Reeves,(R),Mur- broadcasting to shelter and interview
smokeless operation. And they
ray, will be interview- replace lost financing with WKMS-FM
need no chimney. Batteryed at 6 p.m. Monday, from the federal manager Bruce Smith.
powered ignition system and
Local news at 6:30.
The good news in home heabrici
CAERNARVON,
But in the town of Nov. 2, by Murray government.
automatic shut-off device for
The
complete
MSUWednesday,
p.m.
Wales (AP) — The Bangor, hecklers State student Oscar
extra safety. Kero-Sun offers
TV program schedule "The Uncle Al Show,"
portable kerosene heaters in
first visit to Wales by
pushed- through the Turnbow.
MSU-TV local news for the week beginning, with student host Alan
9 different models to fit
the first Princess of cheerers and broke
Jackson. Local news
your particular needs. See a
Wales in 81 years got down a barricade as will be at 6:30 p.m. Nov.2is as follows:
Monday,
6:30.
6
at
p.m.
demonstration
'followed
by
today.
the
second
off to a triumphal start Charles and Diana
Thursday, 6 p.m.
despite hecklers who
walked past. election special at 7 Election special with
started fistfights, Bodyguards ringed the o'clock, an hour-long first district senatorial "C.C. and Co." featurHolland Drugs
sprayed paint and lob- • couple and fistfights prestatation on the candidates Greg ing local musical
P.0. Box 869, 109 S. 4th St.
bed a stink bomb.
broke out between the proposed constitu- Higdon and Ray talent. Hosted by CinReeves. Local news at dy Meyer and Chuck
protesters and tional amendments.
Murray, Kentucky
Princess Diana wore
Produced by the 6:30 followed by elec- Williams. Local news
well-wishers.
42071
a red jacket and green
tion
special at 7 deal- at 6:30.
Diana kept smiling, Richmond League of
skirt — the Welsh
shaking hands and Women Voters and
national colors — on
ON HALLOWE-04 THE'GREAT
I FIND
MY SWEET
HOWEVER, I'M NOT
ARE YOU AWARE THAT
chatting a few feet - Eastern Kentucky
her arrival in the prin- from
University, the propummuir
RISES
OUT
OF
THAT
HARD
YOUR
6ABE300
SWEET BAB600!
the violence.
HALLOWEEN 15 COMING?
cipality Tuesday with
THE PUMPKIN PATCH,AND
TO
"Take no notice," gram will feature
BELIEVE
SAYS
IT'5
Prince Charles for a
BRINGS TOYS TO ALL WE
one woman told her. debates between
TRUE
lhor
-471'
three-day tour. She
CHILDREN IN NE li)ORLDf
"They are dreadful leading Kentucky
was an instant success
authorities.
people."
with thousands of
Dr. Grady Stumbo,
"Don't worry about
Welsh who braved cold
tj
2r/th
it," psychology stu- commissioner of the
winds to cheer the
dent Martin Tighe told state Department for
royal couple.
V-"irle
her. "We're very Human Resources,
Nislidior
will speak in favor of
"Princess Diana, pleased to see you."
Princess Diana,"
The hecklers the portion of amendDID THEY
children chanted
shouted "Go Home, ment no. 1 which seeks
NANCY,
OUR
STEAL •
to allow governors to
wherever the
English Prince"
succeed
thertiselves.
HOUSE
O'AS
MUCH
32-year-old heir to the
"Charles Out." P
ROBBED
British throne and his seized five .of them Arguing against
20-year-old bride went.
YESTERDAY
after a stink bomb that passage will be state
The princess, a
smelled like rotten Sen. Jim Bunning of
Ft. Thomas.
kindergarten teacher
eggs was set off.
The section of
before she married
"The sewers are bad Charles July 29, wor- in this city, aren't amendment no. 1 dealthey,"nsaid Charles ing with the succession
ried security men as
she plunged into the jokingly to Mayor Ed- of sheriffs will be
debated by Ray
crowds to shake scores
die Dogan:
Another minor inci- Stoess, president of the
of small hands.
dent occurred in Caer- Kentucky Sheriff's
"My dad says give
narvon where a 24- Association - which
us a kiss," 7-year-old
year-old woman' favors passage, and
Simon Edwin of Fthyl
shouted to Diana. Jumped from the state Rep. Bill
Smiling, she replied, crowd and. sprayed Weinberg of Hindman
"Well, then, you had
white paint that fleck- who is opposed.
A discussion of the
better give me one," ed a door and the back
panel of the black _Homestead Amendand bussed him on the
ment is also included
cheek.
royal limousine.
Angry. onlookers in the program. Giving
"The couple captured the hearts of the
scuffled-wkh her,-the OW views will be BM-people with their style
police iirrefitt_e_d_ her, ,. Gardner of Louisville,
and the iiis flied $45 Anne Thompson of the
and informality," the
Times of London said. for disturbing the Kentucky Heritage
Commission and Joan
peace.
The Daily Telegraph
The disturbances Perry of the Richmond
WE_LL, GOOD'
said the first day was
"triumphant" and
HEY--YOU WANNA 00
were blamed on League of Voters.
Presentation of the
GET SOME
radical Welsh naDiana received "a
ICE CREAM -7
tionalists who still program on MSU-TV
warm and affectionate
Ti-UCI-5 NOT TRUE,
dream of t\n- is a co-production of
welcome from
YOU CAN SACY ANN/1140.6
dependence for their the Richmond and
thousands of admirers
JO region on the west Murray-Calloway
who were captivated
r"
coast of Britain and County League of
by her charm, grace
Women
Voters.
consider the Prince of
and beauty."
Wales the symbol of, Regular programmThousands cheered
English oppression. ing will continue at 6
the couple in the steel
town of Shotton, the
King Edward I seized p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 3,
seaside villages of
the title in the 13th cen- when "Spotlight on
Rhyl and Llandudno
tury when his forces Murray" features a
4XA,016401•4:',
trip to the, local
and in the ancient cas- conquered Wales.
'"s./pow THAT PUDDING
•
tle city of Caernarvon, •
Thousands ofwdetec- Humane Society
740 MORE TALK OF PHANTOMS, HAIM—ALL THAT
where Queen
tives and police threw animal shelter. SocieJUST BRING ME MY SHARE.
PHANTOM TALK.
Elizabeth H installed
an elaborate security ty member Dorothy
NOW„GET OuT!
COULD BE! WHY
Charles as Prince of
TAKE CHANCES?
net around the young Perry_ will give
Wales in 1969.
couple in their first viewers a tour of the
Many pressed bou- formal appearance facility.
"Spotlight" will also
quets into Diana's
since marriage. Detechands. Others held
tives shadowed the have an interview with
signs in Welsh reading
couple,' police Bruce Smith, manager
"Croeso" (Welcome) marksmen crouched of university fine arts
and "Carlo am byth" on rooftops and agents radio station WKMS(Long Live Charles). searched ancl question- PM, concerning the
Choirs and minstrels
e d suspicious station's "Friendship
Festival" fund raising
'F'‘ sang Welah folk tunes:
bystanders.
Television viewers
in Murray may find
two election -eve

specials on MSU-TV
Cable 11 helpful in
deciding which way to

Visit To Wales
Off To Good Start

KEROSUPI

Now Available
At
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I LEGAL NOTICF

2 NOTICE

•

.
1•

Legal Notice
On January 12, 1981, Jackson Purchase Broadcasting Company,
licensee of broadcast station WSJP,
filed with the federal Communications Commission in Washington an
application for authority to operate
during night time hours with 250
watts of power, on the frequency of
1130 Khz, using four towers 217 feet
tall, located on the east side of the
LdiN Railroad, 0.35 miles north of
Ky. Highway 894 in the Clarks River
Bottom area. The four a.m. broadcast directional antenna towers are
also located 6.5 miles southeast of
the Murray-Calloway County Airport. Daytime operation of the
licensee will remain the same with
1,000 watts of power, with transmitter, studio, and tower located at 1500
Diuguid Road. The night time operation will be by remote control, on the
frequency of 1130 Khz. The principals in Jackson Purchase Broadcasting company are Joe M. Parker
and Sammy J. Parker of Murray.
A copy of the application and
related material is on file for public
inspection at WSJP studios in Murray, Kentucky.
2 NOTICE

Duck
Hunters
Special
o 24 Porred nylon 1
b tubes $3.99. Minoes available oil
inter. Closed Sunday
Feb 28
Murray Reit
Co.
Hwy.94 East
Murray, Ky.

Proviso

Wood
Working
Furniture refinishing
and Custom Cabinet
work. Free
Estimotes.For all your
wood woricing needs
coll. 492-8864

FOR
SALE
1972 Oldsmobile
Cutlass, new tires.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop

2 NOTICE

Olympic Plaza
Open 9 o.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113
CARD QF THANKS

H LP WANT_ED_

24. MISCELLANEOUS

Woman needed as full
time office manager and
airline reservationist. Experience as airline agent
or travel agent helpful but
not required. Must be
responsible. intelligent,
and hard working. Contact Sunbird Airlines at
49-2199.

Antique
and Gilt
Shop
for business, 10
miles South on 121 turn
Ma on Hwy. 280, go 14
miles.
436-2128

All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0984.

Couch and two swivel
chairs, secretarial deskand chair, executive desk
and chair, all in good condition. Selling at good
price. 753-9927.

SIIUATIONWANTED
--

Firewtsod oak and hickory
118.00753-3625.

I will babysit or stay with'
elderly people. 435-4233.
Will remove dead or unwanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free estimates'
before 2:30. 753-5484.

Black chair, spanish
lamp, spanish wall plaques, black-silver fire
screen. 753-4445 after 4
p.m.

Established business for,
sale. Excellent location.'
For further information
call 753-8738.
11 INSTRUCT ION

Frigeradaire drop-in
range avocado. 759-4588
or 753-7637.

I give guitar lessons. I
have experience and
references. Call Anisa
Mahfoud at 753-3686.
14

WANT TO ta.

Want to buy' standing
timber cash or percentage. J.L. McKnight 7537528.

Brand new Smith Corona
Coronomatic WOO electric
typewriter $400.00. Call
628-3613.
19 in. color t.v. $25.00,
willow chair $5.00,
vacuum cleaner $10.00,
Honda Express baskets
13.00. 753-7231.

10. BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

oa

change and lobe
special - only $7.00
Where?
ECONOMY TIRE
SERVICE
203 Main St.
Murray, Ky.
753-8500

WNIU 89.3 FM
radio with n
Special Sound.

Two car seats, stroller
walker, bassinet, swing,
playpen and mattress.
Call 753-8560.
STOVE BCFARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. rr•
x":12", 115.99. 36" x 54",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.

Rubber stamps make an
impression!. identify your
books, clothing, sports
equipment. Murray Rubber Stamps Owned by
Marie Forrester 753 6625
(formerly Jim's Rubber
Stamps).
Need Cash? We buy old
glassware Phone 7533642.
Atetention Trick or
Treaters Ice Cream
Cones 1890's Ice Cream
Parlor Halloween Night
Dixieland Center on
Chestnut,

WANTED
PARTNER

NOTICE
Contractors or sub-Contractors if you would like to
bid as o general contractor or sub-contractor or
building materials portion, write a letter of intent
to
Sonny Pucket, Box. 1 So. Fulton, Tenn. 38257 or
Coll 901-479-3836.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

So your child/
wont: to told

piano lassoes Imot
yr hoist. bay.
pious Won Tour
surithey wEI Wei
with it. RENT IT
FIRST!• Rant op-

Wheat straw 75 cents call
after 5 p.m. 489-2387 or
49-2298.
Melville-Clark piano
beautiful wood finish
1800.00,94 in. velvet divan
green and gold $45.00,
boys size 18 three piece
suit$25.00. Call 753-6251.

Ohstopurchoso

CLAYT016
753-7573

^

ACROSS
2 Chicken 1 Be at the
- king
plate
3 Pound
4 Fasteners
down
9 Uncooked
4 Cavalryman
12 Guido note
of yore
13 Open
5 Parts
14 Hasten
exactly
15 Scottish
opposite
- -cap- --61-e4-4-stand
16 Walk
7 Fruit seed
17 Burrowing
8 Compass pt.
animal .
9 Greek letter
18 Place in
10 Be ill
position
11 Tiny
20 Zeus's love
17 Frames of
21 Italian river
mind
23 Talk, mod
19 Man
- style .
mouse
24 Prepared
20 Electrified
food
particle
28 Lamb
21 Father: Sp
30 Chubbiness 22 Bay window
32 Expires
24 Yard. in
34 Click beetle
law
* 35 Ballet bird
25 Apteryx
36 Occupants
26 Babylonian
39 Like Suf.
hero
40 Gladdens
1
2
3
41 Harry's
successor
12
43"- I was
r
saying"
15
44 Printer's
18 1
measure
45 Narrow,
21 2
23
flat 28
.
2
boards
-•
47 Sorry!
32
50 Chair
•
51 Conorriction
36.
54 Soak
55 Platform "
56 Zodiac sign..
44
57 Encountered
4
4 4
58 Domesticates _
--59 Flock
member
•
St
)OWN
1 Wager

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
TAOIISPAS
E
P1
P

Ft
B AK E
ENS
T 0
T E
CO
N.
S TROP
A
U P
BAT
A

A A
I T
MEE

10

'
E

EL
SA
i
, LOPE
SLOE
,LEAR
EASE

27 Units of
force
29 Tableland
31 Coal weight
33 Locations
37 Lair
38 Emulates
John Curry
42 And . Lat
45 Juncture
4

5

6

7

8

Guild guitar- GS-35 Blonda Box fine grain sound
board and case $350.00.
Call 767-4254.

IS

0

10

II'

SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE Wanted: Responsible
party to take ova-piano.
Can- be seen locally.
Write Mr. Powers, Box
327, ecrbria, nlinois
82211.
23, EXTERMINATING.
C

-

MURDER

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Rm.PSI

VIII

*MISCELLANEOUS

17
'

2
24

IN

10
I
.s . ...
34-

. 39

,
4
.,.

4

on All
Rental Exercise

Equipment din4ng
Nov.and Dec.

Murray

Rental S,
Sales
59

Eight foot sliding gl,sss
door track and screen
$100.00. Call 753-6142 after
5 p.m.
Franklin wood burning
Stove *70.00.753-9991.
Firewood $25.00 rick

Firewood for sale 753-3523
or 753-0281.
Custom made rifle cast.
Slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
OfXielt id Canter. 7599633.
•
custom

25%
Piscqunt

35

68 Camero new motor
000d shape $1000.00, 70
GMC pickup truck power
steering, power brakes,
air $1100.00, 73 Cutlass
front cap $100.00, doors
$25.00, trunk lid 130.00,
bumpers $20.00. 351 Ford
motor and transmission
$150.00, 318 Plymouth
motor and transmission
$125.00, 61-64 Ford truck
parts, Iwo 400 triini,rnibsions for Oldsmobile,
Buick, Pontiac $50.00,
rear end for 74 Mustang
135.00.753-8127.

delivered. Call after 5
p.m. 436-2744.

14

16

37

A

RO
SO

46 Transaction
47 Limb
48 me. Majors
47 Siamese
coin
52 Recent
53 Female
deer
55 City map
abbr.

13 '

•

Ml

E V E
A I T

Firewood $25.00 a rick
delivered. Call 436-2744.

106 test Maio
7534261

made loather

• leckets._trwurt haisMinor Mpg repair. /glut'
thy Leather
r-W3.

26. TV -RADIO.
REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Wonenty,
soia up poyesenti

• CLAYTONS
753.7575

Two bedroom house
$125.00 month, electric or
wood heat eight miles
east of Murray. Call 4362582.
Two bedroorg house near
downtown for rent $150.00
per month. Phone 7535921.

FOR KENT
3 BR,2 baths, 2 miles
out.
Very nice garage
apt. with stove &
refrigerator furnished.
10x57 Mobile Home,
furnished $120.00 per
month.
12 x 60 Mobile Home,
furnished.
2 BR, includeS
washer & dryer.

12x60 mobile home two
bedrooms, bath, front kitchen, living room. Two
new air conditioners, new
carpet, extra closet
space. Call after 5 p.m.
759-1293.
12x64 three bedroom Ph:
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished. $4500.00
Call affer5 p.m.753-4469.

73.1.911911
Two bedrooms with central heat, new fucniture
and carpet. Near university. Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Court 753-5209,

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

•
•1-11 1,1'61

INItOPEITY MANAGEMEN

Two houses near
university. S100.00,
depostt,$108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
p.m.
Four bedroom house furnished one bath, living
room, dining room, kitchen, gas heat. S. 14th St.
Call 753-8250 afler 4 p.m.

Furnished mobile homes
water and garage included. $100.00 per month,7536534.
Two bedroom mobile
home, fully furnished
$150.00. Call 753-1879 after
5:30.

Fisher wood stove and
pipes used only one
winter. Call 753-9500.

SPECIAL

two bedroom furnished
house also nice trailer lot
water furnished. Call 753
7671.

Late model 12x56 sharp.
200 amp code pole, two
concrete step, washer
two bedrooms, one bath,
two air conditioners, fie
down straps, completely
furnished with tv and
antenna. This is a nice
complete home $5500.00
firm. Clint Colson 7531682, 489-21188.

Opel

Receptionist full time
position with service
oriented local business.
Send resume, salary requirement and recent
photo to P.O. Box 104A. . .

3IM

34. HOUSES FOR RENT 41 PUBLIC SALE

21"..4TOPTHOMES SALES
12x65 1973 mobile home
three bedroom, two full
baths, central air, porch,
furnished extra nice. Call
759-1987.

WillWs

Would like to thank the
Murray Hospital nurses
and Dr. Clark for their
,..Wpaour Close
V nyl
kindness during my Two featherbeds. Call
Out Prepasted Values to
husbands illness and 489-2775.
2000
$13 99 single roll
death. Poplar Springs
rolls, S1.99 single roll
Church and Rev. Riley IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
whAci it lasts Sherwin
Adams for all the food,
,VW'am Co
Firewood
Order now and burn
the choir for their singing Do your
Christmas
Shopseasoned wood this winter
and all the people who ping
early. Leather
436-2758.
came to help. Thank'you, purses,
wallets,
jackets,
Mrs. Shirley West.
16" 14 KT Serpentine
belts. Custom made
CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel;
minor shoe repair. Murtriple wall pipe, 6" x 30",
Chains Reg. $36.00
5. LOST & FOUND
ray Leather Shop, Dix$20.99; 8"x30", $29.99;
Now $12.95. 18" 14
installation kit,6",$29.991
REWARD - Small most- ieland Center. 759-%33.
Kt. Serpentine Chains ly
8", 142.99. Wallin
beagle male with white
Reg. $40.00 Now. flea collar lost about two 16. HOME PURN SWING Hardware,Paris, Tenn.
miles east of Murray.)59$16.95. Floating
Wood for sale $25.00 a
Early American sofa and
Hearts 14 Kt. Reg. 1719 or 753-4641.
rick. Call 489-2101 or 489matching chair, two gas
223i,
$7.85 Now $3.85.
floor furnaces. Phone
6 HELP WANTED
after 5 P.m.753-2387.
KERO-SUN heaters"
GOLD IL SILVER
Need someone to do yard 19. FARM EOUIPMENf Moonlighter, $154.99;
PAWNSHOP
Radiant 8, $162.9
work. 753-3102.
elr•Pic Pima
Radiant 10, $209.99;
766 IH tractor also a 12 ft.
753.7113
Radiant 36, $212.99;
Hostess-needed to run J.D. disk, 11 ft. IN
Op.n 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. DMOminl 85, $218.99;
Craft house parties. For plow, 4-16 in. chiesel
bottom
ly, 1 p.m.-6 p.m. Seedily.
Director, $254.99. Wallin
details call 753-4895.
plows, three point hitch
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
seeder. 489-2425.
Knuckle Boom log loader.
1979 20 ft., B&B gooseneck
Dist powered. Will trade,
trailer with two 7500 lb.
will finance locally. Need
axles, wooden sides, tarp
lumber. 759-1739.
and loading ramps. ExWOOD HEATERS,,
cellent condition. 435deluxe cabinet, brick,
4597.
lined fire box, cast ironf
or partners to build 70 or 80 unit motel at intersecgrates and doors, lift Off
22. MUSICAL
tion of Purchase Parkway and 4-lone U.S. SI to
..••••
cook surface top, $239.99.
Memphis. Also 45E and 455. You would come in
Two speed blower, $59.99.
with a full partnership with the same interests as
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
TRY
Sonny & Veda Puckett, owners and developers of
Tenn.
29 acres of land on this intersection, no other fond
BEFORE
1973 Pinto good condition
can be developed at this junction.
YOU
also dinnette set,
showcase. Call 759-4620.
BUX
•

• Carter Studio
753-8298
• 300 Main

6

8.STORAGE BUILDING

Bible Coll
Trust in .God 75.9-4444; Bible
Story - 759-4445.

•

....10.••:•-•••••••••••••••.••••••.••

Two bedroom Mobile
home fully furnished
$140.00. Cal 753-479 after
Mobile home for rent and
lots. Riviera Courts office
hours 8-5 753-3280.

Three bedroom furnished
or unfurnished, new furniture, newly redecorated on shady lot,
garden space. Outside the
city. 753-5209,753-2876.
-House in Murray also
small house $75.00. Call
753-5750.

Well -insulated, redecorated house, five
rooms, bath, utility room.
For rent: nice two
Large kitchen, stove,
bedroom trailer, near
built in cabinets. City
Murray. No pets! 489water. Available im2611.
mediately. Near Murray,
$150.00. References.
30. BUSINESS RENTA S Deposit. Couple.
No pets.
753-7551.

PAW
Storer Ipso
For Root
7534738

Two bedroom brick eight
miles southeast of Murray. Married couples only. References and
deposit 492-8594.

32. APTS. FOR RENT

Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-4365353.

Large furnished efficiency apartment. Call 7536254.

37. LIVESTOCK
-SUPPLIES

Three room furnished or
unfutnished apartment.
4005.61h St. Call 247-1459.

Two Arabian FilieS with
papers. 901-782-3623 or
782-3315.

Suite of business office
Shackelford, Goode, and
Thurman 502 Maple 7535411.

Two bedroom duplex
newly decorated. Adult
only no pets. $200.0 per
month, deposit required.
Call 753-8331.
Furnished efficiency
apartment one block from
MSU $100.00 per month
call 759-4538.
Furnished apartments,
efficiency, one or two
bedroom. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th, 753-6609.
Remodeled one bedroom
partially furnished with
carport north of Murray.
Phone 753-5410.
Two bedroom apartment
at Embassy Apts. Call
753-3530.
Two apartments for rent
one single bedroom furnished, one two bedroom
unfurnished except appliances. 753-8730 before 5
p.m. or 753-6965 after 5
p.m.
One bedroom furnished
apartment $125.00 partial
utilities included 753-3949.
Nice two bedroom duplex
$725.00. Catt 759-1087 after
5 p.m.
Newly redecorated one
bedroom apartment furnished 'Or unfurnished.
Near hospital and
downtown.Cll 759-4756.
Nice furnished
one
bedroom apartment also
two bedroom furnished
100 S. 13th St.

Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
Two bedroom apartment,'
for rent, range, oveo5
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No' pets. One year leate
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
753-2622 or 753-31165. ,
,
Large one bedroom
apartment near hoglital
furnished or unfurnished.,
Adults only, no pets.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4 P•fP•
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
_
Room for rent one block
from Untversity 753-1812
or 753-6933

38. PETS SUPPLIES
•

Full stock German Sheppard puppies eight weeks
old. Call 437-4919 after 5
p.m.

Moving Sale electric
stove, refrigerator, 25"
color console t.v , window
air -conditioner, sofa and
chair, bed, 1973 Ford,
4odds end ends. Call 70
9673.
Yard Sale Thurs. and Fri.
604 Ellis Dr. Baby items,
nurses uniform size 16
and miscellaneous.
Bazaar Luncheon Flea
Market St. Leo Church
401 N. 12th Fri., Oct. 30th
beginning 10:30 a.m.
Three party yard sale
Fri. 8-4, 510R S. 12M
behind J&S Oil. Various
household items, winter
clothing for boys, girls,
women and men.
Yard Sale Thurs. and Fri.
421N. Cherry St.

43. REAL ESTAT
SUPER ASSUMPTIONS! Yes. . you con!
There are alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in many
cases they ore more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods.
These alternative
methods will become'
increasingly popular in
the next decade. As
average home prices
and prime mortgage interest rates -increase,
the demand for alternative methods of buy:
ing and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, more than 50%
of all real estate thinsoctions involve one or more alternative financing methods. . . methods that ore
beneficial td both the
buyer and seller of property. . . methods
available to you.

211,

LORETTA ..1011S,

REALTOI
RS

1200 Syvirnofe
Murray *mucky 42071
I502) 753V2

2
4.
4129
753-1222
NEAR
UNIVERSITY
Very attractive

brick home on
street near the
University. New
heat pump heating
and coiling
system, fireplace
in den. Extremely
economical utility
bills, lovely tree
shaded lot. Offered
in the $40's, and
owner financing
available. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.

Doberman puppies have
had shots 150.00759-4651.
AAA Dog Grooming 13
years experience. Call
Goldie Brown Lynn Grove
135-1579.
AKC . registered doberman puppies. Champion
bloodline two year old
female doberman. 7594588 or 753-7637.
Six month old Black!
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.
41. PUBLIC SALE
Yard sale St 400 N. 4th in
front of Ron's Muffler
Shop on Sat., Oct. 31, 8-3.
Toys, clothes, bunk bed
spreads and curtains.
Something for everyone
Cancelled if rain.
Big savings on all layaways now for Christmas.
Bedroom, living room,
and dining room suites,
recliners, odd chairs, end
and coffee tables, lamps
and accessories. Car
raway Furniture 105 N.
3rd 753-1502. Yard Sale Fri., Oct. 30, 94. Baby bedgnd mattress
in good condition, lots of
childrens good winter
clothes, miscellaneous
items.907 Vine.

FOR RENT
EXECUTIVE
HOME
Three bedroom, 2
bath almost new
home for rent.
Rome is spotless
throughout, has
central heat and
air, attached 2-car
garage,and convenient location.
Available at ;400 a
month. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty in Murray.

Lake Property
We would like to show you
homes you can afford.
Completely remodeled
retreat winterized only
115,101.1.00.
Brand new well built
modern home with lots of
extras $27,500.00.
Mobile home at
Shamrock Resort
$11,900.00.
Larger home with dock
permit 527,800.00.
1150 sq. ft. home with 8
lots $18,800.00.
We have what you've
been looking for and can
afford in today's market.
Call us today Spann Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

MURRAY
LEATHER
SHOP
•

Dlidslsed Sheep* Coast
ts
759-9633
Loather gifts: billfolds, belts, saddlebags,
purses, coats, pants, etc. All types
leather repair. Shoe repair. Custom mode

leather clothing, harness, belti, gifts and
Block Powder Clothing.

- -'

-.
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43. REAL ESTATE

46 HOMES FOR SALE s _49 USED CA16
AMP
Sell or trade 1975
Small three room house
Plymouth Fury four door.
with bath. Call 7514632 or
Ill Chestnut SC753-3134.
759 4617.
1971 Mustang Ghia runs
New 3 bede00m, 2 bath, 900$3675.00. 759-1915.
built in appliances. Must
1970 LTD Ford new twit.
sell 530,000 Call 459-2670.
new seat covert local
car, no rust. Excellent
47 MOTORCY!LES
condition, priced
1975 350 Honcli reasonable. 753-5302.
tombination road and
'trail bike. .k_xcellen'w 1979 Ford LTD wagon ex
celtent condition, new
conditibp.tall 4312744.
radial tires, very clean in
1976 Honda CB1255 5000 side and out. Priced right
miles, dulexe weight lift call 753-0123 days or 753
bench with leg lifts. Mit- 7699 nights.
subishi R X73 AM-FM
cassette car stereo, girls 1979 Pontiac Booneville
24" 3-speed bike. Call 753- two door. Call 7534453
4.575 after 6p.m. •
after 6:30 p.m.

753-1222
IS

COUNTRY
CHARM

Peaceful countiy
livn' goes with this
unique three
bedroom home in
Graves County
between Murray &
Mayfield. Antique
log beamed ceilings in den and
dining area, wood
burning Fisher
Stove and central
heat and air. This
is an extremely
neat Cedar-sided
home in quiet,
private location.
Offered in the low
$50's. Phone 7531222 for all information.
GOOD
NEIGHBORHOO
AND
NEIGHBORS

Come see this
recently listed
three bedroom, 11
/
2
bath brick home
with living room,
dining room,family room,chain-link
fencedk backyard,
large covered
wooden deck,
automatic garage
door opener, central gas heat and
insulated to TVA
specifications to
help save on those
winter heat bills.
All this and offered
in the low $50's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.
1

FARMS FOR SALE

40 acre farm, half mile from
town on 94 East. six tenths 00
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
lendable, 17 timber. For more
iinformation call Purdorn
sT1Turffan Arial Estate, 1537
4451, Susy Wells, 753 1555 or
Geneva Gies,7534557 •
Secluded farm stead. 60
acres include marketable
timber, tobacco base.
Tobacco barn to accommodate 3600 sticks, 8
stall stock barns, sulpher
springs and good well.
Large wells constructed
older farm house. Just
right to be remodeled into
a beautiful home. Large
foyer with open stair case
leading to bedroom on second floor. Two
fireplaces, plus electric
heat. Large kitchen, 8x21.1
sun room. All this tor only
$55,000.00. Call Spann_
Realty Assoc. for details
753-7724.
46. HOMES FOR

19 USEDCARS

SOUSED TRUCKS

1973 Fiat dune bucl0
nearly flew tires and
motor $P0.00 or trade.
436-2506.
1978 Audi Fox 30 mpgs,7594588 or 753-7637.
1976 Grand Prix excellent
condition. Call 759-1081.
1977 Camera good condition, 305 engine, 52,000
miles, AM-FM cassette.
Call early mornings and
late afternoons and nights
747-3843.
1972 Chevrolet $250.00.
For more information
call 354-6281 after 5 p.m.

SALE

Brick house two years
old, three bedroom, two4
bath,formal dining room, 1976 Triumph AM-FM
large den, two car 37,000 miles extra
sharp.
garage, concrete drive Call 753-2615 or
759-4532.
and large patio. House
has many extras. Owner 11977 Olds Delta, 2
will consider financing at
door, locally owned
12 percent interest. See at
1809 Wiswell Rd. or -call
753-0839 or.436-2935.
Home for sale by owner,
1505 Oak Dr.,.excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
/406W MG..1
753 5.3r5
sq. ft. living area. Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 5547580. Ask for Ken Adams.
1973 Toyota Mark
Priced in the $30's three
1 1 Wagon
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath house
Chevrolet Stretch
very nice. Call 753-3903.
Van

.

PUROOMS
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC -

*

FOR SALE

House for sale by owner
by appointment 753-6558.

FOR
SALE
$25,500 will buy you
over 1,200 sq. ft. of living space. 3 improved
lots, 50 x 145, well insulo+ed 2 .bedroom
frame home. Enjoy
country living with only
a 20 minute drive south
of Murray and 5
minutes to the lake.
Call owner after 5:00
p.m 436-5849

Estate Auction
Saturday, October 31, at 10 a.m. rain or shine
at the late Mrs. Floy Lewman home, 1717
Keenland, off South 16th, Murray, KY (richlond
to Keenland).
Will sell: Westing house electric range,
Hoover upright vacuum, twin bedroom suit,
couch, nice desk, portable Royal typewriter and
stand, new electric blanket, lamps, end and coffee tables, towels, bed linens, stemware,
cookware, 2 sets ironstone dinnerware.
Antiques and collectibles: Nice mahogany
Duncan Phyfe dining table with 6 chairs and buffet, Duncan Phyfe couch, 2 mahogany roseback
rockers and lamp table, walnut choir, 2 picnic
baskets, metal firewood box, iron and
glassware, split cone egg basket and possibly a
very nice old blanket chest and misc. small
items. Eats and drinks available. Not responsibile for accidents
Auctioneers:
Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
492-8594
Terry Shoemaker
753-9324

Pickup bed
trailer with
fiberglass cover.
Trail sea
trailoroble house
boat. 12 ft.
fiberglass boat. 14
ft. Ouachita with
16 HP Johnson and
trailer.
AMC
Spirit, running gear
106 percent ok.
Body damaged,
best offer. Must
sell. Saturday Oct.
24. Call 436-2146
for directions.

ro81

1

1976 Chevy 4-wheel drive,
400-V8, AM-FM 8-track,
camper shell, short bed,
step side model. Call 7538954 after 5 p.m.
1981 Datsun pickup king
cab GL, 5-speed, 1100
miles. 753-4368.
1969 Chevrolet CSO milk
truck 4-speed six cylinder
with refrigerator box that
works excellently $900.00
or would trade for fishing
boat. See at Murray Bait
Co.94 E.
1979 Toyota pickup 16,000
miles, FM-AM; AC AT
$5700.00. Will consider
trade. 753-0077 before 4
p.m., 753-6869 evenings.
1976 Ford pickup V-8,
automatic, 51395.00 753
9710.
• •

51 CAMPERS

310X 31011:1

11 ft. Self contained cab
over camper, furnace
with blower, refriger
ator,
in good condition. Call
759 4501 after 4p m
1974 GMC Midas motor
home 22 ft long, excellent
condition Sleeps six.
19000.00 Call 247-4170
after 5.10 a.m.

72700ATsa'M0T9RS
For Sole
Boat motor ond
trailer - 1972
model Checkmate
15 ft. 1979 model
Mercury 130 h.p
with power trim.
1972 model Paris
Trailer.
Con be seen at
Murray Sport
Marine, weekday
8-5. Sealed bids to
Shelter-Insurance
Keith W. Curd,
P. 0. Box 823 Murray, Ky. We reserve
the right to reject
any and all bids
17 ft. fiberglass tri-hull
boat, motor, and trailer
$1500.00 or trade. 436 2506.
105 HP Chrysler Outboard. Tank and controlls
$600.00 or trade. 436 2506'

_SERVICES OFFERED

JEEPS,CARS,PICKUPS
from $35. Available at
local Gov't Auctions. For
Directory call Surplus
Data Center 415-330-7800.
1977 Chevette /
3
4 ton
truck. Call 753-3615.

Johnson's Electric. Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing 753-7203.
'Fence sales at Sears now,
Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimate for yciur
needs

1973 Internation•L farm
truck. 14 ft flat beld price
$2850.00. Call 751 8061

MOBILE HOME
REPAIR - Insulation
window and door, under,
prnning, tie down,
coofseal, patio and porch.
Free estimates. NO JOB
TO SMALL.753-6973.

1950 Chevy pickup truck
new paint, nice $800.00 or
trade. 436-2506.
1971 Ford F350 crew cab
pickup truck $1200.00 or
trade 436-2506.
1978 F150 Ford Ranger 4wheel drive excellent condition. Call 135-4581 or 7531977.

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR - 15 years experience. Carpentry, con crete, plumbing, roofing,
sliding. NO JOB TO
SMALL. Free estimates.
Days 474-2359, nights 4742276.

G.M.C. church bus with
1974 Chevrolet V-8, 350
motor, 40,000 miles, nearly new tires. Priced to
sell. Call 753-3205 or 7536603

Appliance Service - Give
us a call we repair'em all.
Dryers, washers,
refrigerators, stoves and
free7ers 759-1322.

51 CAMPERS
1972 camper trailer two
door, 22 ft. tandem
wheels, reese hitch
$1800.00 or trade. 436-2506.

SERVICESOFFERF D uSERV
iCESOFFEREDia,ORVICESOFFERED
Vacuum cleaners Kirby
Electrolux, Fiiter Queen,
Rainbow with all at
moments. ell good as
new $trroo Cali Paris
III 447 7473.
Se
PS. D Lawn Service MOW
int small tree and
hedge
trimming
F it•
Estimates 436 1997
b5,L Painting Large &
Small Jobs Experienced
painters reasonable
prices. Call now for free
estimate. 753 1901

58 GMC van conversion
Fully customized with
refrigerator. sink. stereo.
couch (converts into
bed), rally wh•fils
custom paint and cap
taint chair, 11.000 Miles
Remy re 733 5014

Custom horse shoeing
Experienced in all types
of shoeing Plain, correc
live, padding
toe
weights, etc Call 767 2841
or 753 6882

MOBILE HOWE
ANCHORS underpinning,
roof's sealed, patio awnings, and house type
roofs
for mobile homes 7531873. Jack Glover.

siding custom trim
work References Call
Will - Ed Bailey 753
0689

Leaf Removal - Let T &
13 Landscaping & Lawn
Maintenance take care of
this troublesome tail
quickly and efficiently
Free estimates 759 1913

er

Ii I
auft•Ify4 Mingles
efereeses. All work
g 00000 teed.
Free
Istimetes.d /St-i4)
.i-7536$ .

Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimStes
call 753 2310. '

WELL .
DRILUNG
We specialise in
never rust Mastic
Wells. Install water
lilies and
water
supply systems.

Dill Electric answer ser
vice calls on plumbing
and electric 753 9104,
after 5-00 435 4234

Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill saws
Call 7534656.

Toy Lee
BanwAt
,
oat, Grovel, Son(t,
redonia Lime
al 753 4776

Alexander Sepik Tank
Cleaning V ac uurn c lean
ed from your driveway
Industrial residential or
commercial. 74 boor ser
vice Call 7S3 5933

Automobile mechanic
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline 'mined
trucks. All work done
guaranteed. Call 437 4546

Aluminum Serme -Co
aluminum and atny1

Custom combining and
bush hogging. Phone
David Madding 345 2867

ALCOA. ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim Aluminum trim
kw brick houses Pick
Glover 753 1173

K 1. K Stump Removal
Do you need stumpi
removed from yap yerd
or* land cleared 01
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 74 below
the ground. leaving only
sawdust and chips Cati
for free estimate Bob
,Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
kemp, Jr 435 4319

Sammy Tidwell painting
cOotrichIc Experienced
interior and exterior pain
ling Free estimates Call
753 4656 or 753 0487

Guttering by Sears Sears
continuous gutters install
ed per your spec Ifica
tions. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

ROYSTER
& MCALPIN
WELL DRILUNG
901-364-3476

cin(1

s.

1111/ .

Carpenter work 30 years
experience also flue lay ing. Call 436 2253.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
KENMORE.
WHIRLPOOL ;
WESTINGHOUSE
20
years experience, Bobby
Hopper, Bob's Appliance
Service 103 S 5th St 753
4871 or 153 8886

Roy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets, wood
working, furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars. If its wood work
ing call 753 4174

AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc
Reasonable 436 2566

Carpet Cleaning. Clean
odor free carpet, last
longer and smells better.4
For free estimates call
'Jeff's Carpet Cleaning,753-9826. Experienced and
reliable.

P r' otessio -n a
paperhanging. painting,
term buildings. top. sioes
commerciai or
residential Call Tremor
Farris 759 19$7

Concrete and blocks and
bftck Basements
driveways. sidewalks one
Orem cellars 70 years
experience and tree
estimates 753 5476
Concrete and blocks and
brick Basements, drive
ways, sidewalks and
storm cellars 20 years
experience and free,
estimates 753 5476_

SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18" 24"
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753 5536.

Boy's Carpenter Shop.
Custom cabinets, wood
working, furniture repair,
forrnica, replace wood in
old cars. If its wood work
ing call 753-4124.

All your plumbleglind air
cornMscining needs Also
do carpentry, pansting,
ro0009 and concrete All
-wort done to satisfaction
713 9427

Floor Sanding
finishing 154 6127

Need work on your trees'
Topping, pruning, snap
mg, complete removal
and more Call DOVER'S
TREE SERVICE,for pro
fessional tree care 753
8536.

Insulation olown in by
Sears. Save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimate.

An General Contractor
roofing. painting. hauling
one etc IS rears ex
Derferice Phone night Or
clay 4 Lc $00$ or 474 OM

Homecoming
Specials

Annual Auto Auction
Saturday, Oct. 31, 10 a.m.

Extra Special

Ferry Morse Seed Co. Inc.
Fulton,Ky.
20 Automobiles
1975-76-77-78 Ford & Chevy
Window Vans
Jerry Cox, Plant Comptroller
502-472-3400

List Price

111111
160 Waft Per Channel,

1 195"

$

(Special Price on This, With
Purchase of Whole System)

BIG POWER HOUSE
Extra Special

Col.R Rubert Ainley, Auctioneer

901 -479-2986
So. Fulton,Inn.

Save $120.00
List $420.00

AUCTION SALE
641 Auction House, Hwy. 641 North Paris, Tennessee every Fridoy night at 6:30 p.m.
This week we have a lot of good antiques, beds,
walnut washstand with warble top, pie' sek
eidresser, early empire secretary, library fade, victrek, quilts, egg baskets,crocklin press, stonewore,
old double befell shotgun, carnival glass, toys,
glassware, bowl and pitcher set, coca cola clock.

Auctioneer
Larry Baucum No.646 A
Sho McBride No.247

AUCTION
Saturday, October 31
9:30 a.m.
Perkins and Miller. Location; Trading lot and
warehouse at 128 South 11th St., near old roili'derd
terminal. Clorlisvillt, Tn.
This Saturday will feature a trading lot of wheel
disk, pick up diks, generator, hay baler, self propelled combine (300 MF-715 IH), 454 IN tractor, bush
hog, railroad wagon, lots of male plows. Special:
Warehouse completely full of IN tractor, truck and
implement parts, tractor dyeoometer, money vault,
doors, electric hock saw, many, many unbelievable
items.
Auctioneer's Note: Everyttliv., does this Saturday lid last and own it. A chance for everyone to
own something at your price.

Bogavd Realty
& Auction Co.

•

Dover,Tn.615-232-5150
Announcement day of Sole will hem precedence
over printed wetter. Auctioneer Ed "Bogie"
Bogged, lie. US.

Sale $29995

AU
CTION SALE
Saturday Octob

er 31st at 10 a.m. at 1517 Belmeade
Drive in Mayfield, Ky. Go out South 10th Street to
Macedonia Road turn right go about three blocks to
Belmeade Drive. Watch for auction signs. This sale will
be to settle the estate of the late Mrs. Pearl Hubbard.
Mrs. Hubbard lived in an apartment so will move her
household items to the address above to sell. To list a
few items:
Nice clean couch and choir, other odd chairs, small table, pole
lamp, other table lamps, wall plaques, beautiful wall mirror, old
picture frames, old General's field bed, camel bock trunk, cedar
chest, brass flower pots, good electric sewing machine, blond
bedroom suit with night stand, odd chest, dresser, vanity stool,
table and choirs, Amona frost free refrigerator, pots and pans,
silverware, dishes, stone bowls, sitonee pitcher, china tea pitcher,
perserve stand, wood bowl, green swirl bowl, cut glass water bottle, Hall green tea pot, one set of American thumb print dishes,
twisted stem c-yrstol glosses, Blouue Jim Bean decanter real chino
Ky. derby, glass book ends, clown music box, clown pictures,
harness racing print, Fraier print, printers proof owl by Caheleach,
Ky. Warblewr by Ray Harm, Quail print by Eckelberry, figurine of
Lone Ranger, other trinkets, many other items not listed. This is a
good clean sale, come be with us. Eats and drinks available. Not,
responsible for accidents. Sale conducted by

Don Miller's Auction
Service
For more information and yowl auction needs call 435-4144 Lynn
Grove, Ky. Dan Miller Auctioneer, Licensed and bonded in Kentucky and Tennessee."My Service Doesn't Cost, It pays"

List $350.00 ea.
Save $100.00 Ea.

Sale $250
"
ect

Also Turntables eixcjalizers
Complete Line of Sansui Mdse.
If

you're shopping for b stereo, now or for Christmos - you can't
beat the quality, service and price by shopping out of town.
•

jhhoep World of Sound
Your F;nest, Most Complete
Stereo Store In Town

Blank Tape Sale Elomple 3-Maxwell IDXL N-C-90$13.00
Also T

Ft* &Sony
We Service Wks We Sell

222 So. 12th Id Rear 753-5865

K$..1F1/1,1•Rit II sti•

,18
PM'

Obituaries 4_1
Lamb Rites
Are Friday
Services for the Rev.
Elroy Lamb, formerly
of Hazel, will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Herbert C.
Cralle Funeral Home,
Louisville.
. Lamb,60, a resident
of 203 Lallormandy
Drive, Louisville, died
Tuesday at a hospital
there. He was a retired
Baptist minister and
was the son of the late
Hoyt Lamb and Cecil
Chrisman Lamb.
He is survived by his
wife, Jean,a daughter,
a son, and several
relatives in Calloway
County.

Rites
Are Friday
Services for Nettie
H. Bowman, sister of
Chester Holland of
Dexter; will be Figday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with Ralph Steury
officiating. Burial will
follow in the
Briensburg Cemetery.
Bowman, 70, _Rt. 3,
Calvert City, died
Wednesday at 5 a.m. in
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. She was a
member of Calvert City Church of Christ.
Survivors are a
daughter, Lulu B.
McKendree, Calvert
City: a sister, Mildred
Vaughn, Calvert.City;
two brothers, Chester
Holland, Dexter, and
Woodrow Holland,
Calvert City.
Friends may call at
the funeral home. .

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API — The last local
property valuation
administrator to defy
the state Revenue
Department has given
up the, long battle and
agreed to raise his
county's property
assessments.
Harry Coffee, the
Morgan County
assessor, said there
was no real alternative
because if he did not
thgow in the towel, the
state was going to increase property valuations anyway.
The 70-year-old Coffee leaves office in
December after 20
years, having chosen
not to run again.
Revenue Commissioner Robert Allphin
identified Robert
Allphin as the lone
holdout in the agency's
lengthy struggle to
raise assessments.
Last week, he told a
legislative conunittee
of the development
without naming
Coffee.
More than 70 property valuation administrators had banded together and sued
the state to set aside
higher assessments
for the current year.
But they lost a few
months ago in the state
Supreme Court, and
one by one they gave
in.
Until a few days ago,
Coffee remained
obstinate, refusing to
take any action on
assessments.
"I didn't think it was
right to raise this county when some
adjoining counties are
so much lower oercen-

said.
Entry to the building
was made through an
east side window,
reports said. No items
in the arcade were
damaged, the reports
added.
Adams was lodged
in the Calloway County
Jail under $5,000 bond.
He was arrested late
Wednesday afternoon
behind Farmington
High School, reports
said.

Hospital Report
10-27-81
Adults 133
Nursery 3
No Newborn
Admissions
Dismissals
Susan L. Suiter and
Baby Girl, A23 Fox
Meadows, Murray,
Nancy D. Clark and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tenn., Alice Lucille
Henson and Baby Boy,
Rt. 4, Benton, Sherry
Mae Carlisle and Baby
Boy,Almo.
Justin D. Etheridge,
Rt. 1, Benton, Hester
M. Sims, Rt. 6, Murray, Paula K.
Lockhart, Rt. 2,
Mayfield, Shirley A.
Garland, Rt. 6, Murray,.Rita J. Peal, 910
N. 16th, Murray, Norma J. Thomas, 46

Hales Tr.CL,Murray.
- -Karen 'M.....Wooldridge, 103 N. 17th, Murray, Charles W. Bowling, Rt. 1, Benton,
Joyce Haley, Rt. 1,
Almo, Buel E. Stalls,

OM

Last County Agrees To Raise Property Tax

Florida Resident
Arrested, Charged
Monte Ray Adams,
18, a Florida resident
was charged with theft
by unlawful taking
over $100, a Class D
felony, in connection
with the Tuesday morning break-in ' at the
Little Bear Arcade according to Murray
police reports.
Adams allegedly
stole an undisclosed
amount of money in
coins from the cash
register and counter in
the arcade, the reports

),

Sr., 407 N. 5th, Murray, Esther McCallon,
Rt. 1, Murray.
Clyde W. Hosford,
Rt. 1, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., Jimmy S.
Bolen, Rt. 6 Murray,
Ruth H. Johnston, 808
Main, Murray, Elsie
M. Bizzell, Almo, Troy
Green, Fern Terrace,
Murray.

tageviise,'"Coffee-saidWednesday by
telephone from his office at West Liberty.
"But inasmuch as
the state would do it
anyway,I wanted to go
out doing the taxpayers a service."
Coffee said he was
informed earlier that
the state would assess
Morgan County full
cash value if he held
out.
Allphin said the
county actually will be
pegged at 90 percent
for farm, residential
and commercial properties or about 10 percent above what Coffee had been figuring.
Allphin said this is the
standard for all
counties.
Allphin also said his
agency is withholding
the current two-week
check for Coffee, who
receives about $18,500

a year.
Coffee said he is not
upset at this action
because the check will
be sent in a week or so
when the revised acceptable assessment
for Morgan County is
received by the state.
The check of Jerry
Blanton, the property
valuation a dministrator for Harlan
County, also is being °
withheld, according to
the Revenv‘e
Department, though
not for the same
reason.
The department said
Blanton has failed to
meet the deadline of
submitting Harlan
County assessments so
that the process of giving taxpayers time to
appeal and certifying
the rolls can proceed.
Blanton's salary is
about $19,500 annually.
The Revenue Department won an mined -

type of AWACS which
WASHINGTON
is less capable than the
(API -- The AWACS
U.S. version. The
radar planes, center of
Soviets are said to,be
the Reagan
working on a new
administration's
AWACS expected to be
toughest foreign policy
in operation in about
battle so far, are rated
We
two years.
the most sophisticated
believe it will have
machines of their kind
comparable
in the world.
technology with ours,'
But the five Airsaid, a general, who
borne - Warning And
Control System jets . spoke anonymously.
the Reagan
administration has
promised to sell Saudi foier.,1-;;;.att Ma-Ket N.
6, 19,91
Arabia would be Ser.:ce kluber
Purehasr Vfea Hug
delivered without Market Hvi,rt icliades 6
tug St-moils
several key electronic Buy
Receipts. A
44;4 E,t 70u
• systems which the 1-iarrows 8: GI:1s '54.-5ii( lower
sows
stearty$1
thi
tower
has
U.S. military
i-2 210-24e
50-44.6.6.
classified as too sen- 200-21u
!Os....
sitive to be allowed out 1,S 2 210-25'r lbs $13 25-43.75
US 2-322,0 270
$42 2.5-43 25
of American hands
Sows
These systeMs are 1-2 2;1-350
+14.4-38
i 3 300-450 lbs $.7
mainly advanced jam04)
1-3 450-inillis 1p33 u.1-- 13 lO
resistant Lern- US
us 1.3 S4'."50 Abs
1.004a.00
munications devices :5 2-3 300400iiis $36.00-37.00
$32A-33
riG
used to send commands to jet fighter
defending friendl
airspace agains
hostile bombers mg,
David Russell
other enemy
Hester, 19, Rt 2. Murwarplanes.
The Saudi AWACS, ray, was charged with
not scheduled for three counts of seconddelivery unti! 1986, degree forgery, a
would be furnished Calloway County
with less effective Sheriff's spokesman
communications gear, said
The charges allege
officials say.
Administration of- Hester'forged several
ficials told doubting cheeks, the spokesman
senators that the Saudi said.
Hester was lodged in
AWACS would be
the
Calloway (munty
"sanitized."
Air Force officials Jail under $2,500 bond,
say the Soviets have a the spokesman said.
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Serviced

by

Murroy
Supply Co.

Fat 'NW Shopiusg Cositofellet
53 Main Wray, K.

753 336

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Olympic Plaza

753-2380

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
•
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Fresh
Toothpaste!
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Halloween
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Benylin
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Syrup
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;Mouthwash

KILLS

24 Fl Oz

GERMS

icepacol
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THAT CAUSE
BAD BREATH
—.Al„Am

We Can
Save You
Dollars
Not
Pennies

CoTrienol
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Cepacol
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PCS, Travelers,
Medimet,
Ky. Public
Assistance
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Cold ormulo
20 Capsules

,Alva •••kAa,

$15,877.00

n

dampness
400,1s

A kee

4 captains chairs, couch that makes a bed,
tilt wheel - cruise, amitrn cassette

CELLAR DRAINER

20*/

506 N. 12th Murray. Ky

Man
Charged

New 1982 Chevy
Customized Van

STAR/ft

FAMILY SHOE
STORE'S
HOMECOMING SPECIALS

BYRON'S

Hog Market

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

I

Jr' e

•

-6.09
Industrial Average
Air Products
39,4 +Le
-Le
American Motors . 2
30% +Lii
Ashland
4
one
Chrysler
157's -%
Ford
13% unc
G.A.F.
General Dynamics. 24% -43
General Motors....35% +s
24% one
General Tire
19% -11
Goodrich ......
17% unc
Goodyear
35% +'
Gull Oil
30% +
Heublein
49 -it
I.B.M

make them
appointive.
However, General
AsseMbly members
have indicated they
will not make a serious
effort to introduce
such legislation in the
1q2 session.

Supreme Court ruling
which gave his department clout, Allphin
has said the long range
solution to the constant'
battle between the
Revenue Department
and property valuation
administrators is to

apAVE—SAVE--SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE —

AWACS Are Rated
Most Sophisticated

Stock
Market

K mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S.Tobacco
Wendy's
C.E.F. Fund

tant round months ago
when the state
Supreme Court
reaffirmed its supervisory power over the
property valuation
administrators —
vettich the department
interpreted as giving it
authority when
necessary to withhold
their pay.
"Basically, that's
the only hold we have
over them," Allphin
said.
. The commissioner
identified Franklin,
the capital county, as
another "problem
county" because of its
tardiness, but indicated no penalty'
would be assessed.
Franklin County taxpayer also had fought
the increased
assessments.
While eXpressing
satisfactibn over the

solve your
cellar
'drainage
problems!

$129

A Madikigya‘ 46s,,,a6

Open 9:00-9:00 lk
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00-6:00
Sundays
Prices Good Thru
November 4th

% 're

Am v",'gm

%••• 'ger irr

Vaseline
Pure Petroleum
Jelly

$I 97
15 oz.
tak,..,

A A a/AAA, Adyak

Murray

SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—S IE

AVE— SAV

Corn-Austin Is Having A

Kick-Off Celebration Go msu
An Day Friday Until 10:00 p.m.

-20%
ger.

Downtown

Beat
OFF Storewide & Boys Dept.
Eastern

Corn-Austin

Court Sq.
a
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Homecoming '81
Racers On The Move
Published By Murray Newspapers,Inc.
As A Special Section Of
The Murray Ledger& Times
Thursday,October 29, 1981

The Game
The Parade
Dunker
Violet Cactus
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Efforts to produce this special section have
been coordinated by Murray Ledger & Times
staffer Phyllis J. Osborne. Staff writers contributing articles include Matt Sanders, Jim
Rector, Jo Burkeen, Jennie Gordon and John
Salerno.
A special thanks goes to Dwain McIntosh and
Barry Johnson of the public information office at
Murray State, M.C. Garrott, who recently
retired from that office, and Doug Vance, MSU
sports information director.
_
•
••

.ON THE COVER: Murray State Racer head
football coach Frank Beamer goes over the finer
points of the kicking game with specialist David
Tuck.

QUEEN — One of these five candidates will be crowned homecoming queen on Saturday. They are from
left: (front) Ellen Byrd; Patty Jackson; Back: Debra Lewellyn, Jan Harper, and Felicia Dixon. Crowning
will take place on the field of Stewart Stadium at 1:30 Saturday afternoon.The Racers will meetEastern Kentucky University at 2 p.m.

HOMECOMING SPECIALS
25
NEW ARRIVALS

%Off Ladies

ESPIRIT
Clothing
mens

BASIC JEANS
hts

JEANS AND
CORDUROYS
Sur° OFF
9:31141:011

JACKETS
TOPS AND
SWEATERS AND BLAZERS
Off
$5°1) OFF

25%

THAT'S IT LEVI'S

Olympic Plaza
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I Dunker
By PHYLLIS J OSBORNE
Staff Writer
Note: Recently I began an attempt
to learn more about Murray State's
mascot, Dunker. In an attempt to
discover all I could about the
thoroughbred I was able to interview
one of his stable mates on the MSU
farm. What follows is his description
of Dunker.
"Right now Dunker is pinning. He
really wants a 38-3 game," his companion said.
Dunker is a unique thoroughbred in
many ways. Not the least of those is
his tendency to worry. When the
Racers fell to Middle Tennessee
Dunker could be seen anxiously pacing the sidelines in hopes of that
fateful touchdown. Dunker's friend
recently said although he was
downhearted about the loss, he is
overall happy With the season.
"No matter what happens on Friday night he's'always up early on
Saturday and ready to go," he explained.
Dunker was born at Murray State
University during the basketball
season in 1972. While he was still just
a colt, he entered the basketball
arena and attempted to dunk baskets
before each game. Hence, he was
named Dunker and has become a
tradition at sporting events.
Dunker,like most thoroughbreds is
very high strung. "He's liable to try
anything," his friend said. But really
all-in-all Dunker likes most people.
Some of his favorites are the football team,cheerleaders and especially little kids. He's always available
for a Dunker autograph. Incidentally, Dunker's autograph changed this
season when the university gave him
a new coat. Since the facelift, signs
his name Dunker II with the always
present hoof print.
.....

Racer Mascot Pines
For 38-3 Victory

But unlike most horses, Dunker
has some unusual characteristics his
stable mate said. "He sees colors.
That has always amazed me. He's
able to see blue and gold for the MSU
teams, red when he's angry and most
of all yellow,for penalty flags,"
He finds boredom difficult to deal
with also. -When the Racers are
leading by 30 points or,more he just
brings out his lawn chair and
relaxes,- his companion explained.
Although Dunker is well loved at
MSU and by other mascots he does
have a few arch rivals. Included in
those are his arch enemy, "the red
mop from Western Kentucky University." "He really sees red when he's
around," his friend explained. He
also has a problem with opposing
teams' tacklers. During the first
MSU home game Dunker was knocked right off his hooves by a tackler.
He sometimes becomls a bit upset by
refrees who can't seem to mark the
ball where Dunker thinks it should
go.
But all-in-all most find it easily to
make close friends with Dunker. His
friend told us he secretly has a crush
on Violet Cactus and her jockey.
"They're really close" he said.
Right now Dunker has his hooves
full with the upcoming homecoming
game. "He's really excited. He'll be
in the end zone pawing for a
touchdown," his friend said.
And what worries Dunker most
these days?
Well it seems he's confident the
Racers are still incontention for the
OVC title and he's praying they'll
make the playoffs.
"That would be the highlight of his
season," his stable mate said.
And he's dreaming of the day when
he will appear with the Racers at a
national championship.

Thursday,October 29,1941
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Violet Cactus, Jockey
By MATT SANDERS
News Editor

iolet Cactus And Laura Anderson

It's the equine version
of a typical rags-to-riches
story. A horse that won
only $60 dollars in her entire racing career finds
stardom at Murray State
University.
The horse is Violet Cactus, a 12-year-old bay filly
who became ,a "celebrity" as the university's
mascot, source of school
spirit and as a part of
the school's horsemanship program.
Cactus is a crowd
favorite at all Racer
home football games,
running around Roy
Stewart Stadium's artifical track surfac4 during pregame activities
and after every Murray
score.

;

ANNUAL
ti?'
MURRAY LIONS CLUBi

RADIO
AUCTION

ii

Hob.b's Discount
Shoes

tr

Ladies 8, Mens
•-•

6:30 P.M. EACH EVENING
WNBS - WAAW
ITEMS FOR SALE THIS YEAR INCLUDE:
LADIES' WEAR - MEN'S WEAR - CHILDREN'S WEAR
HAIRDRESSING ITEMS & SERVICES
SPORTING GOODS - OFFICE SUPPLIES
FOOD - AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES & SERVICES
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS - TOOLS - AND MANY, MANY MORE

"BARGAINS GALORE'
THE PROCEEDS FROUI TORS AUCTION WILL SE USED TO
CONTINUE SIGHT CONSIRVATION EFFORTS,THE 114.000 SANK
AND THE COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS.

game days, Linda
by Dr. N. B. Paulatos.
Akridge and Kathy
Cactus then was
Godykoontz. They work
selected from the univerout with the horse during
sity herd as the School's
the week and prepare her
mascot because of her
for each home football
"temperament, apgame appearance.
pearance and ability to
With only a handful of
perform," according to
home games each year,
Dr. Jim Rudolph, chairCactus also is utilized in
man of the Murray State
the
horsemanship classes
agriculture department.
at the university.
Registered with the
Even in the classroom,
Jockey Club, Cactus has
she remains a favorite of
no offspring of record
since none were recorded • the students.
by the club. However,she
foaled twins which
Laura Anderson
retired her from the
breeding business since
She's a Murray State
breeders consider multiUniversity junior majorple births "inferior foaling in journalism and
ing." Breeders say two
minoring in horseman- •
weak foals are produced
ship. An avid swimmer
instead of one strong one.
and runner, she also is a
In fact, one of Cactus'
student government
twins, Baby Cactus, went
senator. But she's best
on to have twins of her
known for being "the girl
own — Lenny and
who rides the horse."
Squiggy — which were
She is Laura Anderson,
born at the university
a native of Panville, who
stables.
is the jockey on Violet
For Cactus, the season
Cactus, the 12-year-old
starts like it does for the
bay filly who runs around
football players. She
the track at Roy Stewart
begins a series of
Stadium after each Racer
workouts in August to
football score.
loosen up and get primed
While a junior in high
for the upcoming season.
school, Anderson visited
Her care and training
the Murray State campus
are in the hands of Laura
Continued On Page 33
Anderson, her jockey or

IL

TUES. WED.& THUR.
OCTOBER 27, 28, 29, 1981
BEGINNING AT

Although .no official
records could be found,
Cactus was said to have
gone to the track seven
times in her brief racing
career — once as a threeyear-old and six times as
a four-year-old.
Despite her record,
Cactus, by Cactus Tom
out of Doxdoll, can be
linked to a winning family. In addition to Cactus
Tom, the top (sire) line
includes John's Joy, Bull
Dog and Teddy.
Bull Dog sired 52 stakes
winners including Bull
Lea, who sired Kentucky
Derby winners Citation
(who also won the Triple
Crown), Hill Gail and
Iron Leige and Derby
runner-up to Citation,
Coaltov5n.
According to the
breeding record of John's
Joy
; he sired six mares
which each produced
stakes winner. One of
them, Ever Beautiful, is
the dam (mother)of Irish
Dude, whose total earnings were $316,195.
Cactus Tom won the
Churchill Downs Handicap and the Ben All
Handicap at Keeneland.
Then in 1974, Cactus got
her break. She was
donated to the university

$3000

Western Boots
Texas & Acme
Ladies Name Brand

FD's Sample &
Factory Returns

$699

Men's Nome Brand

FD's Sample &
Factory Returns

6
$249
$1800
$2800

$8-$1

Leather

Penny Loafers(ooin & tossled)
Topsiders
9 West 3 Styles

Fall Shoes Arliving Weekly
New Shipment Every Friday
1303 Chesnut (Across Front Dixieland Cenral)

Mends. -Thursda 10-5
\

Friday 12-7

Saturday 10-5
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Information
Service
Scheduled
A Homecoming information service will be
set up in the University
Center Oct. 30-31 to help
Murray State University
alumni who are returning
to the campus for the
weekend to locate
classmates and friends
Both local and out-oftown graduates and
former students are urged to register with the
locator service by listing
name, address, sorority
or fraternity affiliation
and plans for the
weekend.
The information Service Will be at the information desk on the
main level of the University Center from 7:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each
day and at the music Control desk on the lower ,
level from 4:30 p.m. to
midnight.
Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs at
Murray State, said she
expects the University
Center to be The hub of
activity" for Homecoming and the information
service has been set up
there to accommodate
visitors to the campus.
She emphasized that
local and area people who
wish to register before
Friday may have information listed about
themselves by calling the
Homecoming Hotline at
762-2020.
"One of the great joys
of Homecoming is being
reunited with friends
from past years," she
said, "and we hope that
our information service
will make it much easier
to get people back
together for a good
time."
Anyone wh,o has
ordered tickets for
Homecoming activities
through the Office of
Alumni Affairs should
pick their tickets up at
the information desk on
Friday or Saturday.
Tickets for the Preservation. Hall Jazz Band
concert at 7 p.m. Saturday in Lovett Auditorium •
are also available at the
information desk. Prices
are $5.50 each for the
public and $4.50 each for
Murray State students
with identification cards.

RACER VICE — A Tennessee Tech runner feels the grips of 4 pair of Racer defenders when Rodney Lofton (90) combines with Mike Smith
(62)to put the squeeze play into effect. •

OMECOMING

PHIALS

Open Late Friday Nights — Oct. 23rd & Oct. 30th

Pendleton-KSAL Stadium Blankets
oo often we loose sig o a very important ct,
hat we haven't really expressed our appreciation to
our patronage.

Shoes sin

is homecoming week, we want to personally t
mu for your business. We do appreciate it, and
to take this opportunity to thank you in a special
way.
e hope you stop by this week and review our fall
ine of quality clothing, sportswear, shoes and ac
essories for men and young men.
Rob Ray
Charles Cochran
Buddy Buckingham
OWNERS

Reg $50 0015!

Jeans
Cords g Denim

200/ m

Other Specials Too Nomeroes To Melilla Aso Abort JrO So Peolleton Seaters

Qraharn & Jackson
FOR

THE PARTICULAR

Court Square Murray

•

MAN
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The Mardi Gras is on.
HOMECOMING WON'T BE
THE SAME WITHOUTYOU.
So, we encourage you to join
us for an enjoyable two days.
We have included the
following schedule of
campus activities to help
• you plan your arrival.
It's a long list of friendly
"events. We planned it
that way — just to coax
you home, alumni.

own
Bourbon Street's
see
to
Plan

411181/ =1
4
:=2 JAZZ
B ND L-s

Jazz.
Preservation Hall

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Friday, Oct. 30
(Blue & Gold Day — wear the colors!)

8:00 a.m.

Tennis tournament, University 'tennis courts, minimum contribution, *$10, covers trophies for winners and donation to MSU
tennis team; Categories: men's class A singles and doubles, class
B singles and doubles, mixed doubles and age 50 and over
singles. Participants may enter two events only. Enter at least two
weeks before Homecoming.

9:00 a.m.

Golf tournament, 18 holes, Murray Country Club. Flights for men
and women, set by decades alumni graduated. Minimum contribution, *$10 to cover trophies and prizes for winners and
donation to the MSU golf team. Tee off is 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
To reserve a cart, arrange your own foursome or select a tee-off
time, notify M. C. Garrott (chairman of the tournament), Sparks
Hall, Murray State University.

10:30 a.m.

Mason Hall, Dr. Ruth E. Cole Distinguished Lecture Series. Dr.
Rebecca Culpepper, speaker, associate professor of Vanderbilt
University. Subject: Power with Authority.

7:00 p.m.

Agriculture Alumni Banquet, Colonial House Smors-jasbord.

5:00 p.m.

Intrasquad basketball scrimmage, Racer Arena.

7:30 p.m.

Nursing Alumni Banquet,'University Center Ballroom.

8:00 p.m.

Homecoming Gala — Special Homecoming presentation by the
Department of Music featuring the University Jazz Ensemble
conducted by Ray Smith (plus other music department faculty),
Lovett Auditorium. No admission charge. Jam session at
conclusion for music alumni.
° Tax Deductible

•
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urray State University
Saturday, Oct. 31
7:00-9:00 a.m.

Campus organizations' coffees and
breakfasts

7:30-9:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

Alumni coffee and annual meeting,
Sparks Hall Lobby
Tennis tournament continues (doubles) •

9:30 a.m.

HOMECOMING PARADE

10:30 a.m.

Baseball alumni; game at Reaga
Field

10:30 a.m.

OVC Cross Country
Champions s, Murray Country Club
1980 Class Resep en, lower 1
University Center

10:30 a.m-12 noon

11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. ALUMNI SMORGASBORD,
University Center, Cost $7.00
PREGAME
2:00 p.m.

CROWNING OF HOMECOMING QUEEN
HOMECOMING GAME, MSU vs. EASTERN

Immediately following the game — Homecoming reception at
Oakhurst for all alumni, friends, and supporters. Guests of
President and Mrs. Constantine W. Curris.
Preservation Hall Jazz Concert
7:00 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium, tickets— $5.50
9:00 p.m.

Homecoming Dance University Center Ballroom

H MEC MING
Murray State University
THIS AD SPONSORED
AND PAID FOR BY

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative- Corporation
*

.Iffiatit

##•#############•11#1.1,.
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GO RACERS
BEAT
EASTERN
Info-Red Wheel Alignment
and
lawmpoterivad Wheel Island.9

arroll Tire & Whee
1 1 05 Pogue Alignment 753-1489

r

DIET CENTER",
I Lost 35 Lbs.
I've been overweight since I.
was 7 years old. The least I
can remember weighing
was 133 lbs. when I was 13
years old. Needless to say,
.I've tried many, many diets,
each with varying degrees
of "temporary success. At
Diet Center I've succeeded
in losing and now know
how to keep the weight off.
I've never been on a diet
that's easier to live with —
family and all. I used to
wear size 16, sometimes
even 18; but the other day I
bought a size 7/8 dress!
The daily counseling and
encouragement made my
success possible. I know I'll
never have to reduce again,
and I Can be so much prouder of me now.
Thanks Diet Center and
especially Patty Lovell, the
counselor.

FORMER HOMECOMING QUEENS — Former homecoming queens will be the
honored guests for several activities on Homecoming Day on Saturday, Oct. 31. Six
former queens representing Murray and the years they were chosen are. (from left,
front) Deanna H. Parker, 1960; and Peggy Brown, 1945; (second row) Gale Broach
Cornelison, 1976; and Betty Thurman Stewart,1950; and (back row)Carmen Garland,
1974; and Lynn Hewitt, 1977. They will be among about 25 former queens who will be
participating in activities of the 49th annual homecoming,including the parade,a luncheon, halftime recognition at the football game and a post-game reception.

Special Savings...

kaiIi

"See Our Homecoming
Window Display, lust
For You."

Perkin,

When you decide to lose weight,
CALL
Mon-Fri
8-3
Sat 10-2

The Village
641 N. Murray, Ky. NO SHOTS• NO DRUGS
753-0020
NO CONTRACTS

Homecoming Mums
For All Schools
Available in Fresh or Silk.
Order Early & Get Yours $750
AND UP!
Personalized

The Flower Basket
Open 8-5 Doily

6091/2 So. 4th

753-9514

Murray, Ky.
•
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Former Queen Will Return For Activities

By JO BURKEEN
Local Scene Editor
What would Homecoming at Murray State
University be without the
annual tradition of
crowning a football queen
selected by members of
the varsity football
squad.
This has .been the
dream of many beautiful
and talented young
women during the many
years at Murray State.
The anticipation of having the honor of being
chosen for this title is exciting. On this occasion of
the 1981 homecoming
many of the former
queens will be recognized
• and honored.
One of the past football queens known to Murray
and Calloway County
residents is Margaret
(Peggy) Holland Brown,
now a teacher of English
at Murray High School.
It was on a rainy Saturday afternoon in 1945 in
Cutchin Stadium, Murray
State College, when
Peggy was crowned as
the 194546 homecoming
queen. The enthusiasm
and support of Murray
State was shown as the
student body continued
with the morning parade
through the downtown
area in spite of the windy
and cold weather that
day. Pictures from the
1946 Shield depict the
determination and spirit
of the students.
Peggy was a senior at
Murray State that year.
She was from Tiffin,
Ohio,and was an English,
speech, and drama major. Her many other activities included being.
chosen campus favorite,
officer of the, Student
Organization, class officer, and as a member
of Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority, Kappa Delta Pi,
Alpha Psi Omega, Sock
and Buskin Club, and
Spanish Club. She also
was named to Who's Who
Among Colleges
Universities.
At the football game
that homecoming day in
1945 when Peggy received her honor, Murray
State won 33 to 13 over IIlinois Wesleyan. The
team was helped that
year by the Navy
Academic Refresher Unit
stationed on the campus
with the team being made
up of civilians, Navy

trainees. and Marine
trainees. This was the
year of the end of World
War 11 when many of the
young men were returning home and enrolling at
Murray State.
After her graduation
from Murray State in 1946
she was married to
Robert Brown of
Princeton. They resided
in Elkton for eight years
before moving to Stanford where Robert
became associated with
the United States Soil
Conservation Service.
The Brown family later
moved to Cynthia before
coming to Murray about
1960 when Robert was
transferred to the local
office of the Soil Conservation Service. He died in
1974 and Peggy and her
two children continued to
reside in Murray.
Her children are Steven
Brown, Lexington, Ky.,
manager of the Lexington
office of Prasad,coal consultant firm, and Mrs.
Matthew (Luann) Patterson, Grosse Pointe,
Mich., employed by
Radio Station WWJ,
Detroit, Mich.
Peggy is a member of
the First United
Methodist Church, Kentucky Education Associa-

tion, National Education
Association, and Murray
Education Association,
having served as president of the latter
organization. She was the
coordinator of the Gifted
and Talented Program at
Murray High School for,
two years before returning to her present
teaching position.
During that school
Year, 1945-46, Dr. Ralph
H. Woods was college
president, Dr. William G
Nash was dean, A.F.
Yancey was dean of men,
Ella R. Weihing wasdean
of women, Roy Stewart
was head football coach,
and John Miller and
Byron Robinson were
assistant coaches.
The football team that
year had a successful
season winning five
games, losing two, and
tying one.
In this year of 1981, a
span of 36 years has
elapsed since that day in
1945, but Peggy continues
to show the same charming personality and
wholesome and loving
spirit today,shown by her
being chosen as Murray
State Homecoming football queen in 1945.

Peggy Holland Brown

Big
Blue
Toni - Austin
"A Distinguished Store for Gentlemen & their Sons"
DOWNTOWN-MURRAY
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40th Anniversary Sale
Come in and Help Us Celebrate Our 40th Birthday!
You'll find incredible savings on famous labels
at the lowest prices!

Knit Stripe
Tops
Reg. 12.99

6.99.
Fall stripes, some with
lurex. Three-quarter
sleeves. Boat-neck,
v-neck, or flashback
, styles, S. M, L.

C.

Look
Like a
Million
While
Spending
Just
a Bit on
Designer
Jeans
Why pay more for
designer jeans?
To help you look
your best and save
money too, we're
putting our designer
jeans on sale!
Misses and Junior

Designer Jeans
Bill Blass
Reg. 45.00
Calvin Klein
Reg. 44.00
Gloria Vanderbilt -Reg. 44.00
Lee
HIS
Levi

27.99

Beg. 30.00
Reg,.30.0019
Req. 30.00

99

Reversible Ski
Jacket and Vest
Fail Dress Sale!

Reg.49.99

Reg. to 39.99

40% to 60% Off

Select from new fall styles at great
savings! Choose from one and twopiece dresses. We have a huge
selection of casual and dressy
• dresses in exciting fall tones. Now,
specially reduced! Misses and
Junior sizes.

29.00

Four styles in one! Sleeves zip out
to make a ski-vest. Plus, the entire
jacket is reversible! Polyester filled.
Choose beige, gray, tan, cranberry
and white with reversible color.

Save! Wool
Plaid Skirts
Reg. to 24.99

Sale!
Blouses

9
10.9
Flattering four gore

Reg. to 19.99

wool-blend skirts in
dark or pastel plaids.
Some are completely
machine washable.
Misses and Junior
sizes.

8.99
Great savings on dressy blouses and
tailored shirts. Our selection includes
button-down oxford shirts, crepe
blouses, some with lurex. White,
ecru, and dusty fall tones. Misses
and Junior sizes.

1.100.....
1(.71A
• • • • ••71;16
.
.

Vt

• • •••

,
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Master Charge, Visa, Behrs Charge.

Entire Stock!
Misses Fall
Coordinates

Entire Stock
Junior
Coordinates!

Super Savings!
Your favorite makers
reduced!

1

40% Off

Russ Togs®
Donkenny®
Queen Casuals®
Aileen®
Cos Cob®

and more!
Save OR Coordinates
from leading Junior
makers.(NAMES
SO FAMOUS.
WE'RE NOT
ALLOWED TO LIST
THEM.) but, you'll
know the quality!

For this event were
putting our famous
maker Misses coordinates on sale! Hurry in
and save on blazers,
skirts, pants, blouses,
sweaters, all new for fall!
This is a sale you can't
afford to miss!

Now is your chance to
save on our newest fall
coordinates! Beautiful
blazers, pants, skirts,
blouses, sweaters all
reduced,just to help
you celebrate our
birthday!

Fall Pant
Sale

Stadium Coats'

Reg. to 24.99

Reg.59.99

8.99
Select from classic

47.9§

trouser styles, belted
dress pants, or new
banded leg pants as
well as knickers. Dark
tone fall fabrics.
Junior and Misses.

Stadium coats, the newest style
you'll be seeing this winter/ In
durable polyester, cotton poplin
with wool-blend warmer, drawstring
bottom, and zip-off hood. Polyester
• filling. Neutral colors

Control Shopping Coster
Hwy.641 N.- Murray -753-7991
Hrs. 10-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-5 Sun.

• $.r.1.011001.
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Former Homecoming Queens Honored
Six former hon.ecoming queens will represent
Murray and be among the
honored guests for the
49th annual Homecoming
Day at Murray State

,ilph

University on Saturday,
Oct. 31.
Among about 25 former
queens who will be participating in the activities
and the years they were

elected queen are:
Peggy Holland Brown,
1514 Henry St., 1945; Gale
Broach Cornelison,
Gilbertsville Route 1,
1976; Lynn Hewitt, Mur

Nsh.la

.
-N*A

Cal Apartments, 1977;
Carmen Garland, Murray Route 5, 1974; Deanna H. Parker, 805 Sharpe
St., 1960; and Betty Thurman Stewart, 1207

Ivw

Welcome Back
MSU Alumni

Dogwood Drive 1950.
They, along with other
former queens, will be
participating in several
homecoming activities,
including the traditional
parade, a luncheon,
halftime recognition at
the football game and a
post-game reception.
Mrs. Brown, a 1946
graduate, is an English
teacher at Murray High
School. She was listed in
Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges
and was a member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority as a student. Her major was
English and she had
minors in speech and
dramatics.
Her husband was the
late Robert E. Brown, a
1949 graduate. She has a
son, Robert Steven
Brown, and a daughter,
Luanne H. Brown.
Mrs. Cornelison, the
director of social work
services at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital, graduated in
1977 with a major in
social work services and
a minor in sociology. She

was a cheerleader and
was chosen as
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi
as a student.
Her husband is Bob
Cornelison, a 1976
graduate. He is an insurance agent.
Miss Hewitt is the program director at. the
Calloway County Public
Library. She is a 1979
graduate with an elementary education major and
is now doing graduate
work in the same area.
While a student at Murray State, she was a
finalist in the International Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi competition in
Indianapolis.
Mrs. Garland, a 1976
graduate, is, an admissions counselor in the Office of School Relations at
Murray State. Her majors as a student at Murray State were social
work and rehabilitation
and her minor was
psychology. She was a
member of Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority.
Mrs. Garland's husContinued On Page 15 i

Buni Tables

50% Off
Your Choice
Reg. $39.99
Now Only
$1999

-

Murray
ision
Cablev
Bel-Air Ctr.
7534005

Also Large
King Chair
Reg.$89.99
.

Now Only

$4499
Sale Prices
Will Continue
Thru
Sat. Nov. 7, 1981

Pier I
•

Bel Air Center
Murray
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Music Department Plans Homecoming Festival
"A showcase of campus
talent" is how the chairman of the Department of
Music at Murray State
University describes the
First Annual Homecoming Musical Spectacular
scheduled on Homecoming eve,Friday.
Five different campus
groups will perform in
the program to begin at 8
p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Dr. Roger
Reichmutk. chairman of
the Department of Music,
emphasized that the concert is free and open to
everyone.
Performing groups will
be the Jazz Band, the
Choir, the Wind Ensemble, the Phi Mu Alpha
Chorale and the Sigma
Alpha Iota Chorale. Each

organization will present
a short segment of the
program, with the entire
concert designed to last
no longer than an hour
and a half.
Noting that the concert
is one of many events
planned for the
Homecoming weekend,
Reichmuth said it is
presented as a gift to
Murray State, its
students, faculty, staff,
alumni and community of
friends.
"Music on the program
will appeal to a variety of
tastes and fit the spirit of
Homecoming,"
Reichmuth continued,"as
well as be presented at a
time when many people
will be able to attend."
Fri—elp
—fained that the
Friday evening hour

should give everyone
time to eat dinner, attend
the concert and visit with
friends afterward.
"We hope to make this
gala program an exciting
and annual Homecoming
affair and the place to be
for the Murray community on Homecoming eve,"
he said. "We are pleased
to offer this musical gift
in showcasing some of
our finest talent and
would be happy to perform for a standingroom-only crowd."
Reichmuth gave the
following outline for the
program:
— Directed by Dr.
Gerald Welker, the Wind
Ensemble will open with
"Russian Christmas
Music"by Alfred Reed.
- A medley of "Hail

DO-RE-MI — The Murray State University Choir will perform along with other
musical groups on Friday.

Sinfonia," "Climbin' Up
the Mountain" and a
barbershop rendition of
"Coney Island Baby" will
be presented by the Phi
Mu Alpha Chorale
directed by Kent Jenkins.
— Robert Baar, director of the University
Choir, will place his
singers in the audience to
present an emotional and

intimate interpretation of
three choral masterpieces — "Sicut Servus,"
"Holly" and "Jubilate."
— The Sigma Alpha
Iota Chorale under the
direction of Peggy Capps
will sing "Scarborough
Fair," "It's a Grand
Night for Singing' and a
special fraternity lullaby.
— "Scrapple from the

Apple" and "Magic for
Mama" by the Jazz Band
under the direction of
Ray Smith will conclude
the concert.
After the concert, the
Jazz Band will be the host
for an informal jam session to feature alumni
and "anyone else who
cares to join in the fun,"
according to Reichmuth.

Dixielond Center-Murray, K.

Homecoming
Styles
That Can't Be
Beat
You'll look
great, & feel
great as you
cheer your
team to victory
with fashions from
Buckingham Ray:
Tailored Clothing for
men & women that has
a special look of
classic elegance...

Guaranteed To
Score Points
For Homecoming

TButtungbam Rap,
Cletiohel F., Giontimusims sad UAW'
Mon.-Sal. 9:00 a.m.-5 p.m.

•MIN.
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Baseball
Tourney
Planned

You Will Want To
Look Your Best
For Homecoming 1981
In Fine Fall Fashions
from...

e
ac
Pl
two,stclt liatlor

Player representatives
of 25 years of collegiate
baseball at Murray State
will return for an encore
performance at the
Reagan Field diamond
Saturday in the second
annual alumni baseball
game.
The "old-timers" contest is one of several colorful Homecoming activities set for an eventful
weekend on the MSU
campus.
Nearly 40 former
Thoroughbreds are expected back in uniform
with the first pitch
scheduled for 10:30 a.m.
The contest will conclude
at noon with a picnic for
the participants and their
families in the Reagan
Field stands.
"It has developed into a
very enjoyable game that
everyone looks forward
to," said MSU baseball
coach and athletic director Johnny Reagan. "We
will sometimes exaggerate the rules, such as
playing more than three
outfielders, to help speed
up Play."
Several familiar names
have indicated their intentions to return for the
competition and
Homecoming activities
and Reagan is hopeful the
list will include other
former standouts.
Tommy Wells, a player
on Reagan's first Murray
State squad in 1958 and a
member of the school's
athletic hall of fame, is
returning to his alma
mater from his home in
San Francisco, Calif.
Former all-conference
performers Steve Barrett, Rick Weisman and
Steve Coulson will also be
among the participants.
Three former 'Breds
now playing professional
baseball, Jack Perconte,
Doran Perdue and Tony
Threatt, may also be involved in the game. An invitation has also been
sent to former major
league pitcher Pat Jarvis, also a 'Bred alumnus,
to play in the contest.
Planning for the game
is under-the-direction of
Johnny Williams of Murray who serves as president of the baseball alumni associattcn,
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Former Queens.
band, Rick Garland, is
presently taking classes
at the university while
working locally.
Mrs. Parker's majors
at Murray State were
business and physical
education. She graduated
in 1962, the same year as
her husband, Buddy
Parker, who owns Mr.
Gatti's .restaurants in
Murray and Paducah.
They have two children,
Shawn, 19, and Shannon,
13.
Mrs. Parker was also a

member of Sigma Sigma
Sigma social sorority as a
student.
Mrs. Stewart, a 1955
graduate, is a secretarybookkeeper for a local
land surveying firm. Her
work at Murray State
was in the area of
business education. She
was also affiliated with
Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority.
Her husband, Dr. Chad
L. Stewart, is the chairman of the Department of

• •

4.4 tiostf,( 11‘11M.

(Continued From Page 12

Recreation and Physical
Education at Murray
State and is a 1957
graduate. They have a
son, Chad Lee Stewart Jr.
All of the homecoming
queens will ride in the
9:30 a.m. parade, which
will emphasize the Mardi
Gras theme of homecoming, and then be the
guests of the Alumni
Association at an alumni
smorgasbord in the new
University Center.
After being introduced

at halftime of the football
game between Murray
State and Ohio Valley
Conference rival Eastern
Kentucky University, the
former queens will be the
guests at a Queens
Reception immediately
following the game.
Dr. Constantine W.
Curtis, university president, and Mrs. Curris will
be the hosts for the reception at Oakhurst, .the
president's residence on
the campus.

HEAD-ON — Akron runrungback Tim Staycer (35)
crashes bead-on with Racer linebacker Donald White
(24)in the Rubber Bowl.

Do it in comfort.Doit in style.
oc,

Wherever you're going this fall and winter, our shoe styles make you look good and
feel great! Whether it's a walk through the park or a chil!y night out, the Shoe Tree makes
your styles come alive.
Come in today and choose from dress and casual shoes, bags and our great
accessories, Our large selection of dress and western boots wit! keep you warm all winter, in
the best looks and styles around. You'll love it in our shoes!

the
shoe
4411,
0
SoutItude /Karoo.
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Racer Band Will Highlight Halftime Activities
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
What would Homecoming Day be without the 155
members of Murray
State University's marching band?
The band once again

will lead the traditional
morning parade down
Main Street and also provide some unique entertainment in the afternoon
during halftime at the
Racer football game.
Band Director David

Wells recently said this
double-duty "makes for a
long Saturday" of hard
work for the band, but
that they enjoy it.
In addition to the performance by MSU's marching musicians, the

parade will feature about
20 high school and junior
high bandsfrom the area.
Wells said the college
band will play the Racer
fight song,"The Old Gray
Mare," and some Russian Christmas music

during the parade. The drag-out" type of song, he
last selection was chosen said.
Sparks Hall on campus
specifically for the
parade, Wells said, is the parade's starting
because it has a "lot of point, and it will continue
brass and a lot of sound." down Main Street to the
Parade-goers should en- court square.
joy this "knock-down,
Continued On Page 17

We Are
horoughbreds
In Banking
CRASH — Racer Band members plan a special treat
for both the game crowd and parade watchers. They
will be dressed in their finest to assist with a Racer
victory Saturday afternoon.

We Want To Be
Your Bank
PEOPLES 1BANK
MURRAY--KY.
...•••••••••...•.•.•.'.•.•.•.•.'.•.•.•.•.•.•.•."••

Lubie & Reba's
Superburger.

I

"2-
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Racer
Band...
Continued From Page 16
The band director said
the group will not be able
to perform any marching
drills or routines during
the parade because it has
to keep moving.
However, he said the
band might perform two
new routines during the
intermission of Murray
State's football game
against Eastern Kentucky University.
Wells, who has directed
Murray State's band for
seven years, said he is
planning to include Dolly
Parton's "9 to 5" and a
special Lone Ranger
number if time permits.
There are about 20
minutes between halves,
he said, and it was not
known at press time
whether EKU's band
will travel to Murray to perform. Wells
pointed out Eastern
"graciously" permitted
the MSU band to play at
Richmond last year, and
that he will "bend over
backwards" to afford
them a chance to play in
Stewart Stadium.
If the Colonel band
makes the trip, Wells said
new routines may not be
featured. But he added
that fans will still be able
to enjoy what he called
"our big whoop-dee-doo."
He was referring to the
combined number performed by the band, Murray State University
Choir and choir alumni.
Robert Barr, a
distinguished professor
who has directed the
choir for 31 years, said
the choir and previous
choir members will sing
"The Battle Hymn of The
Republic," accompanied
by the band.
Barr, who has taken
past choirs to Euope to
perform, said he has sent
notices to choir alumni inviting them to come down
on the field and sing. He
said the patriotic perfurmalice gets a standing
ovation from the
Homecoming crowd
every year, and that he
expects this yaw,to.be no
different.

.

.•

— •

\
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OOMPH-PAR — The University choir and choir alumni will again perform at halftime accompanied by the Murray State University
Racer Band.
.-.
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Welcome Back
MSU Alumni
Go Racers Beat

Eastern
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•
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EKU's Unlucky In Murray,But
'81 Could Be The Colonels' Year
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Homecoming, with all
its pageantry and pomp,
brings out the best in
some teams, the worst in
others.
A look at Murray
State's past reveals the
Racers have been ,more
than merely successful in
Homecoming appearances — they've
been perfect in the past
eight such celebrations at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Maybe it's not just the
Homecoming atmosphere working its
wonders, maybe just
playing in front of a home
crowd has something to

DEEEFENSE! —
Defensive back Gregg
Evans(17,at left) and
defensive end Jim
Dunaway (25, below)
are two mainstays in
the Racers' defensive
corps.--Staff photos by
Jim Rector

do with MSU's prosperity. The Racers currently
display a 12-0 record in
home appearances, the
last loss at Roy Stewart
Stadium coming in 1979
when Southeast Louisiana upset the Big Blue,
19-11.
This year Eastern Kentucky provides the festive
day's competition and
although Eastern has
never won at Stewart
Stadium, 1981 may
become the year of the
broken record.
Unbeaten since
September 19 when, the
Colonels lost at Navy,
EKU has steamrolled its
way to a No. 1 national
ranking in Division 1-AA
football with a 7-1 mark.
Undefeated in five.Ohio
Valley Conference games
this year the Colonels
also boast a No. 1 ranking
in the OVC with three
teams tied -fer second at
3-2.
Murray State is one of
the 3-2 teams, currently
recovering from both
conference loses in the
past two weeks. First
Middle Tennessee
disturbed the Racers'
undefeated season plans
with a 14-9 win at Murfreesboro, then Akron
trimmed the visiting
Racers,20-19, last week.
Rookie head coach
Frank Beamer will be
searching for the winning
formula that carried this
Racers to a6-0 record and
a No. 1 ranking three
weeks ago, despite crippling injuries to his defensive alignment. Six
MSU regulars have been
sidelined since the season
began and inexeprienced
players dot the MSU
defense.
After Saturday's game
with Akron eight MSU
players are reported injured including defensive
end Neil Williams and
defensive tackle Kenny
Woods listed as doubtful
starters because of ankle
injuries, tailback Marcus Moss also listed as
doubtful with a thigh
bruise, linebacker
Donald White and defensive back Alan Arrington
are both questionable
with sprained knees,
defensive end Jim
Dunaway and wide

SWIFTY — Rookie tailback Marcus Moss of
Mayfield has added an extra dimension as well as
extra depth to the Racers' running game this
season.
—Staffphoto by Jim Rector
receiver Greg King
received hand injuries,
while tailback Danny Lee
Johnson is still questionable after injuring a
shoulder against Middle
Tennessee.
Two regulars who
should be returning to the
MSU lineup after brief
absences will be guard
Tim Wheeler (pinched
nerve in his shoulder
against MTSU) and
tailback Nick Nance, who.
played against Akron
after injuring an ankle
and missing the MTSU
game.
While Murray's lineup
resembles an out-patient
list at a local hospital,
EKU appears to be the
picture of health.
Preseason All-OVC
quarterback Chris Isaac
is at the top of his game
for the Colonels with
backfield breathing room
provided by a pair of
game-breakers in
Terence Thompson and
Ed Hairston.
Thtimpson, who carried
a 118 yards-per-game
average into last week's
game against Western
Kentucky, gained only 24
yards because of a
sprained ankle but should
be recovered in time for
Saturday's
contest.
Thompson was ranked

No. 2 in Division 1-AA
rushers prior to the
Western matchup.
Without Thomf son,
though, the Colonels
responded with Hairston
last week and Hairston
responded with 88 yards
on the ground.
The Colonels as an offensive assault are
awesome with their 340.6
total yards per outing
while defensively EKU
allows only 202.1 yards
per game.
A mainstay in the Colonel backfield is pass
thief George Floyd.
Seven times the EKU
defensive back has robbed opponent passers this
year returning his interceptions for 109 total
yards.
If all the individual and
team statistics appear
stacked in EKU's favor
perhaps the Racers can
take comfort in the pattern of history. For instance, the last time MSU
lost two games in a row
they came back the
following week to beat the
No. 1 team in the nation
(Western Kentucky) 49-0.
Also, in 1979 when EKU
was ranked No. 1 and
MSU was ranked No. 8
the Racers upset the Colonels, 24-7, at MSU's
Homecoming.

Ms1 'IOWA MUNI.
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To MSU's Frank Beamer
'Winning's Where It's At'
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Head football coaches
are nortorious
quotemakers and Murray
State's Frank Beamer
rattled this one off with
the ease of an old pro.
— Winning's not
everything, but Winning's
where it's at."
"I have to keep reminding myself that football
and this program is important, but you can only
do your best and if that's
not good enough...well,
you just have to try
harder the next time
around," Beamer said in
an interview preceding
perhaps the most -important genie of his rookie
head coaching season.
With MSU's Homecoming against Ohio Valley
Conference leader

Eastern Kentucky looming in the foreground,
Beamer took a rare moment out to reflect on life
as a novice headmaste.
in one of the most successful Division 1-AA
football programs in the
nation this year.
-- "There is definitely
more pressure, pressure
coming from within
myself because I know
what the inside situations
are financially, involving
travel, maintaining' a
winning program plus all
the other decisions and
responsibilities that are
the head coach's."
In fact, Beamer admits, he often gets too
caught up in the responsibilities and pressures of
winning, winning, winning.
"I have to be careful

not to lose sight of the importance of certain
things. I mean we work
hard to prepare the kids,
he kids play as hard as
they cap and if it's not
good enough,it's not good
enough. You can sit
around and if'n this and
if'n that, but the best
thing yob can do is go on
and prepare for the next
opportunities."
Sometimes Beamer
gets so caught up in the
winning syndrome that
he catches himself, and
despite the pressure,
forces himself to step
back and breath.
"I've never looked at a
loss as helping any situal
tion. Big, on the other
hand, a person has to
realize that nobody wins
all the time. When we
were 6-0 and ranked No. 1
I loved it. When we lost to
Middle (Tennessee) it
Wasn't because we
weren't trying, but
because I think we were
trying too hard. When you
lose you,have to accept it
— it's gotta hurt or else
you're in the wrong
business — then you have
to analyze what happened
and correct your
mistakes."
The upset loss to
MTSU, 14-9, was the first
look at losing the Racers
had in seven outings. It
wasn't easy for the

players to swallow and it the past because we know
certainly didn't settle we're going to score, we
well with Beamer. Then know we're gonna kick
came the 20-19 upset in field goals. We just have
to keep from putting too
Akron.
Dropping to No. 4 then much pressure on
to No. 10 in the national ourselves and overdoing
poll was bad enough. what we need to do."
Overdoing it isn't
Shattered dreams of an
undefeated season were something new to
equally heartbreaking."I Beamer, who at times apknow some of the guys, pears married to football
like Gino (Gibbs, MSU instead of his wife of nine
quarterback) had their years, Cheryl. Having
hearts set on going been an assistant coach
undefeated. It's and involved with latesomething we all wantedr—night skull sessions,
to do.'
scouting, recruiting and
"What we need to do practices extending his
now is keep our poise, working days into weeks,
keep up the same 100 per- Beamer doesn't have
cent effort we've had in much time to spend with

his loved ones.
But when he does take
off, Beamer says his
family makes living worth while.
"I've been known to go
home and scream at my
wife before," Beamer.
says with a laugh, but he
quickly adds that his
home is where his
satisfaction lies.
"It's good medicine for
me to go borne and spend
time with my wife and
kids. If Fm feeling down.
my family picks me back
up. They have no idea
what problems went on in
my day and it makes me
forget they I problems)
Continued On Page X

Om.

ROOKIE —
Although Frank
Reamer's name has
been associated with
the'array State foot,ball program for sane
time now, he's still in
.his rookie season as
bead coach of the
Racers.
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Tennis Tourney
Set To Begin
Competition in the sixth
annual Homecoming Tennis Tournament will
again be one of the
high.Ughts of the
Homecoming weekend at
Murray State University.
Bennie Purcell, Murray Stale men's tennis
coach and tournament
director, said action will
. _ begin in the tournament
on Friday,.Qct. 30. with
the finals to be played on
Sunday. Nov. 1. Play will
begin at 8 a.m. on both
-.New t
days on the courts on
Chestnut Street near
Regents Hall. •
No play has been
scheduled for Saturday,
Oct. 31, according to
Purcell, because of the
other Homecoming ac-

twines taking place on
the campus.
Competition will include men's class A
singles and doubles (for
players with tournament
experience), men's class
B singles and doubles (for
novice players with less
than two years' experience ), and singles for
men 50 years of age and
older. Players may not
enter more than two
events.
No events have been
planned for women
because of a lack of interest in past years,
Purcell noted.
The entry fee is $10,
with proceeds going to
the university tennis
teams. Trophies will be
awarded to all winners.

MUSIC IN THE AIR — The Sigma Alpha Iota singers will add a musical touch to the weekend homecoming activities at MSU.

closeouts
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225 Lb. To 32511.
Sides of Choice Beef

JEEP SCRAMBLEi

EAGLE

ORDER YOUR BAKED COUNTRY HAM FOR
HOMECOMING NOW!
Whole Hog 6 lb. box
!
n
9Quarter Pound Pure 14 1.b.
$
Sausage Patties
Ground Beef Patties' 7
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10%
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$750.00 Savings on Cherokees-Wagoneers
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$500.00
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Guaranteed Tender
No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping
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Wholesale & Retail Meat —I

$ GIBSON HAM CO.11
Of 107 N. 3rd St.

Piton. 753-1601
NOURS;7:00-S:00

We Accept Food
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"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."•
‘- 41..
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4,Al
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Open Evening By Appointment
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641 N
Inc.
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Fall is the
season of changing
colors. The season
will be all blue &
gold with a winning
M.S.U. Season.

Alumni to Murray State for
BREAK UP — Defensive end Jim Dunaway(25)breaks
up an enemy pass and thwarts another quarterback's
completion attempt.

Homecoming 1981. We hope

"I can• you all-round
insurance protection
with a single policy."
I can offer you comprehenc
sive protection or your home.
car. personal property. liability
and TOM with PCP—Personal
Comprehensive Protection — the
special insurance policy from The
Continental Insurance Companies
PCP gives you comprehensive coverage and a wide range of
extras- you won't see in most
homeowners or auto policies It
gives you high-limit protektion —10,
your property and your Mobility 11
gives full replacement cost cover
age on yoil bane and, in most
CUBS. on your household furnish-

rigs Automatic nhation increases
in the insured value of your home —
to keep pace with flying rebuilding
costs And a variety of options Ike
disability income insurance, to suit
your needs
PCP offers you more protection than a single policy, more than
many policies combined And I
believe it s one of the best insurance values evadable today
Lei meek you how a PCP
poky can give you ail-round
protection Just give me a call or
stop in to see ine today

Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Ins. Agency Inc.
753-3415

Revese,.ng
206 Main, Murray
The Continental hisurance Companies
- - Subb011001.

11+0 Copnbasnlel

1300 Johnson Blvd.
759-1234
Murray, Ky.
Larry D. Wright-Senior Vice Pres.

and Branch Manager

1111M11.1
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Houston In Charge Of Racer Health

By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
Serving as the allsports physician for Murray State University and
both Calloway and Murray high schools could be
a full-time job for many.
But to Dr. Hal Houston,
taking care of the area
athletes is just an extracurricular activity.
Houston, who is a
surgeon with Murray
Surgical Associates, Inc.,
currently is in his busiest
season of the year — football.
.4 said recently he
talWs an hour out of each
work day to examine injured Murray State and

high school football
players and advise
coaches, trainers and
parents about the extent
and treatment of an injury.
Sportsmedicine,
Houston said, has become
a more specialized field
because "an injured
athlete is different from
the average person" in
that lesser injuries must
be treated quickly so a
player will be ready for
the next play or next
week's game.
the doctor is known for
his sense of humor which
helps develop a good rapport between himself
and the athletes. He said

he jokes with the players
to "help break the ice,"
and he added that his own
personal athletic experience helps him to empathize with injured
athletes.
Houston said he once
had to recover from a
knee operation, and now
is an avid tennis player.
He said he plays occasionally with tennis circuit star Mel Purcell, and
if any Racer football
player wants to challenge
Houston, he says "I'll
beat'em like a drum."
"The players know that
I understand them,"
Houston said. "I care
about them as people and

Give Me A

R-E-N-T-A-L-S

Go Murray
Beat Eastern

Murray Rental &
Sales Center
Hey Students Did You Know That
Murray Rental Has

not just try to fix them up
just to get in there and
win the game."
Houston said the
assistance of MSU
Trainer Tom Simmons
has been "invaluable" in
helping to treat injured
players. All injuries are
first screened by "Doc"
Simmons who refers the
player to Houston if the
injury is serious enough.
Although sports injuries are serious
business, Houston said
there can be light
moments. He said one
Racer got his "bell rung"
in a game last year and
he and Simmons went out
on the field to ask the
player the few basic questions to see if he was all
right.
They asked if he knew
where he was, and the
player replied that he
didn't. Then "Doc" turned around and told the
referees he said O.K.
because the athlete
-never knew where he
was anyway."
Sometimes the decision
to pull a star athlete out
of a game because of an
injury doesn't set well
with the fans or coaches,
but Houston said he
doesn't "let personal feelings enter into the situation."

"I like to see MSU win
too," he said, "but you
have to do the best thing
for the athlete's future."
The team physician has
the ultimate authority
and responsibility in
determining whether an
injured player pits up or
not, Houston said.
Houston receives a
small fee from the
university for his services and works for the
high schools at no cost.
And he admits that
traveling to away football
and basketball games
puts a cramp in his busy
professional schedule.
On the other hand, he
said the games give he
and his family a chance
to be together and get
away from the routine.
Houston said his wife
Lynn, and their three
children are all "avid
fans of Murray State"
sports.
Two daughters, Rebbie
16, and Greer 15, are each
on cheerleading squads
at Murray High. Their
son Hugh 13, plays football for the eighth grade
squad.
Besides being with his
family, Houston said
away games offer him an
opportunity to renew
friendships with Murray
State- athletes whom he

has treated in his eight
years as the university's
athletic program physician.
He said he talked with
former QB Mike Hobbie
and Doug Baker, a past
Racer Fullback, at the
game in Jacksonville
against Florida A di M
Another renewed acquaintance was cornerback Kevin Grady, who
attended the Youngstown
game.
Houston said people
ask him why he sacrifices
his leisure time to take
care of area athletes. He
explained athletics "is a
way of life for me" and
being on the sidelines is
"almost like playing in
the game — it's a way of
participating."
"When the day comes I
don't get excited at ,a
game, I'll quit going."
He's beeing at it eight
years already, so- that
could be a long time.

So you wantto see me.
Your travel agent

*Floor Core Equip.

*Power Tools

*Auto Repair Equip.

'Televisions

knows more about
me than anyone else on me.

*2 Wheel Appliance Carts

*Elec. Typewriters

*Small Refrigerators

*Exercise Equip.
*Calculators

IN ADDITION TO OUR RENTAL SERVICE WE WILL
STILL CARRY ALL THE SAME FINE LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIP., WOOD STOVES, CHAIN SAWS ETC.

.•

MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES CENTEt201
R
208 E. Main

This is the world speakirv.
So you want to see me.
Before you- do. see a travel agent.
Because a travel agent knows•more about me than ,iyone else on me:
About my business life and my n ight I ight. My fun cities and my sun
cour Aries. My changing nature. My blferent times.
See my Bermudas. My Canaries. My Jamaica. See me in June or
January. See. my Red Square. my Orange Bowl. My Northern light, my
Southern Cross.
See the whole, wide me. A week here. .a weekend there. Or weeks at
a time.
But first see your travel agent.

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
1 27 Soo* Seventh Street
Mayfield, Kentycky 42066 No Fee For Oar Service
Phone (502) 247-1747

711 Mein Street
Kentacky 42071
Phone (502)753-4646

Ms! HUME I IM I .
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tettv'mo'" Buchanan
" Pirae Feed & Seed
753-5378
Mdestrial RE Murray

PURINA
CHOWS

o

7-1 Finisher 1"Lbs. $ 0
5-1 Grower 1001b. $725
Fiberglass
Building Panels
F.10` AF.

We Now Have
Complete Bulk
Feed Service

MOM STOCKADE°

Weekend
Specials
Friday-Saturday & Sunday
Free Banquet Facilities
SIDELINE WORKER — MSU team physician, Dr. Hal Houston is charged with
keeping Racer team members as healthy as possible considering the weekly workouts
they receive. He'll be working hard this homecoming to insure all Racer players complete the fourth quarter in good health.

Steak & Shrimp
6 Oz. Sirloin
3 Jumbo Shrimp

We Welcome Back
All MSU
Alumni!

$129
Your Choice 40

7 Oz.Steak & Mushrooms
Sauce-TomatoesSteak & Stuff Cheese
Onions-Green Peppers
All Dinners Include "All You Can
USDA Choice
Eat Salad Bar," Texas Toast - Potato
FreeTeaRefills
Coffee Beef Cut Dail
& SoftonDrinks

Best of Luck To The
Racers Against Eastern

PURDOM

Olde-Psetioc-CalOhre c.
WOW Cartown Are Os
mob Cowan

1406 West Mon 753-5315
Si,

Op

$599

ID

FOR CARRYOUTS
ON EVERYTHING
CALL

753-0440
Bel Air Center
On 12th St. Murray, Ky.
"Best Beef In Town and
Thats No Bull."

re
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The P-55 —Beats'em to a pulp!

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply
Calloway County's Complete Form Supply Store

For the guy who
needs reliable operation at a reasonable
price we present the
P-55.
Lightweight (13.7
lbs.) but with plenty
of gusto (a 3.4 cubic
inch 55 cc engine) our
dependable and robust
P-55 is the easiest
saw for any home or
form iob.
The P-55 designed
and priced with you in
mind!

PAR

Hwy.94E.753-7862 Murray, Ky.

Mums Will Color The Day

Look Your Best In Fabulous

Fall Fashions
From

a6
THE delrept

CHESTNUT

By JENNIE B. GORDON
Staff Writer
When the homecoming
crowd gathers Saturday
in Stewart Stadium, blue
and gold chrysanthemums will color the
day in a tradition that
dates back to the roaring
twenties.
Huge chrysanthe mums,called football
mums because of their
large size, were carried,
long stem, to the fast
becoming popular game
of football, by fans and
waved as they cheered
their favorite team. This
generation of fans was
flappers, with shingle
bobs, and turned down
hose, and Joe College,
with baggy trousers,
slicked-down hair and racoon coats.
During these hoop-la,
happy days, flowers added to the carefree scene
of the twenties charm,
elegance and color to an
already flamboyant
generation.

Mrs. Carrie Pearl Huie,
retired Murray Florist,
attended florist school approximately 50 years ago
when the football mums
were fast becoming part
of the homecoming tradition at Murray State.
Huie remembers beginning to work on her mum
production two weeks
before the homecoming
game.
Work begins on preont
day homecoming mums
in June or July at the
Poppy Shoppe, according
to Art Jewell, owner.
Jewell said his business
will sell approximately
700 mums that will be
worn to Saturday's football game.
The public always
wants something different, says Jewell.
Through the years,
homecoming mums have
been individualized for
the school with ribbons in
school colors,
monograms and other
associated novelties.

To personalize football
mums even more, fraternity letters, club names
and class years can be
added to the face of the
mum. Wives or dates of
football players may
have their number placed
on the flower. A new
tradition is the appearance of sorority letters or both sorority and
fraternity letters, to
clearly indicate loyalty,
on a homecoming mum.
Jewell reported an
unusual request for lettering on mums when a
group of students asked
for the letters GW. These
letters stood for "get
wet." According to
Jewell, this group had
party plans which included much celebrating with
homecoming "spirit."
"The more guady, the
better," says Jewell, as
he reports adding to the
already colorful corsage,
bees, lady bugs, butterflies, helmets, bells,
tinsel and lace.
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Field Set To Play In Tourney
By M.C. Garrott
A full field of 156 men
and women golfers have
entered the annual Murray State University
Homecoming golf tournament, scheduled for Friday, Oct. 30, as the annual gala weekend at the
university gets underway.
With the lead foursome
scheduled to leave the
first tee at 8:30 a.m., the
tournament this year will
be — by popular demand
— another four-member
team scramble with
prizes for members of the
top three men and top
three women's teams.
Several other special
contests also are planned
— a putting tournament,
longest drive, closest to
the pin on the 125-yard
Ilth hole, alumnus or
alumnae traveling the
greatest distance to participate and a general attendance award.
A special, traveling
trophy — Mr. Gatti's
Murray State University
Golf Championship
Trophy — has been
donated by Buddy Parker
and will be awarded for
the first time this year to
the team posting the
lowest gross score.
The names of the winning team members will
be engraved on the
trophy, which will be
displayed at Mr. Gatti's
pizza restaurant until
next year's tournament is
played. Each member of
the winning team also
will receive a plaque for
permanent possession.
Another new feature in
this year's tournament
also will be a special contest on the 155-yard second hole. A circle, 12 feet
in diameter, will be
drawn around the hole.
Any golfer posting a $1
participation fee and hitting his or her ball into
the circle from the tee wil
receive three new golf
balls on the spot.
Sherri Copeland, Miss
Kentucky 1981 and a
sophomore at Murray
State, also will be
available to play as a 5th
member of the group that
bids the highest for her
company. An avid golfer
as well as a beautiful
young lady, she plays her
golf at Benton Country

partner.
Club.
9:50 a.m. — Johnny
Bids for her company
Williams, Steve Gatens,
should be in the Alumni
David Alexander and
Office at the university
Dennis Meyers.
by 4:30 p.m. Wednesday,
9:58 a.m. — James R.
Oct. 28.
Barkett, Joe
(Tiger)
Because of the large
Brown, Jim Davis and
number of declared parpartner.
ticipants, Murray Coun10:06 a.m. — Jughead
try Club pro Jimmy
and foursome.
Mitchell
Sullivan is encouraging
—Jerry Lee,
a.m.
10:14
have
their
all golfers who
Dick Orr
Ellis,
Holmes
own golf carts to bring
Alexander.
Dean
and
them to the course and
10:22 a.m. — David
use them during the tourBill Spears,
Spahr,
nament.
Dwight Mills and Bob
The entry fee is $10, all
Mobley.
of which will go to the
10:30 a.m. — George
the
travel expense fund of
and foursome.
Oakley
Murray State golf team,
10:34
a.m. — Buddy
several of whom will be
Parker, Dick Tucker,
on haild along with their
Tony Fioravanti and Bill
coach, Raymond T.
Stout.
"Buddy" Hewitt, to help
10:38 a.m. — Truman
with the tournament.
Jim White, BilWhitfield,
The Murray Country
and Ron
Crouse
Dan
ly
Club board of directors
Greene.
recently voted again to
10:46 a.m. — David
waive all green fees for
and foursome.
Gallagher
the tournament as the
10:54 a.m. — Rick Lamclub's contribution to the
pkin, Mike Pierce, Cary
MSU golf team's travel
Brandon and partner.
expense needs.
11:02 a.m. — Tommy
M. C. Garrott, retiring
Bill Thurman,
Sanders,
director of information
Ed Clees and Johnny Mcand public services at
Cage.
Murray State, is the tour11:10 a.m. — Jack Bennament chairman, and
Chet Wildey, Sonny
ton,
assisting him will be Norand A. R. HatBruchen
D.
J.
man Lane, Hewitt,
Rayburn, Pete Ryan and
others.
/ 7/
The teams and their
starting times are:
8:38 a.m. — Bill Gray,
Paul Crews, Sam Smith
and Larry Gilmore.
8:46 a.m. — Pal
Howard, Gene Gordon,
Charles Jackson and
Fred Enix.
8:54 a.m. — Burton
Young, Dan Miller,
Clayton Hargrove and
Bill Bogard.
9:02 a.m. — Rebecca
Dublin, Terry Quertermous, Rita McKeel and
Frances Parker.
9:10 a.m. — Bob Burton, Corky Taylor, Jack
Wolfe and partner.
9:18 a.m. — E. W. Dennison, Cliff Eissler, Eddie
Hunt and Gene Landolt.
9:26 a.m. — Buck
Hurley, Jimmy Brown,
Herb Hurley and Red
Metcalf.
9:34 a.m. — Jim
Pickens, David Pickens,
John Gingles and Pat
Lamb.
9:42 a.m. — Dr. Jack
Creason, Glenn Stone,
Macon Hutchins and

cher.
11:18 a.m. — Bill Seale
and foursome.
11:26 a.m. — Ron Catton and foursome.
11:34 a.m. — Wilburn
Sins, Mickey Sins, Bob
Cartwright and Mike
Cartwright.
11:42 a.m. — David
Graham, Billy Wagnor,
Paul Mauer and partner.
11:50 a.m. — Sal
Matarazzo, Tom Atkins,
David Gantt and partner.
11:58 a.m. — Don

Chamberlain foursome.
12:06 p.m. — Leroy Offerman, Bud Long, Tommy Walker and William
Murray.
12:14 p.m. — Van
Haverstock. Howard
Steely,Rick Miller and
Buddy Valentine.
12:22 p.m. — Larry
Robinson, Ron Holmes,
Frank Borgsmiller and .
Larry Joe Smith.
12:30 p.m, — Al Jones,
Thelma Eckerdt and
partners.

12:38 p.m.
Betty
Lowry, Venela Sexton,
Evelyn Jones and partner.
12:46 p.m. — Tom
Poore, John Walker, Dan
Frizzell and Gary
Selman.
12:54 p.m. — Mike
Holton, Red Howe, David
Back and Jim Brannon.
1:02 p.m. — Diane
Villanova, Ann Bloom,
Margaret Shuffett and
Dorothy Fike.
Continued On Page 34

Go
Big
Blue!
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For Infants
41 11‘11.
.
Toddler-Boys & Girls
Girls Sizes 4 thru Teens
Boys To Size 20
Includes:
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E
EE- erFRE
FRERegist
For This
TV To Be Given Away FREE

R
TV
'
COLO
GE19
With A TOMAT1C FREQUENCY CONTROL
'
DIAGONAL

•-•""

COLOR MONITOR TVs
for '82I
• COLOR MONITOR
• QUARTZ ELECTRONIC TUNING —
91 CHANNELS
• MIDBAND CHANNEL CAPABILITY —
For Unscrambled. Compatible Cable
TV Channels
• 100% SOLID STATE ENERGY
CONSCIOUS CHASSIS

$6290°Best

homecoming 10 — Yvette Payne was crowned 1900 homecoming queen just before
the Racers beat Middle Tenneseee 384.Payne will be on hand to crown one of the candidates on Saturday.

Frank Beamer...

tresq...00101/100,111•011111/
ed at is
caw** cts~,
YID 171,040.
cro,crorClpurs.re noormal woe ...co0

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
Af'f't IA NC `. APE OUR ONE Y BUSINEY
217 E

maim HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS 753-Ise

Condoned From Pap111
exist when I can do things
and spend time with my
family. When nil with
my family it makes me
remember that football's
not everything in life."
Balmer *eh highly
of hie wife, who he calls
"a great football wife."
Cheryl, who works as a
secretary in the MSU
sports information office,
maintains contact with
her husband's world and
his workday situation.
"She understands
coaching and the
pressures involved and I
-feel fortunate to have
found someone like her.
Because she understands
she's able to help me so
much instead of hinder
me."
With a stable family influence behind him and a
solid football program to
build on what does

Reeener's future bold in
store?
"I naturally want to be
as successful as I can be
both personally and for
this program.I've always
felt, though, that
whatever happens, happens. Right now I'm very
comfortable with where
I'm at and I'd be happy to
spend the rest of my life
In Murray,Kentucky.'

either," Bean'said.
The rookie leiSU coach
says looking far ahead
isn't his style and be
prefers to take life a week
at a time. And this week
life includes a collision
with EKU. Undefeated in
OVC play and ranked No.
1 in the nation, the Colonels (7-1) will preserd
the toughest lineup the
Racers have faced this
MUM

"I like the support the
athletic programs
receive here and the people are the finest to work
with here, as anywhere
I've been. Of course in the
back of my head, and
right now it's way back
there, the possibility exists that something might
come up. I'm not saying
that if something did
come up that I'd take it,
but I'm not saying that
I'd never consider it

The presence of the
normal Homecoming
hoopla also adds pressure
to an already overloaded
situation.
"We're gonna have to
put the blinders on and
focus in on the job we
have to do. There's a lotta
nice things going on during Homecoming week,
but we've got a part to do
and our part is to play
well and beat Eastern
Kentucky."
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• SONGS,SONGS,SONGS — Two groups set to perform Friday night include: above
MSU Jazz Band and Phi Mu Alpha Glee Club. The concert is set for 8 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium.

Homecoming
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One Of Five To Become Queen
A highlight of
Homecoming activities at
Murray State University
on Saturday. Oct. 31, will
be the crowning of one of
five finalists as the 1981
Homecoming Queen.
Chosen from among 42

candidates nominated by
campus organizations for
the honor are: Ellen Kay
Byrd, Gilbertsville Route
1 freshman; Felecia Ann
Dixon, Louisville junior;
Jan Harper, Cowan,
Tenn., sophomore; Patty

Jackson, Clinton senior;
and Debra Lynn
Lewellyn, Russiaville,
Ind., Route 2 sophomore.
The winner, to be
chosen by the student
body Wednesday, Oct. 28,
will be crowned in pre-

game ceremonies to
begin at 1:30 p.m. in Roy
Stewart Stadium before
the 2 p.m. kickoff of the
football game between
the Racers and Ohio
Valley Conference rival
Eastern Kentucky

GO
MSU
ACER
Everyone at Home Federal wish
you a successful Homecoming
and a win against Eastern,

9ECIEU
lf
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
.011,11011•

•s,s,

isms

LENDER

1201 Main, Murray,Ky.
759-1630

Home Office 1601 Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 442-9171

OW IOW,.••••••••••

•teb NIP

University.
Miss Byrd, 18-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William K. Byrd,
represents Springer Hall.
She is 5-2 and weights 95
pounds, with blue eyes
and blond hair. Her ma}or is television broadcasting.
A pledge of Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority
on the campus,Miss Byrd
is a member of Alpha Epsilon Rho national broadcasting society.
Miss Dixon, a radiotelevision and journalism
major, is sponsored by
her social sorority, Delta
Sigma Theta, which she
serves as secretary. The
20-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. Douglas
Grant has green eyes and
chestnut brown hair. She
is 5-5 and weights 122
pounds.
Among her campus activities are production
chief of the Murray State
News, the campus
newspaper, and membership in Alpha Epsilon
Rho.
Miss Harper, 19, is a
physical education major
sponsored in the competition by Woods Hall. The
brown-eyed, brownhaired daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Harper is 5Sand weights 113 pounds.
She has been a member
of the women's track and
field team at Murray
State for two years and is
a little sister of Sigma
Chi.
Miss Jackson is an
Free Gift Wrapping

English major and
represents Sigma Chi
social fraternity. She is 53 and weights 112 pounds.
The 21-year-old, browneyed blonde daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. R. M.
Jackson is an honor student and a member of
several honor fraternities.
She has been active in
theatre productions and
is a senator of the Student
Government Association
(SGA) and publicity
chairman of the University Center Board. Her
social sororoty is Alpha
Delta Pi, which she has
served as treasurer and
Panhellenic representative.
Miss Lewellyn, 20, is a
business administration
major and honor student
who is sponsored by her
social sorority, Alpha
Omicron Pi. A brunette
with hazel eyes who is 5-9
and weights 118 pounds,
she is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Norman
Lewellyn.
She is a Student Ambassador and was executive assistant to the
vice president of the SGA
in 1980. Her past honors
include Miss Howardl
County (Ind.) in 1981 and
finalist in the Miss Indiana State Fair
Pageant.
The winner will be
crowned by Yvette Renee
Payne, Joppa, Ill.,
Senior, the 1980
Homecoming Queen.
Lay-Away

The Exciting Gift Center
In This Area
*Imported Soaps
*Music Boxes
*Lovely Towels
*Lots of Brass
*Jewelry
*Ginger Jars
Bed/Bath
Gift Center

*Luggage
*Wall Decor
*Notes & Cards
*Humorous Books.
& Games
Oriental Furniture
and Accessories -

Dixieland Center on Chestnut
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Designing
Studio
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HEAD
LINES

Heir
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Studio

We At
HEAD
LINES
Wish Everyone
A Happy Homecoming
1981

IDS/

You'll want to look your best for this ont e a year
celebration.

DV'
i
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So come by, we can help you by providing personalized consultation and hair designing

X0O

GOAL FOR GIBBS — Quarterback Gino Gibbs(4) offers the Racers a triple
threat whenever he handles the ball. He leads the Ohio Valley Conference with a
139.9 yards per game average in total offense and is the only OVC player with
over 1,000 yards in total offense this year.

Come By or Give
Us A Call
753-0882
Dixieland Center
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---,,--Al Zimmerman invites you to

\ Trenholm's

Restaurant

to try the best
breakfast in town!

\

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Try Us For Dinner Too!
You'll Like Our Specials...
GERMAN POT ROAST
(Sourbroten)with dumplings
On Tues. Night
Delicious BBQ CHICKEN
Only
,Cto Wed.Night
Mouthwatering
cia
KY.LAKE CATFISH
'
Filets, Fiddlers or Stooks um!
i
Oa Fa.& Sot. Hight

$2.50

Trenholm's
Restaurant
Homestyle Cooking
At Reasonable Prices
1206 Chestnut St
lin:$

Tees.-Set.
e.sui.-2 p.a. Mem.
a.m.-2 p.m. Sew.

GO
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Ten toes. Two heels. Two soles.
From there on,the resemblance ends. The fact isrno two pairs
of kids'feet are alike. And there's no such thing as a "regular'
size idd's shoe.
That's why it's important to
know the Stride Rite' Alphabet.

StrideRite

Authorized fitting Center
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Murray,
Kentucky
Is
"A Special Place"

•

M.S.U. Homecoming,1981
Is
"A Special Time"
Bank of Murray
. .
Is
"A Special Bank"
Let Us Serve Your Financial Needs!

kvl I Bankof Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

By DWAIN menfrosti •
A record number of
almost 200 units will
make up the 1981
Homecoming Parade at
Murray State University
Saturday. The theme is
"Mardi Gras at Murray
State."
To begin on 15th Street
alongside Sparks Hall at
9:30 a.m.,the parade,one
of the traditional
highlights of the weekend
celebration on 'the campus, will proceed down
Main Street to downtown
Murray and wind around
the courthouse square.
Grand marshal of the
parade will be Dixie
Moore McKenzie of
Washington, D.C., who
was the first Homecoming Queen in 1935. She is
one of about 25 former
Homecoming Queens who
have indicated they will
return to be honored
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Expires Nov. 12,1981
lied Valid With Any Other Special Offer

"Let Us
Cater Your
Next
Banquet"

Murray, Ky.

711 So. 12th
ii

excooe

Our Specialty
Two 7 Oz. Sirloin
Dinners. Large Baked
Idaho Potato or French Fries and
Texas Toast
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Alumni

Expires Nov. 12, 1981

Racer Fans
Homecoming
Specials
All Items
Available For
Take-Out

Hours
11 a.m.-10 p.m.Sun.-Thurs.
11 a.m.-11 p.m. Fri.-Sot.
753-3822

Free
Banquet Room
Available
Free Refills
Coffee-Tea-Soda

•

fl

guests for the day and to
ride in the parade. The
reigning Homecoming
Queen is Yvette Payne,
Joppa,Ill., senior.
Along with the usual array of floats, the parade
will include the five
finalists for 1981
Homecoming Queen,
competition among 18
area high school, junior
high and middle schoolmarching bands, several
other guests of honor and
a variety of other entries:
Homecoming Queen
finalists for 1981 are:
Ellen Kay Byrd, Gilbertsville Route 1 freshman;
Felecia Ann Dixon,
Louisville junior; Jan
Harper, Cowan, Tenn.,
sophomore; Patty
Jackson, Clinton senior;
and Debra Lynn
Lewellyn, Russiaville,
Ind., Route 2sophomore.
Bands to march in the

Two Of Our
Pardner Chopped
Steak Dinners. Choke Of
Mushroom Gravy or Onions
And Peppers, Baked Idaho
Potato or
French Fries and
al,AL
Texas Toast

FarmlY Steak'lane

14., fruit!,

I I
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Mardi Gras Theme Will
Highlight Annual Parade

Fresh USDA Choice beefcutdaily
OLDEN
in each Golden Corral I
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Not Valid With Awy Other Special Oiler

Two Medium Rib Eye
Steak Dinners
Choke Of Large
Idaho Baked Potato or Fresh
French Fries and
Texas Toast

Expires Nov.12, 1981
Not

Yid With Amy Other Special Mew

parade include high
khool units from Ballard
Memorial,' Calloway
County, Carbondale,
Dawson Springs,
Eldorado, Ill., Fulton
County, Hickman
County, Marion, Ill.,
McLeansboro, Ill., Murray, Obion (Tenn.) Central and South Fulton.
Junior high and middle
school bands to participate are Benton
Junior High, Burns Middle School of Owensboro,
Lyon County Junior High,
Murray Middle, North
Marshall Junior High and
South Marshall Junior
High.
Leading the parade will
be the Racer Band, along
with the ROTC Color
Guard, Murray police
and firemen and
Calloway County
representatives from the
sheriff's office and the
fire and rescue squad.
Cheerleaders and Duncan, the school mascot,
will ride a Murray fire
truck near the head of the
parade, and Violet Cactus, the Thoroughbred
which circles the track in
Stewart Stadium when
the football team scores,
will also be in the procession.
President and Mrs.
Constantine W. Curris
and several members of
the board of regents will
be among the guests of
honor in the parade,
along with Dr. Ben Humphreys of Murray,
president of the Alumni
Association, and Donna
Herndon, director of
alumni affair
Among special guests
riding in the parade will
be the reigning Miss Kentucky, Sheri Copeland,
Benton sophomore, the
reigning Miss Murray
State University; Terrie
Liles, Russellville junior,
and Frank Morock,
sports director of WPSDTV, Channel 6, in
Paducah.
Other special guests
will be Miss NECCflin
Electric Cooperati
orporation) Angela peck
of Elizabethtown, Miss
(Continued On Page 31)
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FLOATING ALONG — Two of the 1980 homecoming parade entries had a beautiful
Saturday to stroll down Main Street. More than 200 units are expected for this year's
parade..

Parade...
(Continued From Page 30)
Teen U.S.A. Amy Coverdale, a student at UTMartin, Kentucky Miss
Pre-Teen Andrea Leigh
Crick of Murray and Miss
Kentucky Teen World
Stacy Lynn Mobley of
Owensboro, formerly of
Murray.
About 10 floats will be
in the parade, with
awards to be presented to
the best Greek float, the
best independent float
and the best communitysponsored float. Winners
in float and band competition will be announced in pregame ceremonies, when the new
Homecoming Queen will
also be crowned.
Among other entries
will be Shriners from
Murray, Paducah and
Clarksville, Tenn., with
clowns, an Oriental band
and a motorcycle patrol,
Brownie Scouts, Cub
Scouts, antique cars,
baton twirling groups and
sweethearts of various
campus organizations.
Diana Johnson of Lincoln, Ill., a graduate student, is chairman of the
Homecoming Committee
of the Student Government Association.
Thousands of alumni,
students„lormer
students, friends and
people from the community are expected to
turn out over the
Homecoming weekend to

enjoy Friday and Saturday activities and to
renew friendships during
the 49th annual fall gettogether.
Although much of the
attention will center on
the parade and the Ohio
Valley Conference football game between the
Racers and Eastern Kentucky University, a variety of other events is on the
schedule for the two days.
To get people in the
mood, Homecoming eve
on Friday, Oct. 30, has
been designated Blue and
Gold Spirit Day. Both the
campus and community
will be decorated in blue
and gold and people are
also being asked to dress
in the school colors on
that date.
Activities for Friday
will include the 12th annual Homecoming Golf
Tournament, the sixth
annual Homecoming Tennis Tournament, the first
Ruth Cole Distinguished
Lecture, a nursing alumni banquet, an intrasquad
Racer basketball scrimmage, the annual
Agriculture Alumni
Association reunion and
dinner and a musical
spectacular with several
groups from the Department of Music appearing
in concert.
Besides the usual
assortment of breakfasts,
coffees, brunches, lunches, dinners and parties
for sororities, fraternities
'•
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and other organizations,
the Saturday lineup also
includes the OVC cross
country meet, an alumni
baseball game, a reception for the Class of 1980,
the annual alumni
smorgasbord, a Queens
Reception at Oakhurst, a
Minority Awareness
Reception in the University Center, an Invitational Alumni Art Exhibit
reception in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, the
Preservation Hall Jazz
Band concert and a
Homecoming Dance in
the University Center
ballroom.
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Former Graduates To Exhibit Art Works
Art . works by 15
graduates of 7tTurray
State University are now
on display in the Clara M.
Eagle tallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on the campus in
an Alumni Invitational
Exhibition to run through
Nov. 5.
Planned in conjunction
-wlih— the Homecoming
weekend, the show in-

chides work in several
media — painting, drawing. printmaking,
photography, graphic
deign, sculpture, fibers,
metalsmithing and
. ceramics. •
Alumni. who have
distinguished themselves
as teachers or artists invited to exhibit and the
years - they graduated
are:

Jerry Speight, 1964 and
1968, Harry Furches,
1959, and Barry Johnson,
1968 and 1975, all of Murray; Gary Trentham of
Auburn, Ala., 1965; John
LOViI1S of Radcliff, 1972
and 1978; David Carlson
of Williamsburg, Mass.,
,1979; Beverly Ford of
Benton 1961 and 1979; Joe
Emery of Talladega,
Ala., 1978; Steve Loar of

Ridgeville, Ill., 1972;.
Kennita Freed of Ann Arbor, Mich., 1979; James
E. Jenkins of Fullerton,
Calif., 1979; Jeffrey Martin of Dry Ridge, 1975;
Jeanette Cathey
Blakefield of Maysville,
1970 and 1972; Linda J.
Cundiff of Parkersburg,
W. Va., 1975; and David
R. Brown of Paducah,
1969 and 1977.

They will be the guests
of honor at a reception
from 4 to 7 p.m. Saturday
in Eagle Gallery as a part
of Homecoming activities. The public is invited to attend the reception and to see the exhibit.
Melody Weiler,
associate director Of the
gallery, said the show
represents an excellent
opportunity for students,
'faculty and area
residents to see the work

that is being produced by
some former students.
"It is an enjoyable
show that offers a range
of both formal and expressive qualities in a
diversity of media," she
noted.
Gallery hours are 7:30
a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on Saturdays
and I to 4 p.m. on Sundays. It is open to visitors
at no charge.

Jazz Rand Scheduled
To Appear In Concert

"Good Luck
Racers
Against
Eastern
IGA's Behind You
All The Way!.

"We Hope
To See
Violet Cactus
Get Its Workout
On The Track This
Homecoming."

Preservation Hall
Jazz Band, the New
Orleans musicians
who have traveled the
world playing the
famous music they
created decades ago,
will appear in concert
at Murray State
University Oct. 31 as a
feature of the
Home,coming
weekend.
Scheduled to begin
at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, the program will be a mixture
of the sweet-sadgentle-exuberant
music that came out of
the turn-of-the-century
street parades,
saloons and river
boats.
Now in their 60s, 70s
and 80s, the band
members are well
known for playing with
the spirit and joy that
is symbolic of New
Orleans jazz. They
were among the musicians who brought
together the marches,
quadrilles, blues,
spirituals and'ragtime
to create that un-

,1447/nelaS

Your

mistakable form and
beat.
Preservation Hallin
the French Quarter of
New Orleans was
originally a place
where musicians could
get together to play
mostly for their own
pleasure. Now people
from all over the world
pack the benches each
night to hear jazz as it
was played when it
was created.
In addition, Preservation Hall Jazz Bands
have traveled
throughout the wo.lo
to entertain audiences
everywhere with
music that is simple in
technical terms but
complex in performance. Because the
bands improvise as
they go along, each
concert is an original
that will never he
reconstructed in exactly the same way.
All tickets are
general admission at
$5.50 for the public and
$4.50 for Murray State
students.
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Violet Cactus...
and saw Cactus. She felt
being jockey'for the
school mascot was
"something everyone
else gets to do."
However, she has proven agriculture department chairman Jim
Rudolph's decision to
make her jockey was a
good one.
"Before we run, I get
goose bumps. But I look
at it that I'm riding for
Murray State University.
I love it," Anderson said.
"You can fel the support of the crowd. The
horse symbolizes the
spirit of the university
and I want to do anything
to help with that spirit."
With a horse like Cactus, helping school spirit
comes easy. "She's a
ham. She knows she:s a
celebrity. At first, 'she's
cool as a cucumber then
when she hears the music
(played after the Racers
score), she starts prancing around," the jockey,
who is not under contract
and receives no pay,said.
The care and preparation of Cactus is not just a
Saturday chore but a
seven-day-a-week job,
Anderson said. The
horse's care also is in the
hands of Linda Akridge
and Kathy Goodykoontz,
who walk the horse
before and after runs at
the stadium and help with
her care and training during the week.
Workouts during the
we
mostly consist of
"111.6rk on responsiveness," Anderson
said.
A former member of
the Murray State intercollegiate horse show
team, Anderson said she
has her own routine each
\
()
0
0
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()

0
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()
()
()
()

Saturday before a football game.
"I always wear blue
and gold. First thing in
the morning, I always go
out and run. Then I work
out with Cactus."
Along with Akridge and
Goodykoontz, Anderson
washes down the horse,
decorates the saddle and
bridle, clips the mane,
braids the tail and puts
"vet wraps" -around the
horse's ankles to help
prevent injuries since
Cactus runs on the artificial surfaced track.
A special feature to
Anderson and Cactus' appearance is the jockey's
outfit brand new this year

GO
MSU...

Continued From Page4
— racing silks.
The design, using the
school colors of blue Ilnd
gold, features the university shield on a gold
triangle background
which emphasizes the
shape of the shield.
The blue sleeves and
the blue bodice "V"form,
when the jockey stands
with arms outward, the
letter "M". The blue cap
has a 3-rellow visor and
yellow pom-pon, symbolizing. a "beacon" or
torch of learning.
Before each game,
Anderson calls her
parents. Then she is
ready for the game.
Riding horses since age
5, Anderson doesn't see
horses as a part of her
future although she would
like "to have a horse for
the back yard and maybe
raise a couple of good
ones."

HOMECOMING SALE
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sot.

BEAT
EKU!!!
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For The Finest
In Diamonds,
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Have A Great Weekend Racers
Open 9-6 Mon.-Sat. - 9-9 Fri.
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*Cairo *Mayfield
*Madisonville
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MSU HOMECOMING

IT'S A PARADE — Homecoming Parade activities
are set to begin at9:30 a.m.Saturday at 15th and Main
Streets. Bystanders will see at least 200 brightly colored units pass their way.
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Murray's Nearly New Shop
Clothing For all the Family

*Pipes
•Bkuded Tobacco
*Intl:meted Cigars and Cigarettes
'lighters
*Tobacco Pouches

For the
Mother to Be
Maternity Fashions

'Cigarette Cases
*Tobacco Jars
*Pipe Racks
*Ash Trays
*Cigar fitunidors

Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat. 10-4

Welcome Alumni
Golf Tourney
Tee Off
C

a
Precision cuttinrdone
to fit.yourface
and appearance. We do
pef-ms and hair coloring.
Quality work and high
fashion styling!
Call
753-5902

Judy & Shore's
Beauty Salon
8e - Air Center

One After
Another...

Go For It
BIG BLUE!

Connie Bogard-Receptionist
Judy Cord a Shore Porker
Owners a'proem
Operators: Wanda Housden,
Rosetta Burkeen, Carol Hill
IMMO
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Times
Continued From Page 25
1:10 p.m. — Scotty McCullar, David Moses,
John T. Hamlin and partner.
1:18 p.m. — Tom Thurmond, Jerry Duncan,
Tony Thompson and
Mack Furgerson.
1:26 p.m. — Hal Kemp,
Purdom Lovett, Bob
Lemasters and Terry
Turner.
1:34 p.m. — Larry
Krouse, Butch Sergent,
Jim Ramsey and Rick
Orr.
1:42 p.m. — Bill Holt,
Erwin Court, Monty
Newcome and Jeff
Wiseman.
1:50 p.m. — Bobby
Fike, Johnny Pritchard,
Don Robinson and part-.
ner.

•
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I Our Number 1 Sports Fan!!
Sports Editor
Jim Rector
And
Racer Team
Members_

Read
Jim's
homecoming '81
Coverage In Monday's

Miirray Ledger ?tr Times

